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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

In this report we present a first order feasibility study of four

particular candidate surveillance systems for the Fourth Generation Air

Traffic Control System. No attempt has been made to compare

these systems, rather we have chosen to examine in detail only the most

crucial aspects of each. This analysis has brought to light many of the

weak points of these systems; these must be addressed in future studies.

We have also identified many of the critical as smptions underlying the

analysis. These should also receive future consideration. It would be

premature to compare the four systems at this time. Such a comparison

will be best performed after the critical areas mentioned above have been

dealt with in greater detail.

For expediency, it was necessary to make certain simplifying

as smptions and to idealize the problem by excluding certain is sues from

consideration. In particular, it was necessary to make assumptions about

the traffic model, the desired performance characteristics, the desired

complexity constraints, the environmental effects, and the technological

constraints. These are all considered in detail in Appendix A. We have

explicitly excluded any is sues of compatibility with the upgraded third

generation system. Also, we have ignored interaction between the sur-
1

veillance function and other aspects of the fourth generation system, (i. e.

communications, navigation, and control). Our effort has only addressed

the over Continental United States (CONUS) surveillance problem. Some

of the fundamental assumptions, our most significant conclusions and

recommended research and development are summarized below.

1



I. Fundamental Assumptions

A. Full time surveillance of all airborne aircraft with position

measurement updates every few seconds and accuracies of a few

hundred feet is required. A system capable of growth to 105

aircraft (peak load) is desired.

B. It is especially important to maintain surveillance on aircraft

during typical maneuvers.

c. Because 97qo of the users are prOjected tO be general aviatiOn

aircraft it is essential that the ationics costs be kept to a minimum.

D. The system is required to operate at L-band.

II. Air-to-Satellite-to-Ground Surveillance Systems

A. Each aircraft autonomously transmits a signature, with a

duration of about one msec, which consists of a few PSK pulses each

of which contains a few hundred 100 nsec chips. The signature is

repeated every few seconds. Two particular candidate systems are

analyzed: a Fixed Signature Repetition Rate (FSRR) system in which

unique identification is determined by the inter pulse time and the

PSK modulation, and a Variable Signature Repetition Rate (VSRR)

system in which unique identification is determined by the

inter signature and inter puls e times and the PSK modulation. I

B. These systems are demonstrated to be extremely sensitive

to intentional interference. In particular, under optimistic

assumptions each satellite can be disabled by a 42dbw ERP terminal.

At the assumed L-band frequency this could be achieved with 100w

of rf power and a 3. 5 foot antenna ( 13° half power beamwidth). This

should take less prime power than a toaster, be easily transportable

in a car or small boat and be within the reach of many hostile polit-

ical groups, at a cost of under two thousand dollars.

2
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c. An avionics antenna system with a sufficiently miform pattern down to

very low elevation angles is costly and complex. To avoid using costly

antennas, the system is configured so that at least four satellites in the

constellation are always above 15° elevation angle (in a coordinate system

attached to the air craft).

D. To ensure continous coverage by four particular satellites during air-

craft maneuvers with banking angles of up to 30°, the four satellites must

be within a cone with a 45° half angle. One reasonable candidate satellite

constellation employs 12 satellites, this imposes a geometric dilution penalty

factor of 20.

E. From a first order performance analysis which takes into account the

non-ideal link characteristics but makes no allowance for link margin, we

have concluded that neither the FSRR nor VSRR systems achieves an acceptable

level of performance.

1. For the FSRR system to achieve less than 104
false alarms each signature period (2. 5 see),
the resultant detection probability is less
,than 2/3,

2. For the VSRR system analyzed the ( .etection
probability does not exceed O. 7.

F. We have not demonstrated that air-to-satellite-to-ground systems will

not work. Our first order analysis merely demonstrates unacceptably low

performance levels for the two particular systems analyzed.
I

111. Satellite-to-Air-to-Ground Surveillance System

A. Every second each satellite transmits one 200 bit “PSK

modulated pulse with a 100 nsec chip direction. The intervals

during which successive satellites transmit are separated by 8 msec

to avoid pulse overlap over CONUS. Matched filter detection is

employed on the aircraft.

3
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B. A line of sight data communications link in which air craft are

polled by the ground terminal is used to provide the required sur-

veillance data to the ground proces sing center. For a surveillance-

only capability, aircraft identity and time differences between pulse

arrivals are transmitted to the groud. This communication link can

be used for other functions, e. g. IPC.

c. A direct navigation capability could be realized by adding

satellite down-link ephemeris transmissions and an avionics position

calctiator. Calculator procurement costs are estimated to be less

than $2, 000 in quantity at today! s prices; significantly lower costs

are projected for 20 years hence. For this system, position and

identification parameters are transmitted to the ground.

D. Since multiple access noise is not a problem with this system,

satellite orbit constraints are not as severe as they are in air-to-

satellite-to-ground systems. Four satellites within a 55° half angle

cone should be sufficient to permit bank angles up to 30°.

E. The required air-ground capability is not gros sly different

from the current estimates for the Discrete Address Beacon System

(DABS).

F. Intentional interference from ground based or airborne termi-

nals is limited in effectiveness to line of sight areas.

G. RMS position errors less than 700 feet should be achievable using

frequency standards accurate to 2 parts in 106. A factor of 3.5 I

improvement in accuracy should be achievable with a local oscillator
7

stability of 5 parts in 10 .

4
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IV. Air-to- Ground Surveillance System

A. Once every few seconds each aircraft transmits a signature

consisting of fourteen lo~sec PSK modulated p~ses. Each pulse

is selected from one of eight and thus a total of 42 bits is transmitted.

These could include both identity and barometrically determined

altitude, Reception by three ground stations permits position deter-

mination by multilateration techniques.

!
1’

B, Intentional interference is limited in effectiveness to line of

sight areas.

c. Performance estimates in the terminal and en route areas

yield different results because of differences in 1) traffic density,

Z) signature repetition rate and 3) maximum range. Although the

resultant signal to noise ratios differ by only 2db, this difference is

sufficient to provide satisfactory performance en route and uns atis -

factory performance in the terminal area.

D. Because of the high sensitivity of performance to signal to

noise ratio and hence to small changes in the assumptions, we cannot

draw any definitive conclusions regarding tie feasibility of this system.

E. In order to properly assess system performance the more

tenuous assumptions underlying the analysis must be addressed in

more detail. These are summarized in part C of the next section.

v. Recommendations for Future R and D

A. Air-to-Satellite-to-Ground Surveillance System

1. The extreme susceptibility to intentional inter -
ference of the two specific systems analyzed raises a
serious question as to the viability of any air-to-
satellite system requiring low cost avionics equipment.
Specifically we observe that the general topic of jamming

5



susceptibility deserves careful consideration.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

We have demonstrated serious weaknesses in the per-
formance of both systems even in the absence of in-
terference. A redesign of these systems may result
in one with an acceptable level of performance. A
closer approximation to a maximum likelihood tracking
algorithm may be an attractive approach. The dominant
question is to assess the feasibility of this class of system.

Since the pattern of the airborne antennas can have a
significant effect on system performance it is essential
to obtain more realistic antenna patterns. A currently
ongoing effort at the Transportation Systems Center
should be etiremely helpful in this regard.

A second order design and analysis of satellite orbits
should be conducted. Of particular interest is the poss-
ibility of dynamic, real time switching between satellites.
Further investigation of alternative constellations and
the resulting geometric dilution is also desirable.

Variations in aircraft ERP have a ~fi~rf~cant effect on

sYstem performmce ad deserve Of particular
concern are variations be~een air craft and variations
over time; ticlude d are atenna and power amplifier
degradations.

Since others have addressed the hardware realization,we
have not considered this area in detail. Hardware con-
siderations should be included during the next effort in
the study.

An improved model of the degradation due to multiple
access noise is needed. A complement to this effort is
a careful study of candidate codes.

In spite of small signal suppression, the analyzed system~
assume a bandpass limiting satellite repeater, This

avoids dynamic range problems inherent in a linear re-
peater. A more detailed study of these competing re-
peater designs is warranted.

Reflection multipath at low satellite elevation angles may
SeTVe to (1) increase the “multiple access” noise and (2)

affect the design of multipath resistant modulation and
demodulation equipment. A directed experimental PrO -
gram may be required to investigate these effects.

A noise measurement progra-m to determine the level of
RFI and industrial noise background at L-band could help
to resolve some of the uncertainty in the system per-
formance estimates and design.

6
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B. Satellite-to-Air-to-Ground Swveillance System

1. Initial feasibility of the system has been demonstrated.
A careful redesign is required to realize a more nearly
optimized design.

2. The satellites have been assumed to operate in a pulsed
mode. Alternative modes should be investigated.

3. The is sue of protiding onboard navigation should be
reevaluated. After the fir st order investigation this remains
a promistig option. This problem must be addressed in the
broader context of evaluattig the required avionics hardware.

4. Because of the requirement for several hundred ground
stations, it is essential to carefully study the cost and com-
plexity of these stations.

5. The required air-to-ground communication link has been
shown to be feasible both in its performance and hardware
complexity, A second order design is required. This effOrt
should take account of the upgraded third generation ATC system
and the data-link requirements. Use of simple coding tech-
niques on this link should be considered because it can result
in lower power requirements and higher reliability and have
the potential for higher. data rates.

b. In air-to- grourid communications, reflection multipath
can have severe effects on system performance. Ground based
antennas must be designed and sited properly to ameliorate
these effects. Further investigations should include refine -
ment of the existing computer models and design of suitable
carefu;ily directed experiments to refine the antenna designs
and obtain better multipath models. The effect of reflection
multipath in the satellite-to- aircraft link must also be
determined.

7. Although the selection of satellite orbits is not as crit~cal
for this system as for the previous system, it deserves con-
~ideratiOn here also. The same comments also apply to the
variations in aircraft antenna patterns and background noise.

8. Temporal and spatial variations in atmospheric refraction
can degrade performance by creating shadow zones, raising
interference levels (through ducting) and causing position errors.
Investigations are warranted.

7
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c. Air-to-Ground Surveillance System

1. Acceptable performance has not been demonstrated
for this system. Required for the next iterations a careful
redesign of the system and detailed investigation of several
of the critical assumptions. The dominant problem is to assess

the feasibility of this class of systems.

2. A second order model of the degradation due to multiple
access noise is essential to a good performance estimate.
Emphasis should be on understanding the effect due to the
dynamic variation in the n~ber of users as well as & the
variation in power due to distance from the receiver.

3. Further studies of this system must address the hard-
ware realization, particularly the cost and complexity of the
several hundred required sites.

4. Reflection multipath degrades performance of this system
in the same way as the air-to-ground link of the previous s
system. A better understanding of this degradation must be
developed.

5. Variations in antenna pattern and aircraft ERP dfect
performance. The size of these variations must be determined.

6. Coding should be explored as a means of improving per
fo rmance,

7. Atmospheric refraction effects should be assessed.

8



SECTION 2

AIR-TO-SATELLITE-TO-GROUND SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS

2,1 Introduction

In this section..we consider two different air-to. -.satellitt otgrgoundnd

surveillance systems .... The fixed signature repetition rateaystem(FSRR)

operates by having all aircraft transmit. their signatures at the same fi%’ed

repetition rate. The variable signature repetition rate system (VSRR)

allo?ws different aircraft to transmit their. signatures at different repetition.

rates. In both cases. each aircraft asynchronously .trans.mits a unique

waveform censistingof a sequence of PSK modulated pulses at. low’ duty.

cycle (Less than 0,:01. per cent).. The transmission is received by a con-

stellation of at least four satellites and relayed. to a ground processing

statio-n~ At this station matched filtering is performed to detect each’ .onique

waveform corresponding. to each aircraft:

After detecting an aircraftw.ith atlea:st four satellites, time of

arrival differences are estimated. These can be used to compute the

aircraft’s position by calculating the position of the intersection of hyper

bolic surfaces.

As a prelude to evaluation of the performance of the two systems, it

is necessary to evaluate the received signal to noise ratio. High gain ground

terminal antennas can be utilized in the satellite downlink; hence, this link

can be assumed to be noiseless. Thus, only the uplink performance need

be investigated in detail.

2.2 Satellite Uplink Calculation

Table 2. 1 summarizes the air-to- satellite power budget. A pulse

enery of 0.03 Joules is asswed. This is comparable to that achieved in



TABLE 2.1

AIR-TO-SATELLITE POWER BUDGET

Transmitted Energy

Aircraft antenna gain

Miscellaneous losses

Path loss

Satellite Antenna gain

Received Signal Energy

Receiver noise
power density

Number of users

Pulse repetition rate

Receiver bandwidth

Effective multiple access
noise power density

Effective noise
power density

Limiter loss

-15 dbJ

2.5 db

-2 db

-192 db

24 db

-182.5 dbJ

-201 dbwlHz

50 db

3 dblsec

73 db HZ

-202.5 dbw/Hz

-199 dbw/Hz

-ldb

Aircraft antenna disadvantaging -3.5 db

Aircraft power amplifier
disadvantage

-ldb

Decor relation Ioss -ldb

Excess atmospheric absorption -1 db

Effective signal energy to 9 db
noise power density

10

See Appendix

See Appendix

A

A

Feed and atmosphere losses

1, 6 GHz, Synchronous
elliptic orbit. See Appendix

10° beamwidth

RFI, thermal and front
end noise of 6000 K

Peak loading of 105 users

FSRR 5 pulses in 2. 5 sec.
VSRR 4 pulses in 2 sec.

Receiver plus effective
multiple access noise.

Bmdpass limiter

See Appendix A

See Appendix A

See Appendix A

OxYgen absorption

D.



the laboratory with solid state power amplifiers today. However, it is

easily achievable with tube technology.

The path loss used in the power budget represents a worst case

assumption for the candidate inclined synchronous elliptical satellite orbits

described in Appendix D. The satellite antenna is assumed to be a re-

flecting dish shaped to provide a relatively uniform nominal 24 db antenna

gain over CONUS. The allowance for a peak loading of 105 users is in-

tended to allow for a factor of two growth from the peak aircraft loading

projected for 1995. For both of the systems which were analyzed, each

aircraft averages one pulse sequence in O. 5 sec. Each pulse is assumed

to be phase modulated with a chip duration of 100 nsec. This implies

an effective bandspreading of approximately 20 MHz.

To compute the degradation in performance due to the multiple

users of the system we assume that the degradation of any particular user’ s

performance caused by the signal of any other user is the same as it would

be if this signal consisted of an equal power of white gaussian noise in the

band. This should be viewed as a first order assumption. A more exact

model would account for the variation in simultaneous loading.

It has been assumed that a bandpass limiting satellite repeater is em-

ployed. This avoids the problems of large dynamic range inherent in a

linear repeater. Since a small signal inbedded in additive Gaussian noise

suffers a loss of 1 db when passed through a bandpass limiter, a 1 db limiter

loss has been assumed. I

In order to compute the multiple access noise it was necessary to

assume average aircraft parameters. However, to achieve the desired

goal of keeping track of tirtually all aircraft it is necessary to design the

system, not for the average aircraft, but for a highly disadvantaged air craft.

When an aircraft banks it is especially important to retain surveillance in

spite of the fact that one or more of the four satellites may be at a low elevation

11



angle (in a coordinate system that is stationary with respect to the aircraft

antenna). It is clear from the discussions in Appendix A that as this elevation

angle approaches zero, the aircraft antenna gain and hence the aircraft ERP

in the direction of the satellite is significantly reduced. In order to keep

the resulting Ioss within reason the following strategy was adopted.

1. The goal was set of maintaining surveillance of all
aircraft banking at angles of 30° or less.

2. Satellite orbits were selected which insure that from
every point over CONUS there will be at least four satellites
within a cone of 45° half angle centered at the Zenith position.

From examining the representative antenna patterns of Appendix A

it can be observed that the resultant minimum antenna gain at 15°, i. e. ,

45° minus 30°, is -1 db; hence, the minimum included air craft antenna

gain is 3.5 db lower than the nominal 2, 5 db antenna gain. Requiring four

satellites within a 45° half angle cone imposes a geometric dilution penalty.

The first order analysis of Appendix D indicates that the position errors

are a factor of tienty larger than the errors in estimating time

differences. (See Tables D. 1 and D. 2).

The actual rf power transmitted will vary from aircraft to aircraft.

We have optimistically assumed that the minimum rf power is only 1 db

below the average power. In Appendix A we have estimated a 10Ss of 1 db

due to frequency offset between the receiver frequency standard and the

received waveform. This offset is caused by local oscillator instability,

aircraft motion, and satellite motion.”

These rather optimistic estimates lead to an estimated signal energy

to noise power density at the satellite receiver of ~ = 9 db. This will

form the basis of the performance analysis of the two candidate systems

described in the next two sections. The link calculation which arrives at

this value of signal energy to noise power density is shown in Table 2. 1.

12



2.3 The FSRR System

In this subsection the signal waveforms which the FSRR system

utilizes are briefly described and the FSRR system performance summarized.

The FSRR system is extensively described and analyzed in Appendix B.

The FSRR system operates with each aircraft transmitting a sig-

nature consisting of 5 pulses. A typical signature is shown in Figure 2. 1.

Pulse A is an initial synchronization pulse. The pair of pulses, B and C,

are positioned symmetrically tith respect to a center axis which is placed

at a fixed distance from pulse A. This pair of pulses can occupy one of

317 possible pair positions. Similarly, pulses D and E are symmetric with

respect to a center axis which lies at a larger fixed distance from pulse A.

Pulse pair D-E also can occupy one of 317 possible pair positions around

its center line. .

Each of the five pulses which constitute the signature of any particular

aircraft is composed of the same pseudo random sequence; other aircraft

may use different sequences. The system uses ten different pseudo random

sequences to construct the aircraft signatures. Hence, there are 106 [i. e. ,

1.0(317j2] possible signatures. Thus, the FSRR system can accommodate

106 aircraft. Each aircraft transmits its signature once every 2.5 seconds.

The total time duration of the signature is at most 1 msec. Each signature

pulse consists of 200 chips of 100 nsec duration. Position updates can thus

be accomplished once every 2.5 sec. Small changes in the update rate hare

little beneficial effect on system performance. Increasing the update rate to

once a second increases the multiple access noise; it can easily be shown to de-

crease the signal to noise ratio from 9 db to 7.5 db. On the other hand, de-

creastig the update rate at most increases the signal to noise ratio by 2 db.

Two parameters Nf and PD, are used to indicate the performance of

the FSRR system. The first of these parameters, ~, is the average num-

ber of false alarms ~~nerated by the system in a 2.5 second period. The

13
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system will generate a false alarm if at a specific time it declares that an

aircraft is in the airspace at a certain position and either the aircraft is not

in the position given or not in the airspace at all.

The second parameter, PD, is the probability that the ground station

declares my particular aircrtit to be present at its correct position at a

particular time.

Table 2.2 gives the false alarm and detection performance of the ~

FSRR system for various values of received signal to noise ratio, E/N. ~f

is a lower bound to ~f and P: is an upper bound to PD. Hence, the Table

represents the best possible FSRR performance. The parameter Pd is the

probability that a signature pulse received at the filter to which it is matched

will in fact be detected. Pf is the probability that the same filter will be

excited by noise and declare a matched pulse present at its input when, in

fact, none is present. In the table each (Pf, Pd) pair can be realized at the

value of E/NO given.

..

TABLE 2.2

FSRR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

E/N
0

9 db

9 db

9db

13,5 db

6 db

6 db

6 db

‘d

0.98

0.99

0.997

0.999

0.82

0.92

0.94

‘f

0.1

0.2

0.3

.01

0, 1

0.2

0.3——
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1,038x 104

3.62x 104

6.54X 104

1, 126

790

1.23 X 104

.2.64x1O
4

0.667 I

O. 82

0.94

0.99

.0188

.188

0.29



It is evident from Table 2.2 that for an E/N. = 9 db (which is the

link value computed in Table 2.1 ) the FSRR system will not perform ef-

fectively because the average number of false alarms that the system would

generate in a 2.5 sec. period is of the order of 104. This represents an

intolerable additional computational load that the system could be forced

to accommodate. Furthermore, the system detection probability is at

best equal to O. 94 which is an unacceptably low figure.

The fact that the effective signal to noise ratio computed in Table 2.1

is so small, i. e., 9 db,is due in large part to the aircraft antenna dis-

advantage. It could be argued by some that this 9 db value will ody apply

to one air -to- satellite ltik md that the other air -to- satellite links will have

higher signal to noise ratios; hence, system performance should be better

than that illustrated by Table 2.2. Unfortunately, this view is fallacious.

The bomds shown in Table 2.2 (for the entries corresponding to EO/Ho= 9 db)

depend upon only or{e air -to- satellite charnel having the deteriorated signal

to noise ratio of 9 db. Even if three of the air-to- satellite charnels are

Ope r sting with an infinite signal to noise ratio, but one is ope r sting with a

9 db signal to noise ratio, the performance of the FSRR system will be the

degenerated performance given for 9 db in Table 2.2.

The aircraft antenna disadvantage is due to the fact that the aircraft

banks at an angle of 30 degrees potentially causing the lowest gain portion of I

the antenna pattern to point toward one of the satellites. Thus, the power

received from this aircraft is less than the average power received from

the other aircraft. Since only a fraction of the aircraft till be disadvantaged

at the same time, one might conclude that the system performance is much

better than that illustrated by Table 2.2. Unfortunately, this view is also

fallacious. The figures of Table 2.2 are determined by the thresholds set

at the ground station matched filters. The philosophy of an air traffic control

16
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surveillance system must be to detect the weakest aircraft in the airspace.

This forces the matched filter thresholds to be designed for the disadvantaged

E/N. equal to 9 db. Hence, the actual system performance will not be any

better, in terms of false alarms, than the bound given by Table 2.2. The

detection performance will only be better by a negligible amount.

It should be noted that the required computational load in the FSRR

surveillance system is not overly cOmpIex. Air craft signatures are

received and stored sequentially with respect to time at each of the four

ground station memories. A processor moves through the memory of one

of the satellite ground stations. If it locates the signature of aircraft “i”

stored at an address corresponding to reception at time tl, it notes this.

The processor then interrogates the other ground station memories with

an inquiry as to whether or not each of them received aircraft “i’ s“ signature

within t24 msec. of tl. If they all answer in the affirmative, aircraft “i”—

is declared present at time tl and its position is computed. All of the

operations just described are very simple computational procedures. This

is an attractive feature of the FSRR system.

Another feature of the FSRR system concerns its performance in the

event of a total system failure. The FSRR system operates with absolutely

no memory from signature repetition period to signature repetition period.

Each consecutive 2, 5 second interval the system acquires (or attempts to

acquire) all the aircraft in the airspace. Thus, a system failure will cause

no extra drain on the computational power needed at the ground station. i

After the cause of failure is corrected the FSRR system merely proceeds

Operating nOrmally. It will automatically reacquire all aircraft,

(protided they are detected), within 2.5 seconds.

2.4 The VSRR System

The other air-to- satellite-to-ground surveillance system which has

been considered requires that each aircraft transmit a signature at a fixed



repetition rate. However, the repetition rate can vary from aircraft to

aircraft. Specifically, it can be one of 100 possible rates. We call this

system the Variable Signature Repetition Rate (VSRR) system. It is de-

scribed in detail and analyzed in Appendix C. In this subsection the signal

waveforms which this system employs are described and its performance

is summarized.

The VSRR system operates with each aircraft transmitting a specific

codeword every x seconds, with x being one of the 100 possible numbers in

the set (2. 000, ... 2. 099). The utilization of different codeword repetition

rates is a central feature of this system. The aircraft codeword consists

of 4 pulses. Each pulse is itself, a 511 chip long pseudo random sequence.

A chip is 100 n sec long and carries one bit of information by PSK modulation.

A typical aircraft codeword is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The pulses are

labelled A, B, C, and D. Each of these pulses is chosen from a different

set of 12 pseudo random sequences, with all sets being disjoint. This im-

plies that these are (12)4 possible codewords. Since x can take on One Of

100 possible values, there are 100 (12)4 possible aircraft signatures. As-

suming an aircraft population of 106 the VSRR system can then supply each

aircraft tith a unique signature.

The parameters used to measure the performance of the VSRR

system are similar to those chosen for performance measurement of the

FSRR system. One of the parameters is ~, which is the average number

of false alarms generated by the system during a tracker cycle. A tracker ,

cycle corresponds to approximately 2. 1 seconds (i. e. , one codeword re-

petition period). The definition of a false alarm generated by the VSRR

system is similar to that of the FSRR system. A false alarm is the event

of the VSRR system deciding, at a central surveillance station, that a

particular aircraft is at a particular position at a particular time, when

in fact this is not true.

18
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The other performance parameters used in analyzing the VSRR

system measure how well this system correctly detects an aircraft. On

a given tracker cycle an aircraft is said to be detected correctly if during

this cycle the central surveillance station records the aircraft’s position

at a certain time and in fact the aircraft is at this position at this time.

Because the operation of the VSRR system is very complex, we

do not attempt to directly compute the probability of correct detection of

a given aircraft. Instead, several equivalent detection parameters are

computed and used to measure the detection performance. One of the most

important of these parameters is ‘d (i/i ~t~). This ‘s ‘he prObability ‘hat

aircraft ‘Ijft is correctly detected on the 1 tracker cycle given that it has
th

already been correctly detected on the (i- 1) tracker cycle.

Table 2.3 gives the false alarm and detection performance of the

VSRR system. These results were obtained by assuming a received signal

to noise ratio, E/No, equal to 9 db (as computed in Table 2. 1). The per-

formance is computed for various values of Pf and Pd where Pf and Pd are

— ‘,P~ (i/i-l) is a loweras defined in Section 2. 3, T u is an upper bOund tO Nf
f

bound to Pd (i/i-l). Wile the VSRR system performs at a better figure

than these bounds, the bounds are eqected to be fairly tight.

As is etident from the table, when the detection threshold is selected

&cch that Pf = O. 05, the false alarm performance of the VSRR system is

extremely good. However, the detection performance is not acceptable.

Lowering the threshold so that Pf increases to 0. 1 still. @ves an acceptable
I

false alarm rate. However, the detection performance, while imp?oved,

is still not acceptable. Lowering the threshold fu~ther causes both the

false alarm and detection performance to degenerate very rapidly. The

system ultimately suffers from a great many false alarms which represent

a severe computational penalty. The detection parameter, Pd (i/i-1) is

not close enough to unity to be operationally attractive for any of the Pf, Pd

combinations considered.
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In comparing the performance of the VSRR and FSRR systems one

cannot recommend one of these systems over the other, assuming E/N. = 9db.

At this value of received signal to noise ratio the performance of both

systems is unacceptable.

It should be remarked that the VSRR surveillance is extremely

complex with respect to the computational power it needs. This complexity

arises from the fact that variation of the aircraft codeword period is used

to protide uilique identity. This implies the need for a complex sorting

procedure to obtain an initial track on the aircraft. mile implementation

of this procedure is feasible, the computational power it requires is quite

large.

TABLE 2.3

VSRR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
L

E/N
—u

n ‘f ‘d ‘f
Pd (i/i-l)

9 db 0, 05 0, 965 7545 . 10-4 0.565

9 db 0.1 0.98 31 0, 7

9 db 0.15 0.985 3.98. 103 0.665

9 db 0.2 0.99 1.271 . 105 0.505

9 db 0.3 0.995 1.630 . 107 0.0695

It should be noted that computational requirements for restart of thp

VSRR system after a total system failure are modest. Although this system

does not automatically reacquire all aircraft within a signature repetition

period, (i. e. , approximately 2 sec. ), it does have “the potential to do this

within 5 signature repetition periods (approximately 10 seconds). The

added delay is due principally to the incorporation of a tracking feature in

this system. This feature is necessary because of the variable signature

repetition rate character of identification. This tracking feature utilizes

21
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memory from one repetition period to another, thus requiring a longer

reacquisition time.

This system is designed to provide position updates once every two

Seconds. Small changes in required update rate have little beneficial effect on

system performance. In particular, if the update rate is increased to

once every second the signal to noise ratio decreases by 2 db, resulting

in an EINO of 7 db. On the other hand, a decrease in the required update

rate can at most increase the signal to noise ratio by 2 db.

As a final remark, one should note the similarities betweeen the

VSRR System and the LIT (Location/Identification Transmitter) type system

described by Otten et. al. of TRW:8. Both systems assign a unique sig-

nature to each aircraft by protiding it with a unique codeword- repetition

period pair. The VSRR system constructs each codeword from four pseudo-

random sequence pulses. There are ( 12)4 distinct codewords which it

employs. It chooses each repetition period from a set of size 100. The

LIT system referred to transmits a one pulse codeword and utilizes only

50 distinct codewords. It chooses a repetition period for each aircraft
4

from a set of size 10 .

As one can readily conclude, the main burdern of unique identity

in the VSRR system is carried by the codeword information. The main

burden of unique identity in this LIT system is carried by the repetition

rate modulation. The implication of this difference is given in the following

paragraph.

From the description and analysis of the VSRR System performed

in Appendix C, it is evident that the presence of varying repetition rates

forces the computational operations needed in the system to become quite

‘:,,satellite~ FOT DOmestic Air Traffic Control’’ --paper given at AIAA 3 rd

Communications Satellite Systems Conference -- April 1970.
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involved. In order to obtain initial acquisition of the aircraft, the received

signatures must be sorted, which is not a trivial task. However, it does

not appear that the presence of varying repetition rates enhances the system

performance. The LIT system referred to uses a great many more rep-

etition rates than the VSRR system. Therefore, the sorting problem must

be correspondingly more costly, (in terms of computation required). On

the other hand, its performance will not necessarily be improved because

of this,

On the basis of this brief comparison we can conclude that the VSRR

system is more attractive in terms of its complexity than the LIT System

mentioned.

2.5 Other Considerations

We have observed that neither the FSRR nor the VSRR air-to- satellite-

to-ground system is expected to have an acceptable level of performance.

In this section we address the susceptibility of these systems to jamming

and also consider prospects for improving these systems.

is

of

to

to

It is evident from the preceding sections that system performance

extremely sensitive to changes in E jNo. For a first order measure

the jamming susceptibility we shall evaluate the jammer ERP required

reduce E/N. by 3 db. In Table 2, 4 we calculate the power level required

increase the effective noise power density by 3 db. Only a 42 dbw ERP

facility is required. This facility can be realized with a 3.5 foot antenna

with 100 watts of rf power. The cost and operational complexity of a 42 dbw

ERP facility are sufficiently small to make such a threat readily available

to a large variety and number of groups within the country or close to it.

Such a facility is also easily mounted on a small off- shore pleasure craft.

Naturally, the jamerrs mtenna must be pointed at the satellite; however,

with the assmed 10° beamwidth this should not be difficult. As is indicated

in Appendix D a single jamer is sufficient to impose a serious penalty in

geometric dilution. A few jammers, each directed at different satellites,

should be sdficient to completely disable the entire system.
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TABLE 2.4

TerreStrial JAMMER FOR AIR TO SATELLITE SYSTEM

Jamming power required at
the satellite to reduce the
effective signal energy to
noise power density by 3 db.

Satellite antenna gain

Path loss (-}

-)

-126 dbw

-24 db

t188 db

t4 db

42 dbw

Equals the effective noise in the
receiver bandwidth, i. e. ,

10°

1.6

beamwidth

GHz, synchronous orbit

Miscellaneous loss (-)

Required Jammer ERP For example, 100 W of RF
Power and a 3.5 foot zntenna
(22 db gain, 13°)

In examining the prospects for improting this class of systems we

can make the folloting three observations:

1. An increase in pulse energy can at most yield an
improvement in E/N. of 2. 5 db because of the
multiple access noise. Unfortunately, system
performance would remain unacceptable, although
somewhat better performance is realized.

2. Some improvement in performance may be realized
through improting the signal waveforms and the
associated receiver structure.

3. A rapid access ground-satellite-air communications
link for use in collision warning and avoidance is a
prime candidate for this system. The feasibility Of
such a link is dependent on the details of the surveillance
system and thus is best designed along with a redesign
of this system.

We believe, however, that the most essential next step is to try to

assess the jamming threat to any air-to- satellite-to-ground surveillance

24



system as contrasted to the above assessment Of the jamming threat tO these

two particular systems. It is difficult to determine at this point whether

or not it will be necessary to design an effective air-to-satellite-to-ground

surveillance system in order to perform the assessment of the jamming

threat.

25
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SECTION 3

SATELLITE- TO-~R-T.O- GROUND SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

3. 1 Introduction

The satellite-to-air- portion of this system is, in a sense, the dual

of the air-to-satellite link of Section 2. In particular, it employs a satellite

constellation with a minimum of four satellites, each of which transmits

one PSK modulated 20 ~sec pulse every second. The chip duration is again

selected to be 100 nsec. The PSK modulation is assumed identical for all

satellites. The pulses are synchronized from satellite to satellite with an
7

accuracy of one part in 1.0 ; however, a fixed delay of 8 msec between pulse

transmissions from different satellites is imposed to ensure that no pulses

overlap anywhere over CONUS. At the receiver, a matched filter envelope

detector together with satellite ephemeris data, are sufficient to permit

aircraft position to be calculated. Two alternatives are considered in this

section. In the first, position is calculated on the aircraft and then transmitted

to a ground station within line of sight, to provide both a navigation and a

surveillance capability. In the second , the time differences are simply

transmitted to a ground station within line of sight, to provide surveillance

capability only. We have analyzed in detail the performance of the satellite -

to-air link, the air -to- ground link and the computational complexity required

to realize a navigational capability,
I

3.2 Satellite-to-Air Link

The down-link path 10Ss calculation is presented in Table 3. 1. The

pulse energy transmitted by the satellite is assmed to be 9 db higher than

that transmitted by the aircraft in the air-to-satellite-to-ground systems.

A vacuum tube power amplifier cotid be used if suitable solid state power

amplifiers cannot be developed. The aircraft antenna gain is asswed to be
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TABLE 3.1

SATELLITE-TO-AIR LINK CALCULATION

Transmitted Energy

Satellite Antenna Gain

Miscellaneous Losses

Path Loss

Aircraft btenna Gain

Received Signal

Received Noise
Power Density

Effective Signal

Energy

Energy to

-6 dbJ See Appendix A

24 db 10° beamwidth

-3 db Feed and atmospheric losses

.192 db 1.6 GHz, synchronous el-
liptical orbit (Appendix D)

-3 db Elevation angles of 5° or
higher See Appendix A

-181 dbJ

199 dbw/Hz RFI, thermal and front end
noise of 1000°K

18 db
Noise Powe~ Density
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-3 db or larger. From

angles of 5° or higher.

Appendix A this is seen to correspond to elevation

(For this system it is not necessary to require a

minimum elevation angle of 15° as was required in the air-to- satellite -to-

ground systems to limit performance degradation due to the multiple access

noise). It therefore follows that the four satellites must be within a cone

of half angle 55°, centered at the zenith position, ifi order to service all

aircraft with bank angles no greater than 30°. The geometric dilution and

the minimum required number of satellites are expected to be smaller for

this system than for those of the previous section.

We see from Fig. 3. 1 that with an

E
T

= 18 db,
0

the system can achieve a pulse detection probability of

Pd = 0.9999

concomitant with a pulse false alarm probability of

Pf = 10”12,

It follows that the probability of detecting

PD = Pd4 = O. 9996

the required four pulses is

every 25 nsec, the average num -and, if the matched filter is sampled once

ber of false alarms per aircraft per second is over bounded by
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Nf =
‘f -5

-9
=4X1O .

25 X 10

This is an upper bound since it doesnlt take account of the constraints

between received pulses from successive satellites within the constellation.

With a population of 105 aircraft it follows that over any particular

one second interval, there will be an average of less than four aircraft which

detect one or more false pulses and 40 aircraft which fail to detect a trans-

mitted pulse. For the assumed model it is verv unlikely that the same air-

craft will detect false pulses and fail to detect the correct pulse during one

satellite transmission period. We view this level of performance to be

be acceptable.

3.3 Air -to- Ground Link

Irl this section we discuss the signal structure employed in the air-

to-ground link portion of the satellite-to-air-to-ground surveillance system.

The performance of this link will also be summarized. The air-tO-grOund

link is considered and analyzed in extensive detail in Appendix E.

As has been stated in Sec. 3. 1, each aircraft can calculate its

position using the differences in the times of arrival of signals transmitted

to it by the satellite constellation. The task of the air-to-ground link is 1

to transmit position data to a ground station. AS has been previously stated

there are two ways this can be accomplished. The differential times of arrival

can be transmitted directly to the ground and position computation carried

out on the ground. An alternative to this is to transmit the aircraft position

coordinates, which are computed on board the aircraft, to the grOund. Both

of these transmission methods are considered in Appendix E. In this sub-

section. we shall only aescribe position transmission using the second of

the se alternatives.
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On the air -to- ground link position data is transmitted using a

modulation format called, !!On-Off Keying. “ In this modulation fOrmat a

binary digit “ 1” is transmitted by sending a pulse having a duration of

O. 5 ~sec. A binarY digit ,,0,, is transmitted by having the channel qUiet

(not transmitting anything) for O. 5 v sec.

Each aircraft is assigned a unique identification number, some

integer from 1 to 106. h aircraft relays its position to the ground only

upon request from a ground station. When an aircraft receives a request

for its position it responds by transmitting to the ground station a codeword

consisting of 79 tits. The structure of the codeword is as follows:

1. The first 10 bits are !’1!s. “ This is a synchronization
prefix which allows the ground station to identify the
beginning of the codeword. The On-Off Keying modulation
necessitates this.

2. The next block of 20 bits is the expansion to base 2 of
the aircraft identification number.

3. The following block of 11 bits represents the aircraft
altitude to within an accuracy of 50 feet.

4. The next block of 19 digits represents the difference
between the aircraft!s longitude and 600 W longitude
(which we consider the eastern boundary of CONUS
surveillance), to within O. 01 minutes.

5. The final block of 19 bits represents the difference
between the aircraft’s latitude and 15° N latitude, (which
we consider the southern boundary of CONUS surveillance)
to within O. 01 minutes.

Each aircraft revises or updates its codeword \vhen it receives a new

transmission from the satellite constellation. As has already been stated

each aircraft uses its codeword to relay its position to the ground station

upon request. A ground station cycles through all aircraft in its area of con-

trol making this request and then repeats the procedure. Each interrogation

cycle is of the order of a few seconds. After the growd station receives

and interprets an interrogated aircraft!s codeword it enters its position on
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a list. This list is updated with each interrogation cycle.

Table 3. 2 is an air-to-ground link “power budget for transmission

of one bit representing the digit “ 111 in a codeword. E/ No the received

energy to noise power density is 20 db. This corresponds to a received

bit error probability of (O. 355) 10-5. Using this bit error probability the

following lower bound can be computed:

(

a specific aircraft

Prob
position is correctly
updated on an inter-
r~ation cycle 1)

a specific
aircraft is >0
interrogated

9996

This is a measure of the surveillance performance of the air-to-ground

link, This lower bound indicates that the link performance is satisfactory.

TABLE 3.2

AIR-TO-GROUND LINK POWER BUDGET

Pt (peak signal power
transmitted)

Pulse duration

Aircraft transmitting
antenna gain

Range loss

Receiver Noise Power
density (No)

Miscellaneous losses

Receiving antenna gain

Multipath Fading

Signal Energy to Noise
Power Density (E /NO)

23 dbw

-64 dbsec

O db

-143 db

-199 dbw/Hz

-3 db

14db

-6 db

20 db

31
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O. 4Usec

200 mile maximum slant i
range, 1 GHz.

RFI, thermal and front end
noise (l OOO° K)

Feed, atmospheric and
signal disadvint,age

Fan beam 3° by 9°

See Appendix G



3.4 Avionics Computer to Provide Navigation Capability

The computer requirements for on-board navigation in the satellite -

to-air system are discussed in this section. A summary of the various

computational tasks involved in determining the aircraft position, and

estimates of the computer capabilities necessary to update the aircraft

position at one second intervals are included in this section. It is shown

that the computational tasks are well within the capabilities of a 4096 wOrd,

16 bit minicomputer, e. g. , the Nova. A rough estimate of the cost of a

special purpose navigation computer is also included. A complete analysis

may be found in Appendix F.

The computer receives, at intervals of K1 seconds, the differential

times-of-arrival of ranging pulses from N synchronous satellites. It also

receives, at intervals of K2 seconds, the ephemeris data for the N satellites

and an accurate time of day. From these data the computer calculates ,

every K
1

seconds, an estimate of the aircraft position. For the purposes

of this analysis, N has been taken to be five; and K1 , one. K2 may be

thought of as a parameter in the design of the computer, as larger values

of K2 introduce larger errors into the aircraft position estimates. A maximum

value of K2 equal to 100 could possibly be attained.

The computational tasks during each one second interval fall into

four classes:

1. Updating the satellite positions. I

2. Computing a predicted aircraft position at time t from
the estimated positions at times t-2 and t- 1, assuming
a constant velocity over the interval (t-2, t).

3. Estimating the aircraft position at time t. using the most
recent pulse arrival time differences and the predicted
aircraft position at time t.

4. Converting this estimate from an inertial rectangular
coordinate system to a rotating spherical coordinate
system (latitude, longitude, and altitude!.



I
It is shown in Appendix F that errors in estimating the satellite

ranges introduce errors in the estimated aircraft position in the same

manner as do errors in determining the satellite pulse arrival times.

That is, satellite tracking errors are amplified by the geometric

dilution of the satellite constellation. The amplification may be an order

of magnitude. Thus , satellite tracking errors in the radial direction must

be no larger than a few tens of feet.

If the satellites are tracked using a linearized, discrete time

approximation

conservatively

to the satellite dynamics, then the tracking error can be

upper bounded by

-(b-30) (. 4 K2 t . 5) feet
05 K2t2

where b denotes the number of bits used in the computations.

is taken to be 50, and 33-bit registers are used, the tracking

bounded by five feet,

Thus, if K2

error can be

Another possibility is to use the exact solution to the satellite

trajectory. This method requires more computations; but, because it is not

a recursive method of tracking the satellites, computational errors do not

accumulate. It is shown in Appendix F that the tracking errors are bounded

by five feet using this method when K2 is 100, when 30-bit registers are
b

used, and when the aircraft clock is accurate to 2 parts in 10 . I

The remaining three computational tasks may be performed using

30-bit registers. The most important contributor to roundoff errors in

the calculations, a Gaussian solution to set a linear equations, can be

shown to introduce no more than 20 feet of error to the aircraft position

estimate. This bound is independent of the geometric dilution facotr.

The following constitute a conservative estimate of the navigation
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computations required to make one position determination.

Iess than 200 multiplications

less than 50 divisions

Iess than 200 additions

less than 100 30-bit rqgisters(read-write)

364 22-bit registers of read+nly memory

less than 2500 registers for the program (read-only)

A Nova computer with a memory cycle time of 2.6 v sec. could perform

all the computations for each position estimate in less than 50 msec; this

corresponds to an idle time of 95~0.

While it is difficult to estimate the cost of a special purpose

navigation compute r, one can expect that by 1990 the cost would be less

than $1000, assuming that the computers are to be produced in large

quantities.

3.5 Position Estimation Errors

As has been shown in Sections 3, 2 and 3.4, there are several con-

tributors to the error in estimating the aircraft position. A first order

model for the position estimation error vector, j, is

where IC represents the calculation round-off errors; < is a random

vector representing the combined effects of errors in tracking the satellites

and errors in measuring the pulse arrival times; and Hand ~are matrices,

~ represents the operation of calculating pulse arrival time differences and

~ represents the linearized portion of the estimator. It has been shown in

Appendix I that a worst case bound on ~c is
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1] ~cll” < 20 feet.

Therefore, the rms position error can be bounded by

11111~ms<llKELllrm~t20. (3-1)

The random vector ~ can be written as

In the above, St represents errors in estimating the satellite ranges and

c is the speed of light; c p represents errors in determining “location of—

the peaks in the matched filter output; s o represents errors resulting from

oscillator inaccuracies; and ~v represents errors resulting from motion

of the aircraft during reception of the satellite pulses. The mean square

value of II ~ ~ c II can be wri:ten as—

t2p]lKHeollrm~.ll+K Het\lrm~
I

where p is some nwber tith I p I < I representing the correlation between

so and E t (The other E’S are assmed uncorrelated).

Each of the above terms may now be bounded using the geometric

dilution factor of the satellite constellations, which will be assumed to be

10. Because the value of II 6 II rms decreases as more satellites are used,



the following analysis is based on the minimum number of satellites, i. e. , four.

From Appendk I it follows that for a random vector > with zero

mean components, but otherwise arbitrary statistics,

llEHzll rms~kll Yllrms

where & is the geometric dilution and y is that portion of E which is

orthogonal to the null space of ~ . In the special case where the components
2

of z are uncorrelated and have variances all equal to u , then

If the matched filter output is sampled every 25 nsec, then the

components of ~p can be as s--cd to be uncorrelated and uniformly dis -

tributed between -12.5 nsec and 12.5 nsec. Thus, each component of ~p

L.” . --------ha= “a.,-..+=

2
Var [ (~p) i) ] = ‘~ = 52 nsecz

Consequently,

II ~ ~ &P II ,m~ =7.21 kfeet (3-3)

I

Timing errors in the vector &v are a result of the motion of the

aircraft between pulse receptions, If the aircraft is moving at velocity v,

where the angle between this motion and the unit vector to the i!th satellite

is Oi, then sv is of the form
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o

()‘2
Cos 92

~v=+
‘3

Cos e
3

‘4
Cos @

4

where Ti is the arrival time (in seconds) of, the.. pglse from. satellite i,

measured from the time..of arrival of the..pdse fro-m satellite 1. H one

removes the component ofc v that lies tithe null space of ~, and uses

the fact that all pulses arrive within. a 32 msec interval, ””th”en it fo310ws

that

ll”g”:~” gv. II ~m~ S 2.9 X.lO-Z ikfeet. (3-4)

ErrOrs in tracwng the. ind.ividtial satellites over intervals of 100

secOnds: ~siilg the exact e~ressions for the. satellite trajectories have rms

errors that are proportional .to the rms os ciIlator error (since the real

time isneeded to. calculate satellitepositions) .... The ~ariance Ofeach

component of Et is””

12
Var[(~t)i] =3x10 az feet

2

where a is the rms fractional error in the oscillator. As the components

of E t cannot be assumed to be uncorrelated,

ll+KHstllrm, s 3.5x 106 ak feet. (3-5)

Oscillator inaccuracies introduce errors in measuring “the times

between pulse arrivals. The vector co is of the form..-



[)
o

‘2
~o=A

‘3

‘4

where A is the random error in the oscillator ( A rms = ~), and Ti is the

time of arrival of the i!th pulse. Remoting the component of qo the null

space of ~, and using the fact that all pulses arrive in a 32 msec interval,

it follows that

I ~ ~ go llrm~ s2.65 x 107 a kfeet. (3-6)

If the satellite constellation has geometric dilution k = 10; if the
-b

oscillator rms error is a = 2 x 10 ; lf the aircraft is moving at velocity

p= .5; then Eqs. (3-l), (3-2), (3-3), (3-4), (3-5), and (3-6) result in

4
—-—

llLllrm,<20tlo (7. 21)2 t (29)2 t (7)2 t (53)2 t (. 5)(7)(53)

IIQ II ~m,<648feet.

The above estimation error may not be satisfactory. If such is the

case, there are several ways to reduce the error:

1. Obtain a lower geometric dilution with a better designed
satellite constellation.

2. Improve the oscillator stability.

3. Estimate the aircraft velocity and compensate for it in the
position calculations.

The first of these options could be costly, as it could require many

more satellites. On the other hand, reducing the oscillator error by a factor
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of four and compensating for the aircraft motion are considerably less costly.

If one estimates the aircraft velocity by subtracting the position

estimates at one second intervals, then the rms error in the velocity

<
estimates is just 2 times the rms error in each position estimate. However,

the errors in the position due to Et and e o are fairly constant over intervals—

of several seconds. Thus the error in the velocity estimate, ~, satisfies

11 <11 ~ms= (7.21)2 t (2.9x 10 ‘2 II s II ~ms)z
)

Thus, by estimating the velocity in this simpl+? manner, the effective

aircraft velocity is reduced to

11< ~m~ II = 147 ft/sec.

If the oscillator rms error is now reduced to a = .5 x 10
-6 , the

rms position error is

Ill rms11<20tLo
(7.’21)2 t (4.26)2 t (1.75)2 t (13.3)2 t (.5)(1.75)(13.3)

II 1 ~m, II < 182 feet,

Thus, these fairly simple changes yield significant improvement.



SECTION 4

AIR-TO-GROUND SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

4.1 Introduction

In this section we des tribe and analyze one candidate air -to-ground

multilateration system. Each aircraft is assmed to periodically transmit

a waveform repre senttig its mique identification and its current baro-

metrically determined altitude. Reception by a minimum of three gromd

sites permits an aircraft position to be calctiated. We again assume that

each aircraft has a frequency standard which is accurate to two parts in

106, however, it is assmed that each aircraft does not have a real time

clock.

The transmitted waveform is assmed to be a sequence of 14 pulses,

each of l@ sec. duration. Each pulse is assmed to be selected from one

of eight binary PSK modulated chips, each of duration 100 nsec. Of the

42 bits transmitted the first 20 will contain the air craft identification while

the remaining 22 can be used for altitude reporting and/or co-mications.

It should also be noted that the number of bits transmitted can be increased

to handle longer messages. Implications of this will not be pur sued in the

sequel.

The 140v sec. transmission is repeated every few seconds. The

repetition rate is assumed to be variable and dependent on a number of

factors including: air craft type, neighboring air space, and the air craft ts

current position, velocity and flight plan. It is assumed that average wave-

form repetition period is 8 sec. in an en route area and 5 sec. in a terminal

area.
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4.2 Air-to-Ground Link Characteristics

In Table 4.1 we present the link budget for this system. Since the

en route and terminal areas are governed by different parameters they

are distinguished where necessary.

An rf power of 100w is assumed. Although higher power devices

could be utilized, the potential performance improvement is small be cause

of the multiple access noise. Specifically, no improvement can be realized

in the terminal area, and at most a 2 db improvement in effective signal to

noise ratio can be realized en route. The path loss which has been assumed

corresponds to the maximum range of 200 miles en route and 100 miles in

the terminal area.

The effect of the multiple access noise is assumed to be that of an

equal power white gaussian noise in the receiver bandwidth. The actual

degradation is expect~d””to be somewhat worse. Clearly, the multiple

access noise increases with increasing message length or frequency. The

received signal energy was computed for an aircraft located at m=imum

range from the ground receiving antenna. h computing the effective multiple

acce ss noise it is important to account for the increased multiple access

noise due to those aircraft that are closer to this ground receiving antenna.

Calculation of this multiple access noise appears in Appendix H. The power

advantage of the average aircraft was calculated assuming a uniform dis -

tribution of aircraft. This ass~ption is not truely realistic for the air- I

craft in the neighborhood of a terminal, Future work on the air-to-ground

multiple access problem should use a spatial distribution of aircraft which

is obtained from a more realistic traffic model.

It is useful to observe that the ground receiving a.utenna should not be

located in a region where high repetition rate signatures are likely to be

transmitted. This would result in a larger multiple access noise.
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TABLE 4.1

AIR-TO-GROUND LINK CALCULATION

Transmitted Power

Pnlse Duration

Aircraft Antema Gain

Miscellmeous Losses

Path LOSS

Terrestrial Antenna Gain

Received Signal Energy

Receiver Noise Power
Density

Number of Users

Number of pulses Per User

Signal Repititi.n Rate

Re.ei”er Bandwidth

Multiple Access Noise

Ad”antage of Average
T. rmtial

Effecti”e Multiple Access
Noise

Effccti.,e Noise Power
Density

Aircraft Antenna
Disad”a”tage

Aircraft Power Amplifier
Disadvantage

Multipath Fading

Dec”rrelati.n LOSS

Atmospheric LOSS

Effecti”e Signal Energy
to Noise P.wer Density

En Route Terminal

20 dbw Conservative projec-
tion for solid state
p.wer .mpl Zier

-50 dbsec 10P8 pulse duration

2.5 db See Appendix A

-2 db

-143 db -137db 1 GHZ and 200 miles
en route and 100
miles terminal

3 db

-169.5 dbJ -163.5 dbJ

-199 dbw/Hz

33 db 36 db

11.5db

-9db se. -7 db se.

73 db/Hz

.207 dbwl Hz

9.5 db

-197.5 dbwl Hz

.195 dbw/Hz

-3. 5db

-ldb

-6 db

-ldb

-ldb

13db
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-196 dbw/Hz

8.5 db

.187.5 dbw/Hz

.187 dbw/Hz

RFI, thermal and
front end noise of
1000°k

2000 aircraft in ter-
minal area and 4000
en route

14 pulses per user

Average surveillance
rate 5 se. in terminal
and 8 S.C en r.utc

20 MHz

Treating the multiple
access noise as equi-
valent white gauss ian
noise in the band

See Appendix H

Receiver plus
effective multiple
2... s. noise

See Appendix A

See Appendix A

See Appendix G

See Appendix A

Oxygen 10ss

11db
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At low elevation angles mutial interference between signals received

on a specular (grond) reflection path and the direct path can result in

severe multipath fading. By using a sufficiently large vertical aperture the

10Ss can be mintiized. The 10Ss due to multipath fadtig has been evaluated

for an idealized propagation model as described in Appendix G. We have

assumed in the link budget a loss of 6 db. If an aircraft is always above a

par ti cular minimum altitude, one cm ensure that the fading loss is no greater

than 6 db. Table 4.2 shows this minimm altitude for two values of range and

three vertical apertire

. . ..

antema sizes.

TABLE 4.2

MINIMUM AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE RESULTING IN LESS THAN
6 db MU LTIPATH FADING LOSS FOR THREE ALTERNATIVE

VERTICAL APERTURE

Minim- altitude

Vertical Aperture Minimm Permitted at 100 miles at 200 miles

(feet) Elevation Angle (feet) (feet)

9 2° 20, 000 45, 000

20 0.75° 8, 000 20, 000

35 0.5° 5, 000 12, 000

4.3 Performance Evaluation

In this section, the probability, Pc, of correctly detecting an air-
1

craft and computing its current position is evaluated. Correct detection

requires that each of three receivers correctly decode the 14 transmitted

pulses, i. e. , each of the forty two 10W sec pulses must be decoded correctly.
,k

Thus

,x
We conservatively assume that each of the three links is equally dis -
advantaged.
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Pc = (1 - Pe)42

where Pe is the probability that. a 10 w sec pulse is decoded in error. In

Figure 4. 1 we have plotted the error probability for 8-ary orthogonal PSK
!

modulation with incoherent detection for an additive white gaus sian noise

channel,

In the terminal area

E
N

=lldb
0

hence

Pe =6.5x10
-3

and

l-PC= .24

I

Hence, the aircraft detection probability is only O. 76, which is unacceptable.

For the en route area

E
No

= 13 db

hence

Pe = 1.5 x 10-4
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Fig. 4.1. Bit error probability for 8 ary orthogonal code transmission.



and

1- PC =6.3X10-3

Hence, the detection probability is O. 9937.

The reader might be led to observe that the performance with an

E/N. of 11 db (terminal) is unacceptable while with an E/N. of 13 db (en route)

is tolerable. However, it must be concluded that neither observation is

completely valid. Unfortunately, system performance is extremely

sensitive to the underlying as swptions. Because these assumptions are

so critical and because of the large uncertainty in several of the para-

meters of Table 4. 1, it can only be concluded that further work is required

to establish system feasibility.
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APPENDIX A

ASSUMED ENVIRONMENT Am TECHNOLOGY

This Appendix is intended to provide a first order model of the assump-

tions which form a basis for subsequent analysis of candidate fourth gen-

eration surveillance systems.

A. 1 Traffic Model for CONUS

The traffic model is fundamental to the surveillance systems

analyses. The traffic model assumed was obtained from a study of

the ATCAC projections for 1995. It is projected that by this time the

CONU5 aircraft population will be 500, 000 with the possibility of

grotih to one million. 107o of the aircraft population is assumed to be

airborne during peak traffic periods. Of 500, 000 aircraft, approximately

97qo will be general aviation aircraft.

There is a fine structure to the air traffic density over CONUS. This

fine structure can best be de scribed by looking at en route surveillance

areas of CONUS separately from terminal surveillance areas. The follow-

ing density figures were obtained from reference 1.

Consider first the situation of en route surveillance. It is estimated

that the air traffic density in an en route area will be 50 square miles per

aircraft. If CONUS surveillance is maintained by partitioning the country

into zoo mile radius discs, then by 1995 it is estimated that approximately

2500 aircraft will be the instantaneous peak population of one of these discs

in an en route area. This peak of course, is an average over the entire

CONUS en route area.

The Los Angeles Basin provides a good model for worst case traffic

condition in a terminal re gion. The following figures are in reference to
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this area. Terminal traffic patterns have a fine structure within themselves.

The aircraft density very close to the ter,minal; i. e. within a 50 mile radius

is considerably higher than the aircraft density within a 200 mile radius

of the terminal. Consider, a disc tith center at L. A. Internation Airport

and having a 50 mile radius. By 1995 it is estimated that this disc will

have a peak instantaneous population of 1570 aircraft. Now, expand this

disc to where it has a 200 mile radius. This should cover the entire Los

Angeles Basin. The resultant basin disc is estimated to have a peak

instantaneous population of 8400 aircraft. As a general figure, 10, 000

aircraft is a fair upper bound to the peak instantaneous aircraft population

of the L.A. Basin in 1995.

A.2 Desired Surveillance Performance Characteristics

The required positional accuracy is taken to be a few hundred feet

in any direction. This represents a considerable improvement in the

azimuthal range accuracy permitted by ground based beacon systems at

ranges of one to two hundred miles but is consistent with beacon derived

range and barometrically derived altitude accuracy.

The desired surveillance data refresh rate is taken to be once every

few seconds. This is consistent with the beacon system capability. We

should also like to stress the importance of maintaining full time surveil-

lance on each of the aircraft. This is e specially important during maneuver

The performance analysis assumes, as a requirement, surveillance of all I

aircraft during typical maneuvers. In particular we consider aircraft bank

angles of 30° or less.

The potentially catastrophic consequences of system failures place

severe demands on reliability. For this fir st order model we have not



i
quantified either reliability requirements or the backup capability available

through other parts of the fourth generation system. It is observed, hOw-

ever, that the ti~ required to recover from a failure is a critical para-

meter. A capability for unique aircraft identity is desired but not demanded.

The system should achieve a detection probability close to unity and a false

alarm probability close to zero.

For this first order model, differences in requirements between

different operational areas and different aircraft have been ignored. In

no sense should this he construed as an oversight. It is only one of the

motivations for a future study.

The potential use of the satellite system for purposes of navigation and

communication particularly for IPC is here noted. The specific requirements

are not included in the first order requirements model.

A.3 Desired Complexity Characteristics

a. Avionics

Because of the large number of aircraft and the preponderance

of general aviation aircraft it is essential to keep the airborne equipment

cheap. It should be observed that from the purely economic point of view

each dollar saved on the airborne terminals releases, in principal,

$500,000 to be spent on other parts of the system. This admittedly sim-

plistic viewpoint serves to emphasize the importance of keeping the

avionics cost to a minimum. Maintenance requirements must also be keptl

minimal.

b. Satellite and Terrestrial

Satellite reliability is important; hence, saving satellite com-

plexity at the expense of the ground processing facility is desired.



A.4 Environmental Effects

a. Doppler Shift Due to Aircraft Motion

Aircraft motion relative to the satellite will cause an apparent

shift in frequency. For subsonic aircraft the worst case frequency offset

will not exceed one part in 106 for a s~chronous equatorial satellite.

b. Doppler Shift Due to Satellite Motion

Frequency offset due to satellite motion should contribute a fre-

quency offset less than two parts, in 106. See Appendix D.

c. Reflection Multipath

Two types of reflection multipath de grade system performance:

specular and non-specular. Specular reflections can de grade performance

by three ways:

1) Appear to be an additional target;

2) Degrade signal level by caustig mutual titerference (often
called multipath fading); and

3) Act as an additional source of noise.

Non- specular reflections act as clutter and thus increase the effective noise

level.

The multipath fading phenomena in air- ground systems can severely

de grade performance. This effect is addressed in detail in Appendix G.

Multipath effects due to aircraft structure are included in the pattern of

the aircraft mounted antenna.

d. Received Noise

Contributions to receiver noise include galactic noise, earth

temperature, P-static, atmospheric noise, preamplifier noise, industrial

noise and RFI. The last two are e~ected to be the dominant contributors.

Currently available measurements at L-band are too limited in scope to

be used in the design and analysis of a system. For purposes of the first
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model we assume a noise temperature of 600°K at the satellite and 1000°K

at an upward looking aircraft. These are not unreasonable assumptions
1,2

in light of the available data at VHF . It must be noted, however, that

the noise temperature seen by an aircraft can vary greatly as the aircraft

maneuvers near cities, radar sites or TV stations.

e. Refraction Index Variations

Temporal and spatial variations in refractive index introduce

several effects which deserve consideration.

1) Time of arrival errors:

The bending of rays through the atmosphere causes larger

delays then purely geometric conditions would predict. These effects

are largest in air-ground systems operating at low elevation angles.

Typical delays, in such a system, to aircraft at cruising altitude are less than

250 nsec at 1/2° elevation and 200 nsec at 1° elevation. If typical delays are

accounted for, the resultant rms error can be reduced to around 15 nsec

at 1/2° and 10 nsec at 1°. Calibration using temperature, pressure and

humidity measurements at the ground site can further reduce these to a
4

residual rms error of 2 nsec. The errors are even less at higher ele-

vation angles.

2) Ducting effects

Ducting can result in transmissions at ranges in excess of

line of sight. In air to ground systems this can serve to increase the
I

multiple access noise as well as to increase the processing load. These

effects are not included in our analysis. They are expected to be of second

o rder in importance.

3) Radio holes

The bending caused by the spatial variation in refractive index

can result in areas of significantly lower signal energy than are predicted
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by a simple spherical spreading argument.

precluded including this effect. We e~ect

The lack of available data has

this also to be a second order

de gradation. It should affect ody air-ground systems.

A. 5 Technology Constraints

a. Antenna Constraints

The pattern of L-band antennas mounted on an aircraft affects

overall system performance. We reject high gain aircraft antennas for

these systems because of the required complexity of the pointing and

tracking subsystems. To avoid this complexity we propose employing

antennas with upper hemispherical coverage. Unfortunately no measure -

ments are currently available for such L-band antennas mounted on air-

craft. Theoretical predictions of antenna patterns are of but limited

usefulness because of the effect of coupling between the antenna and the

aircraft. Our estimates are based on measured patterns at 250 MHz on a

C135 (the military version of a Boeing 707). These patterns will be

used as a first order estimate of antenna patterns at L-band on general

aviation aircraft. Since such aircraft are approximately a factor of five

smaller in etierior linear dimensions than a C135, this approach should

provide a good estimate of the gross antenna characteristics.

Patterns for three different antenna’s are presented in Figures A. 1, A. 2

and A. 3: To a first order there are two important parameters: The min-

imum gain over the region of interest and the average gain for all aircraft

in the system. On these grounds the Lincoln Laboratory crossed slot

antenna has a clear advantage. We estimate an average gain of 2. 5db.

Assuming a satellite elevation angle of 45° and a maximum aircraft bank

of 30°, the minimum gain is estimated to be -ldb.

B. Solid State L-band High Peak Power Amplifiers

We consider solid state L-band power amplifiers for the aircraft

transmitter portion of the air to satellite to ground surveillance system and
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Fig. A. 1. Constant gain contours for UHF blade antenna.
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Fig. A. 2. Constant gain contours for Lincoln Laboratory UHF crossed
slot antenna.
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Fig. A. 3. Constant gain contours for UHF crossed dipole antenna.
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the satellite portion of the satellite to air to ground system. We summarize

here the current state of the art in L-band peak power ‘amplifiers.

Using eight transistors in series it is possible to obtain approximately

800 w of peak power with a pulse duration of up to approximately 20 M sec

and an efficiency of around 30Y0. Duty cycles of a few percent can be

achieved. Problems of simultaneously achieving efficient series coupling

together with efficient heat dissipation have thus far prohibited possible

advantages of stacking additional transistors in series.

Using five avalanche TRAPATT devices in parallel, peak powers

of 1.2 kw have been achieved. Pulse durations of 1 p sec are possible with

5070 efficiency and a few percent duty cycle. Since the technology of these

devices is still new, the prognosis for progress is good.

In light of the above and an operational goal 20 years hence, we feel

cotiident in projecting peak powers of several kilowatts with pulse dura-

tions of several tens of microseconds. Efficiencies of 5070 and duty cycles

approaching 1070 would also appear plausable.

One parameter that is especially important in evaluating the perfor-

m ante of air- satellite - ground surveillance systems is the ratio of the

power of the aircraft with the Iowe st power transmitter to the average

transmitted power of all of the aircraft. Certainly, this is difficult to

assess without considerable experimentation; we optimistically assume -Idb

for the probable minimum to average ratio.

c. Solid State L-band CW Power Amplifiers

Airborne solid state power amplifiers with 50 watts of rf power

can be obtained today at reasonable cost. Improvement can be anticipated

both in cost and power level.
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D. Frequency Standards

A local oscillator is an essential complement to the avionics

~ckage. Accurate real time clocks are at present too complex and ex-

pensive to include in general aviation aircraft. We do not project sufficient

progress in this area to propose their inclusion in a system for 20 years

hence. Currently, standards with long term stability of two parts in 106

can be obtained with electronically compensated crystal oscillators at a

cost of a few hundred dollars. A 6 db stability improvement can be achieved

with little increase in cost. Since the se offsets are comparable to the doppler

offset, it is reasonable to configure a system with these standards.

E. Digital Hardware

Over the last decade we hve seen a revolution in digital hardware,

in terms of speed, power consumption, cost and size. With MOS devices

just starting to be used and LSI just beginning, the prognosis for progress

is bright. In particular we project significant cost reduction in high

production quantities of digital hardware. Consequently, we envision large

@st reductions for digital avionics hardware.

A. 6 Frequency Offset Losses

In the design of any of the surveillance systems the effect of offsets

in frequency between the received waveform and the receiver local oscil-

lator must be taken into account. In this appendix we assume a signature

consisting of a number of PSK pulses each of duration ~, with matched I

filter envelope detection. The total signature is assumed to be of duration

T. We assume that no provisions for frequency or time tracking have

been made in the receiver. We examine the resultant 10Ss in signal to

noise ratio. 6We assume a frequency offset of 5 parts in 10 at 1.6 GHz.

This is representative of the systems using satellite and is two thirds

larger than that experienced with the air to ground multflateration system.
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The decorrelation Ioss in the detection of a pulse is arrived at through

the following argument. Let the received carrier be a sinusoid with center

frequency f. t Af, where f. is the center frequency of the local oscillator

and Af is the offset due to clock instability and motion of the aircraft and

satellite. The output of an envelope detector of integration time T is pro-

portional to

L= ~ I J’: cos 2n(fo Af) t eJ2nfot dt 12
-72

thus L is the loss in effective signal power due to frequency off-set. In

Table A. 1 we present the loss for various pulse durations assuming a fre-

quency offset of 5 parts in 106 at 1.6 GHz. It therefore follows that a pulse

duration of a few tens of microseconds results in less than a ldb loss with

a receiver which does no frequency tracking.

TABLE A. 1

DECORRELATION LOSS DUE TO FREQUENCY OFFSET

Pulse duration, 7,
inwiec

Decor relation Loss
in db

36 1

48 2

60 3

Suppose now that the signature consists of a sequence of PSK pulses

over a time duration T. Stippose further that the assumed time difference

between pulses at the receiver differs from the received waveform by the
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offset caused by the frequency difference. We examine here tbe Ioss in

performance resulting from this offset. For an offset of to, the resulting

loss in effective signal energy is given by

for randomly selected binary PSK modulation with an assumed chip

t=. If the first pulse is used to determine the mask spacing then

duration

to = 3fi0-6T

6
where T is the signature duration and a frequency offset of 3 parts in 10

is assumed. In Table A. 2 we list the loss for various values of T/t
c.

As an example the loss is 1 db for a 100 nsec. chip duration and a 3 msec,

s i gnatur e duration

TABLE A. 2

LOSS IN EFFECTIVE SIGNAL ENERGY DUE TO MASK OFFSETS FOR
DIFFERENT SIGNATURE DURATIONS T AND CHIP DURATION tc.

T/t Decor relation loss
c in db

4.0 x 104 1

8.6 x 104 2

1.3 x 105 3

9$
Offsets due to satellite motion can be compensated for and hence are
not included.
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APPENDIX B

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF A FIXED SIGNATURE
REPETITION RATE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

B. 1 Introduction

In this Appendix the performance of a surveillance system which

operates by having each aircraft transmit a signature at the same fixed

repetition rate will be analyzed. The system will be referred to as the

‘! FSRR system. “ Bounds to the FSRR system false alarm rate and to the

probability of detecting an aircraft on an opportunity to detect will be

computed. For convenience we begin by describing the FSRR system.

The FSRR system operates in the following manner. Each aircraft

transmits a signature consisting of five pulses as shown in Figure 2.1.

Pulse A ie an initial s~chronization pulse. Pulses B and C are symmetric

with respect to a center axis which is placed at a fixed distance from pulse

A. This pulse pair can occupy one of 317 possible pair positions around

the center line. Similarly, pulses D and E are symmetric with respect to

a center axis which also lies at a fixed distance from pulse A. Pulse pair

D-E also occupies one of 317 possible positions around its center line.

The five pulses constituting the aircraft signature are modulated with

identical pseudo random sequences. The system uses an ensemble of 10

different pseudo random sequences to construct the aircraft signatures.

Hence, there are 106 (i. e. 10(317)2) possible signatures. Therefore, the I

FSRR system can accommodate 106 unique aircraft identification signatures.

Each aircraft transmits its signature once every 2.5 seconds. The total

,.,

signature time width is at most 1 msec. The signature pulses consist

of 200 chips of 100 nsec duration. Each chip carries one bit of itiormation

in its phase (i. e. a PSK signal).
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The aircraft signature is transmitted to and received by each of

the four satellites which comprise the system satellite constellation. One

o f these satellites is designated ‘Imaster satellite!!. The remaining satel-

lies are called slave satellites (i. e. “salve 1“, “slave 2“, and “slave 3“).

The received aircraft signatures are retransmitted to the satellite

ground stations on the earth. They are received and detected using a bank

of 10 matched filters. Each ffiter is matched to one of the pseudo random

sequences used in the signature construction. The detected pulses are

stored sequentially in a shift register memory at the ground station. Each

of the 10 separate matched filter channels has its own shift register memory.

Each stage in the register corresponds to a time difference of 100 nsec

(1 chip duration).

The post detection processing is quite simple. It begins on the

ground station of the master satellite. Each of the ten shift register memories

is handled separately. Consider a particular one of these ten shift register

memories. A mask moves sequentially through the stages of the memory.

That is, a processor moves sequentially (with increasing time) through the

shift register stages checking to see whether or not a received pulse is

stored at each stage. If it finds a pulse present it considers this a possible

initial spchronization pdse (an ‘lA” pulse) of some aircraft!s signature.

The processor then sets up B-C and D-E center axes in the shift register

memory with respect to the position of this possible llA!’ pulse. The pro-

cessor checks to see if there are any B-C and D-E pairs (with respect to

the center axes that have been set up) stored in the shift register memory.
I

If the processor does not find at least one B-C possibility and one

D -E possibility, it continues its sequencing through the shift register

memory. Othertise there are 3 possible cases, namely; the processor

could find one B -C pair and one D -E pair, the processor could find two

B-C possibilities and one D-E possibility or one B-C possibility and
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two D-E possibilitiess, the processor could find more than one B -C pos si -

bility and more than one D-E possibility. The second and third of these

three cases are called !ioverwrite events!!. In the second case one over-

write is said to have occurred. In the third case more than one overwrite

has occured. The second case is illustrated in Figure B. 1.

One or more overwrites implies that the initial synchronization

pulses of at least two different aircraft were received simultaneously by

the matched filter channel. Hence, the “A” pulse uncove~ed in sequencing

through the shift register memory really corresponds to several different

,1A,! pulses, and ~Orres POnding to each B-C -- D-E pair combination there

is a different aircraft signature stored in the shift register memory with

this same llA!! pulse. In the event of one or more overwrites the processor

picks two of the signature possibilitiess at random and only operates on these

two . It operates on these separately as if each were uncovered without any

overwrites in the masking procedure (i. e. , treats each as a first case

possibility). We describe now how the processor operates on a first

case signature possibility since overwrite processing comes down to this.

Consider the signature of aircraft “j” to have been detected on a

shift re gister memory of the master satellite. Let the shift register stage

in which the “A!’ pulse of ‘(j” is storedbe designated as “T
M“.

The processor

signals the system to interrogate the corre spending shift register memories

of three slave satellites as to whether or not the signature of aircraft “ j’!

has been received within ~ 24 msec of TM. 24 msec is the maximum delay

time based upon the geometric structure of the satellite configuration.

If aircraft “j’s” signature occurs in the memory of each of the slaves

within the allowed delay time (determination of the signature presence in the

slave memories is similar to the masking procedure in the master satellite),

then the FSRR system declares aircraft ‘Ijlf present in the airspace. It

supplies the signature arrival time differences (the time difference between

‘M
and the “A’! pulse storage stage times in the slave memories) to a
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computer which can determine from this information (using the method

of Hyperboloids) the position of aircraft “j’!. Aircraft “j” can then be

recorded as being present in the airspace at time TM at the position

computed.

B. 2 Causes and Typ es of Error in FSRR

Error arises in the FSRR surveillance system out of two possible

sources; noise and spurious user pulses. Consider a particular matched

filter receiting channel. Noise causes error since it may activate the

matched filter detector causing the system to declare a signature pulse

present when in fact no pulse is present. The noise on a particular

matched filter channel is composed of two components, The first com-

ponent is the ordinary thermal noise input to the matched filter detector.

The second component is due to the reception by the matched filter detector

of aircraft signatures which are not constructed from the pseudo-random

sequence to which the filter is matched. This second component can be

thought of as cross -talk. As a starting point of our analysis we shall

assume that the output of the wtched filter detector due to this second

component of noise is in fact white gaus sian noise.

The second source of error is the presence on a particular matched

filter channel of spurious user pulses. This will now be explained. Because

105 different aircraft signatures are constructed from the same pseudo

random sequence the “A”, “B”, “C”, “D”, or “E”, pulse of one of these I

signatures may be confused with a different order pulse of a different one

of these signatures. As an example consider the “ATf pulse of 2 different

signatures constructed using the same pseudo random sequence. If the

signatures arrive at the matched filter detector at appropriate times

the pair of “A” pulses could possibly be confused with a B-C pair on a

particular mask. This obviously could cause an error in the signature

identification procedure in which case we would say that tb error was

caused by “spurious pulses”.
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Up until now ody the possible causes of errors in the FSRR system

have been discussed. Now the types of errors which disturb the per-

formance of the FSRR system wU1 be considered. There are two trees

of errors; “false alarm errors!! , and “failure to detect!! errors.

By definition, a false alarm error is the fOllOwing event: fOr a

partictiar masking time on the master satellite shift register memory

the FSRR system announces the presence of a particular aircraft in the

airspace when in fact the aircraft is not present. For convenience we shall

also define the term ‘la ‘j! false alarm”. A !Ijfalsealarmt!Occursif‘n
a particular masking time on the master satellite shift register memory

the FSRR system announces the presence of aircraft “j” in the airspace

when in fact aircraft “~’ is not present at that time.

A false alarm can occur in many different ways. In fact there are

over 60 different ways in which one can occur. Several of the many ways in

which a false alarm might occur are de scribed in the following paragraphs.

(1) With an initial pdse at time TM, 5 noise or spurious user pulses

might masquerade as the signature of aircraft “j” on the shift register

memory of the master satellite. If this also happens in the shift register

memory of each of the slave satellites tithin ~ 24 msec of TM then a

j false alarm occurs at time TM.

(2) With an initial pulse at time TM a valid user signal having the same

B-C pair as the signature of aircraft j may be received and detected per-
I

fe ctly. A pair of noise or spurious pulses properly spaced and combined

with this signature could masquerade as the signature of aircraft j. If 5

noise or spurious user pulses properly spaced to masquerade as jis

signature are received by the shift register memory of each of the salve

satellites within ~ 24 msec of TM then a j false alarm occurs at time TM.
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(3) With an initial pulse at time TM, 5 noise or spurious user pulses

might masquerade as the signature of aircraft ‘!jri on the shift register

memory of the master satellite. In addition, “~’ might actually be present

in the airspace (although not at time TM) and its true signature might be

received and detected and stored in the shift register memories of each of

the slave satellites within + 24 msec of T
M“

This would constitute a j

false alarm since aircraft j would be recorded at being present at time TM

at an incorrect position.

By definition a failure to detect error is the following event: Aircraft

j is present in the airspace and its signature is received at the ground station

of the master satellite at time T ~, yet the system does not declare it

present at this masking time and hence does not compute its position. The

system misses the aircraft.

There are basically two different reasons for a failure to detect

error. They are described in the following paragraphs.

(1) Missing pulses - In order for an aircraft to be declared present

its signature has to be detected at the ground station of each of the 4

satellites. This implies that 20 pulses (4 x 5) have to be properly detected.

If ody one of these pulses is missed because of noise, there will be a

failure to detect the aircraft.

(2) Overwrites - The aircraft signatures might be received and

detected perfectly. Yet if there is more than one overwrite of it in the
I

shift register memory of the master satellite the aircraft signature could

be mistakenly neglected and a failure to detect occur.

B. 3 Parameter Definition

The following parameters occur in the FSRR performance analysis.

The figures in parentheses represent the values of these parameters used

in the subsequent analysis.
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NT -

N-

‘P -

T-

T-
P

T-
C

N-
C

‘I -

‘f -

‘d -

total number of aircraft (106)

number of aircraft in flight at any time (105)

number of pulses in aircraft signature (5)

signature repetition time in seconds (2. 5)

pulse width in seconds (20V see)

chip width in seconds (100 nsec)

number of codes

number of pulse pair (B-C or D-E) positions

per pulse probability of false alarm

per pulse probability of detection

10)

317)

B. 4 A Lower Bound to the System False Alarm Rate

In this section a lower bound to the rate at which false alarms occur

in the FSRR system will be derived. The Iowe r bound will be evaluated

for two cases:

1. A received signal to noise ratio of 9 db estimated in
the power bud get included in the main body of this
report and also a signal to noise ratio of 6 dB.

2. A received signal to noise ratio of 13.5 db.

We be gin by defining the following probabilitiess:

P=(TM) = Prob. at master satellite masking time TM a false
(alarm occurs in the FSRR system ~> ‘B-l)

P=(TM j)= Prob.

(

at master satellite time T a j false alarm
, occurs in the FSRR systemM )

, (B-2)

p (?)

(
= Prob. noise or spurious user pulses are incorrectly

declared pseudo random sequence pulses at

)

, (B-3)
time t on the matched filter channel which “jIs”
signature is detected on

,f
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and the following events:

Aircraft j is present in the air,space, and its signature

r,

(

is received and detected perfectly by the ground station=
1

)

of satellite i, and it resides in the shift register memory , (B-4)
of satellite i within ~ 24 msec of TM

n(TM) = (5 noise or spurious user pulses masquerade as the

)
signature of the aircraft j with initial pulse TM ‘ (B-5)

‘(
given the condition that a “ j“ sequence of pulses
(either a true ‘fj~ signature or noise or spurious

a

)

pulses appearing as ‘!?l) is present as an overwrite , (B-6)
on a particular mask, this !’j’l sequence is chosen
for processing from among all the overwrites

b
‘(

the pseudo j signature represented by n(TM) is picked
for processing from among all overwrites present

). (B-7)

Consider the joint event, El, which is the simultaneous occurance of the

five events, n(TM), b, rl, r2, and r3. It is obvious that if El occurs, a

j false alarm will occur, hence,

PF(TM, j) ~ P(E1) (B-8)

We now evaluate

P(E1) = P(n(TM)) P(a) P (rl~ ‘2, ‘3). (B-9)

First, I

P(n(TM)) = P5 (a). (B-1O)

Expanding P (rl, r2, r3) res~ts in

P(rl r2, r3) = P(r31r2, rl) p(r21r1) ‘(rl) . (E-11)
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Now,

48 X 10
-3 T

P (j is in the airspace) ~
5

P( rl) =
+ ‘d

c
-3 ~

P(rl) = #
48 X 10

T
T ‘d

(B-12)

If rl occurs the signature of aircraft j will be received by the ground station

of satellite 2 and 3 within ~ 48 msec. of TM( since maximum delay time

in signature reception from different satellites is ~ 24 msec). Therefore,

24 X 10
-3

5 5
p (rz[r~) = 48 ~lo-3 ‘d = ~ ‘d

5
P (r31r1, r2) = } Pd

Applying (B-12), (B-13), and (B-14) to (B-n) yields

12 x 10-3 N
P (rl, rz, r3) = =

5
~ ‘d.

(B-13)

(B-14)

(B-15)

A lower bound to P(a) will now be computed. First the followfig

conditional probabilities are

PO(n) = Prob. exactly n overwrites are I
a!Ijl!sequence Of pulses

(
present on the mask at is present as an overwrit
time TM at time T )

M
(B-16)

Pi(n) = Prob.

(

the “j’ sequence of pulses
is chosen from among the
n overwrites for processing

I

a “j” sequence of pulses is\

)
present ;S an ove~write at
time TM, exactly n over -
writes are present on
the mask at time Tlfl

. ..
(B-17)
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The following expansion can be made

N?

P(a) = X1 Po(n) Pi(n). (B-18)

n= 1

Since in the presence of overwrites the FSRR system operates by choosing

ody two signatures for processing,

PI (1) = i,

Pi(n) =: f0rn>2 (B-19)

Substituting (B-i9) into (B-18) results in

~:

P(a) =2’
z

+ PO (n) t PO (l),

n= 2

so that

P (a) a 2E (l/n) - P. (i) (B-20)

The expectation is conditional on a j sequence of pulses being present on

the mask at time TM.

By Jensen’s inequality, 1

1 1
E (z)= ~)

(B-21)

Applying (B-21) to (B-20) yieids

P(a)~* - P. (l). (B-22)
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I

,
I
!

Evaluating E (n) we obtain

E(n) =lt E

(

additional number of over - I )
a “j’! sequence of pulses

writes of the ‘(~! sequence is present at time TM
of pulses

E(n) =lt E(~xn2

I

a !!j!! sequence of pulses is
)

(B-23)

presmt at time TM

t E (nl
I

a !tj!t sequence of pulses is
present at time TM )

t E (n2

I
a “j” sequence of pulses is
present at time TM )

where

‘1 =
number of B -C pair positions occupied around
the axis set up by the ‘njf’ sequence of pulses
(in addition to the B-C pair of the “j” sequence. )

‘2 =
number of D-E pair positions occupied around

the axis set up by the “j” sequence of pulses in
addition to the D -E pair of the ‘f j“ sequence.

Continuing from (B-23)

.( I
E(n)= l+E ~

)(

a ,Ilt sequence of E ‘2 a ‘Ij!! sequence of

pulses is present pulses is present
at time T

M
at time T

M )

tE

(

‘1

) (1

~ rljl! sequence of tE nz

)

a !!ji! sequence of

pulses is present pulses is present
at time T

M
at time T

M
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1:,.

(“E nl a ‘g~fl sequence of

), (

‘2
a ‘If’ sequence of

pulses is present = E

)

pulses is present = (N1-l)PZ(a)
at time T

M
at time T

M
(B-25)

Applying (B-25) to (B-24) resultsin

E(n) =1 t ‘(N1”:-”1)2 “P4 (a) t 2(N1 .- 1) P?”iU). . . (B-26)

Noting that

PO(l) ‘= (1- P2 (:)) 2NI-2

and su:ostituting (B -2 6) into (E -22) re.suit.s in

P(a) >
2

- (1 -P2 (a) )Z.NI-2”. (B-27)
1 t (N1-l)2P4(~j””t 2(N1 - 1) P.z(;}

Applying (B-1o) and (B-27) to (B-9) and the result tO (B-8) yield”s

24 X 10
-3

PF(TM j) ~ T J Py
5

(

2

, ‘T p ‘a) 1 + (N1-l~ 2 P4(a) t 2( N1-l)P2(~)

- (1 - P2(U)2NI-2
)

(B-28)

The inequality, (B-28) gives a lower bound to P=(TM j). Effort will
,

now be concentrated on determining the average time difference between

system false alarms in terms Of P (T~ M, j). The re suit that will be

obtained, when combined with (B-2 3), will yield a lower bound to the

average system false alarm rate.
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To be gin with the following assumption is made: The events

{

a j false alarm

}{

a k false alarm

}{

an i false alarm
at time T *

M
at time T

M’ ‘
at time T }M“ . . . .

are independent

bination of TM,

for any combination of; j, k, i (j # k etc) and any cOm -

TI
M’ . . .

This assumption provides a workable mathematical structure thus

allowing the analysis to proceed. Unfortunately, it is only a first cut

approximation to the actual statistical properties of the FSRR system.

The true situation in the performance of the FSRR system is obviously

one in which there is dependence from false alarm to false alarm. How-

ever, if statistical dependence were to be taken into account the analysis

would be mathematically untenable. In such a situation one would have

to re sort to a computer simulation in order to obtain a measure of the

system performance.

Proceeding with the analysis, because of assumption (B-24), the

expected number of chips between j false alarms is l/PF(TM j). Trans-
,

lating this into real time units, the expected number of seconds between

j false alarms is 10 ‘7 PF(TM, j). Now, the Strong Law of Large Numbers

can be invoked. . Consider any c and 6 both positive and small. With

probability greater than 1 - 6 there exists an integer K (~) such that

for all K SK (c), the latest time at which exactly K j false alarms will
KX 10-7take place is PF(TM, j)tcseconds after the start of the time segment.

In additio~t the earliest time at which K j false alarms will take place
Kx1O

‘s PF(TM, j) -
c seconds after the start of the time segment.

th i false alarm
Consider the symmetry o J and i false alarme the K

K XIO-+ - ~ and K XIO-7
t c seconds afterwill take place between P=(TM, j)

PF(TM, j)
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the time interval began, with high probability. Hence, with high roba -
Kx10 - r

bilitY KNT false alarms will take place at approximately
_ second’

after the time interval be gan. We now’compute the average time’between

false alarms in this interval. Since there are KNT false alarms in this

interval and without loss of generality we can put a j false alarm at the

beginning of the internal, the average time between any type of false

alarm (i. e. j or otherwise) in the interval is

KX 10-7

PF(TM j)

KNT

(B-30)

(For simplicity we have suppressed the C and 6 and it should be noted

that we are looking at false alarm generation at steady state conditions

on the system)

Because of assumption (B-29), the quantity in (B-30) is the expected

value of the time between system false alarms. This implies that on the

average there will be

T NT PF (TM, j) 107 (B-31)

system false alarms per epoch (2. 5 sec time interval).

Combining (B-28) and (B-31) results in

~f>12xlo4Np & P5(a) (
2

lt(N1 -l) ‘P4 (a) +2( N1 -1) Pz(a)

I

(B-32)
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where N is the average number of system false alarms per epoch.
f

k the remainder of this section the right hand side of (B-32) till be

evaluated for a received signal to noise ratio of 6 db, 9 db, and 13.5 db.

Consider first the term P (u) defined by (B-3). Let P (a ~) be the component

of P(a ) due to noise otiy. Let P (as) be tk component of P(U) due to

spurious user pulses. P (U) is computed now.

P(ab) =
(

number of users in flight
number of channels

‘(;’’’’’&lses)E%~)

Obviously,

(B-33)

P (an) = Pf, (the per pulse false alarm probability) (B-34)

hence,

P(a) =Pft5xlo
-8 N

~ ‘d.
(B-35)

Since the expression on the right hand side of (B-32) is a lower bound to

~f, we denote it as ~fL. Table B. 1 has it evaluated for the signal to 1

noise ratios previously mentioned. Both for E/N. equal to 6 db and equal
—L

to 9 db, Nf lS evaluated for several allowable Pf/Pd pairs. For a given

E/N. the allowable Pf/Pd pairs are determined from the Receiver Operating

characteristic (ROC) of the matched filter. The ROC is shown in Figure

B. 2.
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Fig. B. 2. Matched filter receiver operating characteristic.
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1
TABLE B.2

FSRR SYSTEM FALSE ALARM PERFORMANCE

E/N
0 ‘d ‘f

L
Ff

9 db 0.98 0.1 1.038 X 104

9 db 0.99 0.2 3.62 X 104

9 db 0.997 0.3 6.54 X 104

13.5 db O. 9998 0.01 1.126

6 db O. 82 0.1 790

6 db O. 92 0.2 1.23 X104

6 db 0.94 0.3 2.64 X 104
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B. 5 Bounds to the System Detection Probability

This section deals with the performance of the FSRR system in

detecting the presence of an aircraft at masking time TM when it is present

and

‘D

should be declared so.

We define a probability of detection,

(= Prob aircraft j is declared
present by the system
at time T

M

aircraft j is present in the
airspace and its signature

)

arrives at the master satellite
with initial pulse at time TM

(B -36)

Consider the equivalence of the following two events

( )(
given that aircraft j is actually The 5 pulses of j !’s signature
present in the airspace with are detected at each of the
initial signature pulse arriving = satellite ground stations and
at master satellite at time T ,

P
the signature of “j” is picked

aircraft j is declared presen for processing from among the
by the system at time TM )overwrites at the master satellite

ground station
(B-37)

The following equality resdts when (B-36), (B-37) and (B--9) are combined

PD= P:o P(a) (B-38)

Applying (B-27) to (B-38) re suits in a lower bound to P=,
I

PD ~ P:o

i

2

1 + (N1 ,)

- (1- P2(a))2NI-2 .
- 1)2 P4 (a)2t 2(N1 - 1) P2 (a)

(B-39)
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TABLE B.2

FSRR SYSTEM DETECTION PERFORMANCE

E/N
0 ‘d ‘f

P
9db

9db

9db

13. 5db

6db

6db

6db

0.98

0.99

0.997

0.9998

0.82

0.92

0.94

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.01

0.1

0.2

0.2

L
‘D

u
‘D

.0768

0.88 x 10-2

0.22 X10-2

0.88

.00207

.00195

.00066

0.667

0.82

0.94

0.99

.0188

.188

.29

.,.

,
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I

Obviously,

(B-40)

I

We now designate the right hand side of (B-39) as P
L

~ D’
and the right hand

side of (B-40) as PDU. In Table B. 2, P: and P
D

are evaluated for a

received signal to noise ratio of 6 db, 9 db and 13.5 db.

B. 6 FSRR System Performance Summay

Tables B. 1 and B. 2 summarize the best possible performance that

the FSRR system can achieve. Specifically, the system will actually incur

an average number of false alarms (per 2. 5 second period) which is greater
-L

than the lower bound Nf . In addition, the true system detection probability

will be less than the upper bound P:.

The signal to noise ratio of 13.5 db is a very optimistic estimate of

the link performance of the FSRR system. When one observes Tables B. I

and B. 2 one can indeed conclude that the best possible FSRR system per-

formance will be adequate at this value of E/N
0.

The performance of the FSRR system for received signal to noise

ratios of 6 db and 9 db is summarized by the curves plotted in Figure B. 3.

These curves indicate that the system performance is inadequate for these

received signal to noise ratios. The cost of a high detection probability

is an enormous false alarm rate. The cost of a low false alarm rate is 1

a very low detection probability. This indicates that it is not possible to

obtain acceptable performance from a signal to noise ratio less than or

equal to 9 db.

t
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APPENDIX C

OPERATION AND PERFORMANCE OF A VARIABLE SIGNATURE
REPETITION RATE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

C.1 Introduction

In this Appendix an Air-to- Satellite -to -Ground Surveillance system

will be described which operates with each aircraft transmitting a unique

signature. The repetition rate of the signature till vary from aircraft to

aircraft. This system will be analyzed and a feasibility judgment will be

made. Henceforth, the system being considered will be called the VSRR

system.

The pro gram of this Appendix will be as follows: First, the aircraft

signature design in the VSRR system will be described. The operation of

the Air-to-Satellite -to-Ground link and of the satellite ground station will

then be detailed. Finally, the performance of the vSRR system will be analyzed.

C. 2 Signature Design

Each aircraft will be assigned a codeword and a repetition period.

The combination of these two items will comprise the aircraft!s VSRR

signature.

The codeword will consist of 4 consecutive pulses called respectively;

the 11A” pulse, the IIBI! pulse, the ‘ICI! pulse, and the ‘ID!’ pulse. Each I

pulse is a pseudo random sequence consisting of 511 one hundred nano-

second chips (PSK Modulation). Each of the 4 pseudo random sequences

is chosen from a different set of 12 such sequences. This implies that

there are (12)4 possible codewords. It should be pointed out that it is really

not mandatory that the “A, “ “B, “ “~ “ and “D” pulses be strictly adjacent.

Delays could be inserted between these pulses. In fact, this would be

beneficial from a hardware point of view because of lower demands on the
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power amplifier. However, in order to keep our system description

simple, consider these pulses to be strictly adjacent.

The repetition period of a codeword will have the generic value of x

seconds where x is some number in the set {2. 000, 2. 001, . . . 2. 099~.

The repetition period of a codeword defines a repetition rate. The two

terms wfll be used interchangeably. As is evident, there are 102 possible

repetition periods.

The combination of codewords and repetition periods permits more

than 2 x 106 different signatures. By 1995 it is expected that there till be

at most 106 aircraft. Thus, in the VSRR system it can be assumed that

each aircraft wfll be assigned a unique sigwture. A typical VSRR signature

is illustrated in Figure 2. 2.

C. 3 Air-to-Satellite-to -Ground Link

An essential part of the VSRR system till be a constellation of 4

satellites. The satellites wfll have coverage efiending over the entire

CONUS. On take off, each aircraft will begin transmitting its signature to

each of the 4 satellites in the constellation. Each satellite will transmit

each signature it receives to a ground station. The position of a particular

aircraft can be computed from the differences between the times at which

the aircraft!s signature is received at the respective satellites. This of

course assumes that the satellite constellation ephemeris data is kno-.

At the receive~ matched filter detectiOn is used. Since there are 4 I

pseudo random sequences to a codeword and since each sequence is picked

from a set of 12, a bafi of 48 matched filters is needed for each of the

4 receivers.

If a pseudo random sequence is detected by a matched filter at a

ground station it will be stored on a tape corresponding to that matched
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filter. ‘f This” tape will be partitioned into units corresponding to a time

duration of 100 nanoseconds (1 chip duration). Each received pseudo

noise sequence will be stored on the tape at a position corresponding to

the time its first chip arrives at the ground station.

C. 4 Ground Station Procedure - Forming the Acquisition List and
the Signature List

This is the first of two sections which will deal with the operating

procedure at the ground station of one of the satellites.

First, assume that each aircraft is assigned a unique identification
6

number, say, some integer from 1 to 10 .

At the ground station each matched ffiter has a tape associated with

it as has already been described. In addition, each of these tapes till

also have a processor, henceforth, called a “head” associated with it.

The heads will operate in the following manner. Initially, each

head is at the be ginning of its tape. At the starting time ody the heads

Operating on tapes corresponding to the llA!! pulse matched filters begin

to move. Consider just one of these heads, the head operating on the

tape corresponding to pulse Al. This head moves down its tape, chip by

chip reading the contents of the tape until it reads an A pulse stored on
1

the tape (the initial chips of the tape will most likely be empty).

When this head reads this Al pulse it performs several tasks before

continuing its sequential reading of the Al tape. Specifics lly, it orders at

Special memory unit for the Al tape called the ,1A ~ drum!! to come into

operation. On one memory track of this drum it stores the time, tl, at

which this first Al pulse was stored on the Al tape. Remember this is

equivalent to its position on the tape. This head then s ignals each of the

heads on the B tapes to come into operation. The Al tape then continues its

sequential movement.

~k
For conceptual purposes we shall describe performance as if the storage
were on tape. However, in practice disc or core storage would of course
be used. ,,
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Each head on a “B” tape moves to that position on its tape correspond-

ing to time (t t 511 x 10-7) seconds.
1

Each head then reads the next 511

chips of its respective tape. There will be two possibilities for each head

in this reading exercise. Either this 511 chip length contains a complete

B pulse or it does not. (If it does not this does not imply that it is com-

pletely empty since it could contain a partial B pulse. ) If the 511 chip

len@h does not containa complete B pulse then the head goes back to the

beginning of its tape and stays there until it is called into operation again.

However, if the 511 chip len@h does contain a complete “B” pulse it does

three things. It first writes this B pulse on a special “B” memory track

on the A drum.
1

Secondly, it si~als each of the heads on the C tapes to

come into operation. Finally, the B head goes back to the beginning of

the tape and stays there until it is called into operation again. Assume

that pulses; B1 and B2 are the ofly pulses written On the B memOry track.

The operation of the C tape heads is practically the same as the B

tape heads the ody difference being that the C heads begin reading their

tapes at a point corresponding to time (tl t 1022 X10-7) seconds. Similarly,

the operation of the D tape heads is identical with the ody difference being

that the D tape heads begin reading their tapes at a point corresponding to

time (tl t 1533 x 10 ‘7) seconds.

If the entries on the C memory track are Cl and Cz, and if the entries

on the D memory track are D1 and Dz then after the D memory track has

been filled the Al drum will have the following entries:
I

First memory track: ‘1
Second memory track:

‘1’ B2
Third memory track: cl, C2

Fourth memory track:
‘1’ ‘2

(Note: Most likely there will not be more than one entry on each track. )
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With this Al memory drum fflled a special operation mode is entered

called ‘Ithe codeword list mode. !’ A special computer utilizes the entries

in the Al memory drum to make a list called the Al - tl Codeword List.

This list contains the aircraft codewords received by the ground station at

time tl which had Al as their first pulse (as suming perfect detection).

Specifically, it contains all codewords that can be constructed from the

retries on the A -
1

List would look as

With the “AI

is also completed.

tl drum. In the present example the Al - tl Codeword

follows :

‘1

‘1
‘1
‘1

‘1

‘1

‘1

‘1

‘1 - tl Codeword List

‘1 c1 ‘1

‘1 c1 ‘2

‘1 C2 ‘1

‘1 C2 ‘2

‘2 c1 ‘1

‘2 c1 ‘2

B2 C2 ‘1

‘2 C2 ‘2

- tl Codeword List” completed the codeword list mode

A new mode is now entered called IfThe Acquisition

List Mode. 1! The operation of this mode will not be described,

When the Acquisition List Mode

is to erase the Al drum. This allows

other Codeword List formations.
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The prime fnnction of the Acquisition List Mode is the filling of two

separate memories called: IIthe A~qui~itiOn List, ! and T!the Signature List. ‘t

Each entry on the Acquisition List will consist of 12 items. One can

think of each item being placed in a different column. The first item in an

entry will be an aircraft codeword. The nefi ten items will be codeword

times of arrival in seconds. The last item on the entry will be an address

of some other storage memory in which additional times of arrival can be

stored for this entry.

Each entry on the Si~ature List will consist of 5 items. Again one

can thi~ of each item as being placed in a different column. The first item

will be an aircraft identification number. The second item will be a time in

seconds. Each column corre spending to the remaining 3 items will either

have a * in it or be bla~. These last 3 columns till be called column 3,

column 4, and column 5 respectively.

The Acquisition List will have room for (12)4, (the number of code -

words), entries. The Signature List till have room for (10)6 entries.

Initially, both the Acquisition List and Signature List will be com-

pletely empty. However, for convenience the operations performed on

the Al - tl Codeword List, during the Acquisition List Mode, wfil be de-

scribed in terms of the Acquisition List and Signature List being partially

filled. This till allow a simplifying generalization of the operation of

the Mode.
I

The operation of the Acquisition List Mode is carried out by a special

computer called “The Acquirer. ‘1 The Acquirer goes to the very top of

the Al - tl Codeword List. It takes the entry which is there and stores

it in a shift register called ~. The Acquirer then erases the topmost entry

from the Al - tl Codeword List.
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Neti, the Acquirer moves to the Acquisition List. Starting at the top

of the Acquisition List the Acquirer compares the contents of ~ with the

successively lower entries on the Acquisition List. It stops momentarily

if it comes to an Acquisition List entry in which the codeword item is iden-

tical to the contents of ~. When this happens the Acquirer cycles through the

times listed as the other items for this entry. For each of these items the

Acquirer computes the difference between tl and it. It lists those differ-

ences which are valid values of x, the codeword repetition period. For

example this could be (Xl, X2, X3). If none of the differences is a value

Of x then the Acquirer enters tl as a time in the first empty time Slot On

this entry. (If the 10 principle time slots are filled it goes to the addres.

given by the 12th slot and stores it in the first empty space in this sto~age

area). This event is called !!Acquisition. “ On the other hand suppose there

are valid repetition periods, (Xl, X2, X3) computed.

Corresponding to a codeword !,J, fI and periods Xl, ‘2s and X3 are aircraft

signatures Yl, Yz, y3. The Acquirer computes the sublist of aircraft

signatures; Yl, Y2, Y3 and then begins a subcycle. The Acquirer fills up

a shift register ~ with Y and erases Y
1

~ from the sublist. It then moves to

the top of the Signature List comparing the contents of ~ with the successively

lower entries on the Si~ature List. If the Acquirer does not find an air -

craft identification number on the Signature List which is identical with

the contents of ~ then it enters the contents of S in the first empty entry

slot on the Signature List, (in the aircraft identification column). In the

time portion of tfis entry it enters the time tl. In column 3 it enters a <<.’

The Acquirer then returns to the list Y2, Y3. . . and goes through the same

procedure.

On the other hand if the Acquirer does find an aircraft identification

number on the Signature List which is identical with the contents of ~ then

it empties ~, returns to the sublist Y2, Y3 . . . and continues cycling down

through it.
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When the Acquirer exhausts the sublist; Yl, Y2, Y3 . . . . it returns

to the top of the Al - tl Codeword List (not the Acquisition List) and con-

tinues to cycle down through it going through the same procedure as just

described.

Now, if the Acquirer, in one of its cycles do-the Acquisition List,

goes do-the entire list without making any excursions to the Signature

List then it places the codeword stored in~in the first empty slot on the

Acquisition List, with time tl, stored in the first time item slot. This

event is also called ‘iAcquisition. ll The Acquirer then returns to the top

of the Al - tl Codeword List and cycles dow through it.

Two pointe skuld be mentioned before closing this section. First,

one might wonder why each entry on the Acquisition List is structured with

10 principle time slots and an address givinga storage area where additional

times can be stored if the 10 principle slots overflow. The reason for this

is quite simple. There are 106 possible aircraft; however, on the average

only 107o of them till be in flight at any time. This implies that a given

codeword will be received by the ground station at ody 10 of the 100

possible repetition rates. Each repetition period corresponds in effect

to a separate time slot on an entry on the Acquisition List. On the average

only 10 such slots will be needed. Rather than providing a full 100 slots

and wasting memory the efficient structure here is designed for the average

tith a backup memory to take care of overflow if it occurs.

The second point that ehould be brought up involves the periodic pur ginlg

o f time item entries on the Acquisition List. Many of the time entries on

the Acquisition List may become very stale. This may be due to the time

entry having been entered by mietake, as a false alarm, and never having

been changed. For instance, with an Al codeword and tl = 10 sec. one might

encounter a time item in the J entry giving a time of 2 seconds. Because

space on the Acquisition List should be used efficiently, once every 10 seconds

. ,..
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a Purging routine will go through the entire list and erase all those time

items which correspond to times earlier than a certain threshold time,

say 5 seconds before.

C. 5 Ground Station Procedure - Tracking and Position Computation

In the last section the Acquisition List Mode was described. The

OperatiOn Of the Acquisition List MOde re suits in the fOrmatiOn Of the Sig-

nature List. A special computer operates on the Signature List. Its

OPeratiOns are carried out completely in parallel with the other operations

at the Ground Station. The computer is called !!The Tracker’! and its

Operatl On results in the position calculation of aircraft in the airspace.

The’ operation of the Tracker on the Signature List will now be described.

The Tracker begins its cycle at the top of the Signature List and ob-

serves the first entry. Assume that the aircraft identification portion of

this entry is the integer I and that the time item entry is the time tl seconds.

There are 8 possibilities for the other characteristics of this entry de-

pending upon whether or not columns 3, 4, and 5 are filled with >xrs or not.

These possibilities are shown in the following table:

Possibility 1

Possibility 2

Possibility 3

Possibility 4

Possibility 5

Possibility 6

Possibility 7

Possibility 8

u
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Col. 2

‘1

‘1

‘1

‘1

‘1

‘1

‘1

‘1

Assume that the signature of aircraft I is composed of codeword J repeated

with a repetition period Xl.



I

‘1’
Each of the possibilities calls into operation a different mode of

the Tracker. Each of the modes till be described separately for each

possibility. After a mode is completed the Tracker moves down to the

neti entry out the Signature List. When it has moved through the entire

list it begins its neti cycle back at the top. The total cycle time should

be of the order of 2 seconds (i.e. signature repetition time).

The Mode for Possibility

Possibility comes about if this entry has just reenlisted on the

Signature List by the Acquirer. When the Tracker encounters Possibility

the first thing it does is to shift the >> contained in column 3 to column 4.

The *< was previously contained in column 3. The entry in column 2 is

tl, the Tracker uses this to predict that if this entry is not a false alarm

the ground station should receive the nefi codeword emitted by aircraft I

during the time interval [tit ~ - 40 x10-7, t1t~t40x10-7] , (the

~40xlo
-7

takes into account the movement of the aircraft and satellites

during the codeword transmission). The Tracker checks the tapes of

the pulses making up codeword J to see in fact if the codeword was received

at the ground station during this time interval. If the codeword J was

not received, this event is called a “cycle loss. “ Column 3 is kept bla*.

If the codeword J was received in this interval at time ~ then this event is

called “a track. 11 When this happens time tl in column 2 is replaced by~

and a $< is entered in column 3.

It is evident that H a cycle loss occurs then Possibility 1 considered 1

nowj will become a Possibility 3 on the next cycle of the Tracker through the

Signature List. If a track occurs then Possibility 1 will become a Possibility

2.

The Mode for Possibility 2

When the Tracker encounters Possibility 2 the first thing it does is

to shift the 2 *lS entered in columns 3 and 4 to columns 4 and 5 respectively.
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This leaves column 3 blank. As has already been said, Possibility 2 comes

about if a track occurs on a Pos sib fiity 1 at this entry during the previous

cycle. The Tracker uses this information to predict that if this entry is

not a false alarm then the ground station should receive the neti codeword

emitted by aircraft I during the time interval [tl t xl - 40 x 10 -7
,tlt fit

40 X1 O-7]. The Tracker checks the tapes of the pulses making up codeword

J to see in fact if the codeword was received at the ground station during

this time interval. If the codeword J was not received (a cycle loss)

column 3 is kept blad. If the codeword J was received in this interval

a t time ~ (a track) then time t in column 2 is replaced by ~ and a * is
1

entered in column 3.

It is evident that if a cycle loss occurs the Possibility 2 considered

now will become a Possibility 5 on the neti cycle of the Tracker through

the Signature List. If a track occurs then Possibility 2 becomes a

Possibility 4.

The Mode for Possibility 3

When the Tracker encounters Possibility 3 the first thing it does is

to shift the <~in column 4 to column 5. This leaves column 3 and column 4

blank. Possibility 3 comes about if a cycle loss occurred on a Possibility 1

at this entry during the previous cycle. The Tracker used this information

t o predict that if this entry is not a false alarm then the ground station

should receive the nefi codeword emitted by aircraft I during the time in-

terval [tl t z% -80 X10-7, tl t 2x t 80 x 10 ‘7]. The Tracker checks th~

tapes of the pulses making up codeword J to see in fact if the codeword was

received at the ground station during this time interval. If tk codeword J

was not received (a cycle loss) column 3 is kept blank. If the “cdeword J

was received in this interval at time ~ (a track) then time t , in column 2
1

is replaced by ~ and a >>is entered in column 3.
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It is evident that if a cycle loss occurs, the Possibility 3 considered

now, will become a Possibility 7 on the neti cycle of the Tracker through

the Signature List. If a track occurs then Possibility 3 becomes a

Possibility 6.

The Mode for Possibility 4

Possibility 4 comes about if aircraft I has been tracked 3 times in

succession. When this occurs it is with high probability that this entry is

not a false alarm. When the Tracker encounters Possibility 4 the very first

thing it does is to contact the other ground stations and ask each of them

two questions:

1. Is aircraft I entered on its Signature List?

2. If it is entered are the entries in columns 3, 4, 5
nefi to it, all *ls ?

If all 3 other satellite receivers answer yes, tO bOth Of these questiOns then the

Tracker asks each of these what the item in the time slot of this entry is.

Assume that the ground stations answer

‘1” ‘1’” ‘1’’”

The interrogating receiver computes the differences tl - tl!, tl-tl”, tl-tl’”.

It uses them to compute the position of aircraft I from these differences, and

supplies the re suit to a central surveillance station. This central sur-

veillance station logs the aircraft identification number with the time t
1

and the computed position. The Tracker then continues with the operation

it would have gone into immediately if the other ground stations had not I

answered yes to both questions. This operation is as follows.

The Tracker erases the * in column 5. It then shifts the *’s in

columns 3 and 4 to columns 4 and 5 leaving column 3 blank. The Tracker

uses this information given by the ‘> positions (before they are shifted) to

predict that if this entry is not a false alarm then the ground station should
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receive the nefi codeword emitted by aircraft I during the time interval

[tl t ~ -40 x 10-7, tl t ~ t 40 x 10-7]. The Tracker checks the tapes

of the pulses making up codeword J to see in fact if the codeword was

received at the ground station during this time interval. If the codeword

J was not received (a cycle loss) column 3 is kept blank. If the codeword

J was received (a track) in this interval at time I then time tl in column 2

is replaced by ~ and a * is entered in column 3.

It is evident that if a cycle loss occurs, the Possibility 4 considered

now will become a Possibility 5 on the ne~ cycle. If a track occurs

Possibility 4 will stay as Possibility 4 on the neti cycle.

The Mode for Possibility 5

When the Tracker encounters Possibility 5 the first thing it does is to

erase the i, in column 5 and shift the ,!<in column 4 to column 5. This leaves

column 3 and column 4 bla~. As has already been said Possibility 5 comes

about if a cycle loss occurred on a Possibility 2 or 4 at this entry during the

previous cycle. The Tracker uses this information (given by the ;~ positions

before shifting) to predict that if this entry is not a false alarm then the

ground station should receive the neti codeword emitted by aircraft I during

the time interval [tl t 25 - 80 x 10
-7

, tl t 27 + 80 x 10-7]. The Tracker

checks the tapes of the pulses making up codeword J to see in fact if the

c odeword was received at the ground station during this time interval.

If the codeword J was not received (a cycle loss) column 3 is kept blank.

If codeword J was received in this interval at time ~ (a track) then time dl

in column 2 is replaced by ~ and a >>is entered in column 3.

It is evident that if a cycle loss occurs, the Possibility 5 considered

now will become a Possibility 7 on the neti cycle. If a track occurs it will

become a Possibility 6.



The Mode for Possibility 6

When the Tracker encounters Possibility 6 the first thing it does is

to erase the <~in column 5 and to shift the ~~ in column 3 to column 4. The

Tracker uses the itiormation given by the * positions (previous to shifting)

to predict that if thk entry is not a false alarm then the ground station

should receive the nefi codeword emitted by aircraft I during the time in-

terval [tl t ~ -40 x 10 -7, tl t ~ t 40 x 10-7]. The Tracker checks the

bpes of the pulses making up codeword J to see in fact if the codeword

was received at the ground station during this time interval. If the codeword

J was not received (a cycle loss) column 3 is kept bla~. If the codeword

J was received in this interval at time ~ (a track) then time tl, in cOlumn 2

is replaced by time ~ and a * is entered in column 3.

It is evident that if a cycle loss occurs the Possibility 6 now con-

sidered till become a Possibility 3 on the new cycle. If a track occurs

it will become a Possibility 2.

The Mode for Possibility 7

When the T racker encounters Possibility 7 the first thing it does is

to erase the * in column 5. Possibility 7 comes about if this entry has

suffered exactly 2 cycle losses in a row (no more, no less). The Tracker

uses this ifiormation to predict that if this entry is not a false alarm then

the ground station should receive the nefi codeword emitted by aircraft I

during the interval [tl t 3% -120 x 10-7, tl t 33 + 120 x 10-7]. The Trackerl

checks the tapes of the pulses making up codeword J to see in fact if the

codeword was received at the ground station during this time interval. E

the codeword J was not received (a cycle loss) column 3 is kept bla~. H

the codeword J was received in this interval at time~ (a track) then tl in

column 2 is replaced by ~ and a * is entered in column 3.
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It is evident that if a cycle 10Ss occurs this Possibility 7 will become

Possibility 8 on the nefi cycle. If a track occurs it will become

Possibility 2.

The Mode for Possibility 8

Possibility 8 can ody come about if a cycle 10Ss occurs at this entry

three times in a row. This is udikely if this entry is not a false alarm.

For this reason when the Tracker encounters Possibility 8 it erases the

entire entry from the list. Aircraft I till no longer be tracked at this

ground station unless it is reacquired. The Tracker assumes that it has

been tracking a false alarm if it encounters Possibility 8.

In carrying out one of the modes the Tracker may look in a time in-

terval for a specific codeword (of the aircraft it is tracking) and find more

than one codeword there, one being the valid codeword the others caused

by interference. In such a case the Tracker considers ofly the earliest

codeword in the interval and ignores the others.

C. 6 Distribution of Ground Station Effort and Computational Cost

In the previous two sections the operation of the Ground Station has

been described. The Ground Station effort has been divided into three

parts:

(a) the operations on the matched filter tapes

(b) the operation of the Acquisition List Mode

(c) the operations on the Signature List I

(a) and (b) are used to accomplish the task of acquiring all the aircraft

in the airspace. They are used to find out which aircraft are in the airspace

and also to place those aircraft on the Signature List. As surning perfect

detection it takes only one observation of an aircraftts codeword before

it is placed on the Acquisition List. Again, assuming perfect detection

it takes ody one additional observation of an aircraftts codeword before
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it is placed on the Signature List. Thus, one repetition period (which is

at most 2.1 seconds) after an aircraft is first observed it will be put on

the Signature List.

(c) is used to track the aircraft in the airspace. The future times of

arrival of an aircraft!s codeword are predicted based upon past data. If

an aircraft is tracked long enough (through 3 repetition periods or equi-

valently 3 cycles of the Tracker through the Signature List), then its

position is computed and recorded. This provides some reliability against

the possibility of recording the position of a false alarm.

The event of a system breakdown or failure requires no additional

e ffort on the part of the VSRR system. The Tracker will within 3 cycles

have automatically erased the entire Signature List. This List will be re -

filled with 2.1 seconds (maximum repetition period) by the Acquisition

List Mode. Reacquisition of all aircraft (assuming perfect detection) will

be accomplished within the time it takes to complete 3 Tracker cycles t 2.1

seconds. Assuming that a Tracker cycle can be made equal to 2.1 secOnds

reacquisition time will be under 9 seconds.

As has been de scribe% the Ground Station tasks require quite a bit

of computational power. The formation of the Codeword Lists, the opera-

tion of the Acquirer and Tracker all require efiensive computational

capability. In the remainder of tbis section, the quality of computational

capability needed to carry out these computations will be estimated.

The Acquisition List, as described in SectiOn 4, had verY little
I

structure. Codewords were entered into it at the first available entry

namely, the bottom of the list. The computational time needed to carry out

the Acquisition List Mode can be greatly reduced if some additional strut -

ture is put on this list. Specifically, assume that the Acquisition List is

ordered as a lexicon of the codewords. In other words assume that each

codeword has a specific address on the Acquisition List. With this struc -

ture, whenever a codeword and/or arrival time is entered on the
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Acquisition List the Acquirer can go directly to the address of the code -

wor~ being considered rather than cycling down the entire list searching

for the codeword entry.I
‘1 -

Assume that the Acquisition List has the lexicon structure. Consider

a specific codeword being operated on during the Acquisition List Mode.

The codeword is entered into a shift register, ~. The address of the

codeword in the Acquisition List is then accessed. Assume this takes Z1

seconds. After this on the average 10 “subtracts” will be performed to

compute possible repetition periods. Assume that each subtract takes

Z2 seconds. The total computation time spent on this one codeword will

be Z1 + 10Z2 seconds.

5.
Assume that there is a peak load of 10 aircraft in the airspace at

any time. This implies that in approximately every 2 second interval

(repetition period),the Acquirer will be processing 105 codewords (neglect-

ing false alarms). Thus for every 105 codewords processed 105 (Zl t

10Z2) seconds of computational time will be needed. By 1995 the following

values of Z1 and Z2 should be realized; Zl = 10-7
-7

seconds Z2 = 2 x 10

seconds. Therefore, for every 105 aircraft processed in the Acquisition

List Mode, 0.11 seconds of computation time will be used. This makes

acquiring the aircraft a computationally feasible task.

Consider, the operation of the Tracker cycling through the Signature

List. There will be a maximum of 105 entries on the Signature List.

Without any argument we can assume that it is split into a top portion a+

a bottom portion with a separate T racker operating on each. This parallel

processing will cut the time it takes the Tracker to complete a cycle in

half. Let Z3 be the time that a Tracker spends on one entry on the

Signature List. One has then

Tracker Cycle Time = ~ 105 23
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Z3 is composed of several components. It must take into account the time

needed to compute aircraft position if in fact this is carried out when the

Tracker is at this entry. Z3 must take into account time needed for shifting

operations and storage of new arrival times. By far the dominant component
-4

of Z3 is the time needed to compute position. This is approximately 10
-7

seconds assuming a value of Zi = 10 seconds. One has then; Tracker

Cycle Time ❑ 5 Seconds. By partitioning the Signature List further, the

Tracker Cycle time can be reduced to 2 seconds.

C. 7 Performance Measures of the VSRR S ystem

As has been described in Section C. 5 the Tracker of a satellite re-

ceiver moves sequentially do- the Signature List of the satellite receiver.

If the Tracker comes to an entry (corresponding say to aircraft I) which has

been tracked on the previous three cycles then the Tracker contacts the

other three ground stations. It inquires of them whether or not the pre sent

state of the entry of aircraft I is such that it has been tracked on the last

three cycles of the Trackers at these stations? If the other satellite re -

ceivers answer affirmatively then the Tracker under consideration requests

the values of the current time slot items in the entry of aircraft I. The

Tracker then computes the position of aircraft I, supplies the re suit tO a

central surveillance station where it is logged with the current time of

arrival (at the satellite receiver being considered) of aircraft Its codeword.

In this manner the VSRR system maintains the surveillance function.

There are principally two types of errors that can be made in main-

taining the surveillance function, ,,= false Alarm Error,’1 and a failure ‘0

detect error. “

A False Alarm error can be described as the occurrence of either of

the following two events: (As sume that the Trackers at all 4 satellite

receivers are synchronized).
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1

(1)

(2)

the Tracker at one of the 4 satellite receivers (and
therefore at all 4 satellite receivers) computes the
position of an aircraft which is not in the airspace and
supplies it to the central surveillance station.

The Tracker at one of the satellite receivers, com -
putes the position of an aircraft which is in the
airspace and supplies it to the central surveillance
station; however, the position is not the true pasi -
tion of the aircraft,

Some additional definition of F“alse Alarmtype (2) “is in order, ...Con-

s ide’r” the following situation. AircraftI ispresent inthe airspace... Its

true codeword is received at all four satellite recei.~ers . ... It becomes en-

tered on the Signature List at al~ four receivers with the correct time item

entry. It is tracked. correctly .on all four Signature Lists with a long sequence

of its correct pg.sitions computed and supplied to the central survei~lance.

statio~. Now suppose the followingevent occurs at the end of this. long..

sequence of correct positions. The aircraft cadeword is tracked correctly

at three of, the four receivers. At thefourth receiver interference .ma.s -

querades as the aircraft codeword and is” picked for.. continual .tracking

ratker than the true codeword. The time item on this. fourth Signature List

will not be updated correctly, and the position of the aircraft wfll be com-

puted incorrectly.

As the definition of False Alarm (2) now stands the event described is

a false alarm. However, the incorrect time item will be wrong at most by

80 chips~which might cause a position error of at mOst 1 mile. In additiOn,

the correct codeword would meet likely be locked onto again during the nlefi

Tracker cycle. In this conte~ it is not fair to count this event as a true

false alarm. Adding to the definition of False Alarm (2) we require that at

least one of the 4 time items contributing to the position (one’ on each

Signature List) to have been incorrect for at least 3 successive Tracker cycles.
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A fail,lrs to detect error is the following event: during a Tracker cycle

an aircraft which is in the airspace does not have its position computed by

any of the 4 trackers or has its position computed with at least one of

the time items contributing to the computation to have been incorrect on

the three previous cycles.

In the following section an upper bound to the expected number of False

Alarms per Tracker cycle will be computed. In Sec. C. 9 a lower bound

to the probability of failure to detect a given aircraft will be computed.

These bounds will give a measure of the error performance of the VSRR

system.

In the previous section the Acquisition List was structured somewhat

in order to reduce the computational power needed for the VSRR system.

Now in order to simplify the analyses in the following 2 sections the

Signature List will be structured. From now on it is assumed that an

aircraft!s identification number will alway be entered onto ~ a specific

entry slot reserved for each aircraft.

C. 8 System False Alarm Rate

An upper bound to the system false alarm rate will be computed

now. First, some notation will be introduced. Consider a single Tracker

cycle. Let

Nf=E (Total number of false alarms entered at the

)

I

central surveillance station by all 4 receivers (c-1)
during one cycle

then

q= (Total number of false alarms entered at the

)
4E central surveillance station by a single receiver

during one cycle (c-2)
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(
Nf = 8E Total number of false alarms entered at the

central surveillance station by one of the

)

(c-3)
trackers, at a single receiver during one cycle

In observing the generation of (C-3) from (C-2) it should he remem -

bered that two trackers operated in parallel at each receiver.

Let the ground stations be numbered from 1 to 4 and consider that

Tracker which operates on the top portion of the Signature List of receiver

#1. Equation (C-3) can be rewritten as

~ = 8E TOtal number of false alarms entered at the central

( )
surveillance station by the top Tracker at receiver (C-4)
#1

.th
Without 10Ss of generality let the 1 slot correspond to the aircraft with

identification number ‘ii. 1! Let ~j, i) be a characteristic of the Signature

List of Ground Station “j. “ The current entries in columns 3, 4, and

5 of a slot at a particular time will be called the ‘! state of the Slot”

Let

e(j, i) = 1, if the state of slot i on the top portion of the Signature
List of receiver j, is such that there is a * in
columns 3, 4, and 5.

= O, otherwise (C-5)

Consider the Kth Tracker cycle. Let B (j, i) be another character-l
th

istic of the i slot on the top portion of the Signature List of receiver “j”

during the K
th

cycle. Let

@ (j, i) = O, if tne time item of slot i has been incorrect,on the Kth
(K-l)th and (K-2)th Tracker cycles at the receiver

= 1, otherwise (c-6)



e(j, i) and ~ (j, i) can be used to count false alarms. Specifically, @(j, i)

can be applied to (3) to yield.

~ =4x106E&1,(j,i)[-j,B(ji)

The random variable ‘IA” will now be defined

A ‘(:1’(’ ‘) {-:1 ‘(j’ ‘)

(c-7)

(C-8)

(c-9)

Similarly, the following definitions are made

4
H=ne(j, i) (c-lo)

j=l

E(Aih, bl, bz, b3, b4) = E(AI H=h, ~(1, i) = bl, R3, i) = b2~ @(3> i)=b3>

B(4, i)=b4) (C-n) ,

P(h, bl, bZ, b3, b4)=Prob(H=h, D(1, i)= b1~(2, i)=b2~ 6(3)’) ‘b33 ~(4t i)=b4)

(C-12)



!
i.

The following expansion can now be made

z
E(A) =hbbbb E(A1 h, bl, b2, b3, b4) P(h ,b1b2b3b4)

>~t~>~$~

‘x 4

E(A) =bbbb E( 1 - n ~(j, i)l 1, b1b2, b3b4) P (1, b1b2b3b4)
1’ z’ 3’ 4 j-l

By symmetry this becomes

E(A)= P(l,O,O, 0,0), t4P(l,0,0, 0,1) +6 P (1,0,0,1,1)

t4P(l, o,l, l,l)

The following term is now defined

p (bl) = Pkob (~(1, i) = bl)

Using the inclusion of event { bl, b2, b3, b4~ in bl~ and (C-15 )a110WS

(c-16) to be derived from (C-14)

E (A) = 15 p(o)

Applying (c-16) and (C -9) to (C-8) yields

fif S 60 X106 P (0)

(C-13)

(C-14)

(C-15)

(c-16)

I

(C-17)

The event ~(1, i) = O implies that on 3 successive Tracker cycles inter-

ference masqueraded as the 4 pulse codeword of the signature of aircraft

‘Ii.tt Let
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Pf = Prob. ( )noise causes a receiver matched filter to be activated
and declare a codeword pulse present when in fact it
is not

(C-19)

(C-20)

(C-18)

Since there are 4 pulses to a codeword and a tracking time interval is 80

chips long the following inequality can be written

P(0) =(80 XPf)3 = (5x12)105 Pf12

P(0) S(5 X12) 105 Py

Applying (C-19) to (C-17) results in

—
Nf S31X101’ P;’ (C-20)

Which is the desired upper bound. Let the right hand side of (C-20) be

designated by ~ . (C-20) can be rewritten as

—

‘f = 31x1012 P;2

1

(C-20a)

C. 9 Probability of Correct Detection

The ‘Ifailure to detect!! error described in Section 7 implies that the

process of detecting and maintaining continuous surveillance on an aircraft

is quite complex. For this reason this process will be broken up into
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several different parameters which together will measure the event of

correct detection.

C. 9.1 Correct Entrance Qnto the Signature List

C.9. I. I Probability of Correct Entrance

Consider aircraft “i, ‘~ some aircraft which is actually in the

airspace. In order for aircrafti to be detected on a Tracker cycle” ”’several

properties of aircraft !ti~s!t entr y on the four Sig:ature Lists must be

satisfied.’ Columns #3,:: #4,and #5 of this entry on each Signature List

must .be filled with *1s. In addition, on each Signature. List the time item.

of this entry rnustbe correct on either the Tracker cycle being considered

or on one of the two immediate lypreceding. Tracker cycles. (Atime

item..is correct if itrepre sents the time that the actual codeword of

aircraft i ~~~s received at a .gro-~nd station rather than the time inter-

ference masquerading as .t.hti codeword was.. re ce.ived.

Let us fix .our:attention on one of the Signature.. Lists. Whetiher

or not the time. item is correct depends mostly. in the manner in w~lich

this” entry was most recently entered o~l the Signature List by the Acquirer.

Remember the Acquirer enters the first time ite~-n of the entry of aircraft

i on the Signature List. Aircraft i is then tracked until columns #3, #4,

and #5 of it are blank. It is then erased from the Signature List. Our

first task will be to compute, for a specific aircraft, the probability that

the first entry in its Signature List slot after system start-up is true. ,

Let R(i) be the event just described relative to aircraft i. Let Q be the

codeword of aircraft !Iiisi! signature.

In order for R (i) to occur the following events must also occur.

The first two codewords emitted by aircraft lti!l must be perfectly detected.

The ‘tgif codewords emitted by other aircraft, which are received by the ground
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station before the first codeword of aircraft i (and detected) can not be paired

with interference masquerading as codeword & or some true but spurious

s codeword to represent falsely a signature repetition of aircraft “its”

codeword. Finally, interference masquerading as a “~” codeword and

received before the first of aircraft ‘~i!s” codewords cannot be paired

with interference masquerading as a ,! CII codeword or some true, but

spuriOus “~” codeword to represent falsely a signature repetition of air-

craft “its’! codeword.

Let P (R (i)) represent the Probability that event R(i) occurs.

Similarly, the following notation is introduced:

G(n) = Prob.
( )

exactly n true “~’t codewords are received before
the first codeword of aircraft “its” Signature

(C-21)

[
)given that exactly n true “A” codewords are

f(tl, . . . tn)=Prob. received before the first codeword of
aircraft its signature, these codewords are

eceived at times tl, . . . tn
(c-22)

“(
exactly m ,,c,l codewords ca~seti

)

by interference are received before
H(m, t;, . . . t’m)=PrOb. the first codeword of aircraft flits!!

signature and they are received at
time times t!

I’. .”th
$ -23)

( )iircraft ‘ti!sr! first codeword is received with its
first chip starting during the Kth 100 n sec in-

g(K) = Prob
terval after the very first “~” codeword is re-
ceived (C-24)

P(a) = Prob.
(

interference masquerades as
a specific time )aIICII codeword at

(C-25)
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1.

Pd = Prob.

( )

a true codeword input, to the filter it is matched to,
is detected

(C-26)

P(R(i)) can now be represented by the following expansion:

P(R(i)) =
x z x z x~~g(K)G(n)f(tl’et”)

K n m ti, ..tn ti, . ..t’

)(1 - P(a)) nH (m, fl, . . . t~) (l-P (a))m

(C-27)

Identity (C-27) will be simplified now. Assuming that the

distribution of the first arrival time of an aircraftfs codeword is uniform

and that the aircraft transmitters are not synchronized yields:

(C-28)

Where N~is the total number of aircraft in flight which utilize codeword

“~” in their signature. With 105 aircraft in flight and (12)4 codes N can
c

be estimated at 5.

The repetition rate of a signature varies from 2 seconds to 2.1

seconds. Again assuming that the distribution on the first arrival time

of an aircraftjs codeword is uniform gives

g(K) = +
2 x 107
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t! ) can be e~anded as follOwSFOr a given K and n, H(m, ti, . . . ~

H(m, ti, . . . t~) = Pm (a) (l-P(a)) ‘-n-m

For a given tl, . . . tn one has

f(tl, . . . tn) = (g(K))n
Applying (C-28) through (C-31) to (C-27) results in

(C-30)

(C-31)

,

Pm(a) (l-P(a))
)

K-n-m(l-P(a))m (C-32)

(NOte: 4* = min (K, 4))

Applying (C-29) to (C-33) yields

‘(R(i))=2552 K)f=n)‘~(-rlpm(a)(’-‘
K=l n=O m= o

2 X107 4* K-n

‘(R(i)) ‘z xx :!m!(K-n-m)! p: *n+lpm(a)(l-p(a))K ~
K=l n=O m=O ()
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I z x 107

I P(R(i)) = Pi
E

K! (I-P(a))

!
!. K= 1

Kg %(*~15 .F2:1-.)!

m= ~

;.
! (c-34)

!
Now

! x
ltP(a)

max Pm(a)

m=O, . . . K-n
m!(K-n-m)!

“m

(c-35)

Substituting (C -35) into (C -34) results in the following inequality
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i

2 x 107

1

I z

.~( )
nt I

P(R(i) Z P:
1

(l-P(a)) — ~(K-n) (1*)) K K-n

~=o 2 X107 ()( )(a) n ~
K= 1 ltP(a)

(c-37)

2 x 107

x P.(*) (_)
P(R(i)) z P: (l-P(a))K + (C-38)

2 X107
K= 1

I

()
K

Applying Stirlings approximation to K one obtains from (C-38)
ltP(a)

2 x 107

x

((
Kh~

‘) tltP(a)’ ItP(a)
P(R(i)) ~ P:

12

2 x 107
K=l

)
Log (I-P(.)

where

~, Log p(a) t

(c-39)

h(* a*,)= -1% Log(l*)- * Log(k))
(logarithms are to base 2)

c -40)

Inequalitiess (C - 39) and (C -40) yield the followtig lower bound to P(R(i)):

P(R(i)) a r (C-41)
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I

where

8r=p
d

if P(a) = O

r=o if P(a) ❑ O

8

()

2 . 107X

r= ‘d 1-2—2. —
2 x 107 ,1 - 2X

if O< P(a)<l

( 1 ) - Log P(a) t Log (l-P(a))x= h- —
It P(a) ‘ l+P(a) + lt P(a)

(C-42)

Before continuing it is convenient at this point to further specify the

parameters P(a). P(a) was specified by (C-25).

P(a) = Prob
( )
interference masquerades as a ‘1~11codeword at
specific time

(C-25)

There are two ways in which interference can masquerade as z

codeword at a specific time. The first way is by direct noise excitation

of the matched filter of the ~ codeword. Let the cOmpOnent Of p(a) due tO

this be called PI. The second way is by spurious pulses. Specifically, I

a codeword whose ~qA’q pulse agrees with ~ is received at the ground station

simultaneodsy with codewords whose B, C, and D pulses agr,ee with Cts

(however none of these codewords are a s codeword). Together these

four pulses will appear as if a ~ codeword has appeared at this time at the

ground station. Let the component of P(a) due to this be called P2, One has



P(a) = PI t PZ

Obviously,

(c-43)

(c-44)

Since, there are 12 possible “A” codewords, 12 possible “B”

codewords, 12 possible “C’! codewords, and 12 possible ‘ID” codewords

there are a total of (12)3 x 102 possible signatures which have the same

,,A, I ~odeword as SO The factor of 102 comes from the 102 possible code-

word repetition rates. Since ofly 105 of a tOtal Of 106 aircraft are in

flight there are approximately (12)3 x 10 possible signatures in use which

have the same ~~A*9codeword as ~. Since the repetition time of a signature

is between 2 and 2.1 seconds and time is resolved in 100n sec. chips,

the probability of one of this (12)3 x 10 possible signatures arriving at a

specific time during a signature repetition interval is J12f XJO

2X1O’

‘2=(*)4
P2 = (5.6) x1O

-13

Applying (C-44) and (C-45) to

(c-45)

C-43) yields

-13
P(a) = P: t (5.6) x1O (c-46)

-12
P; will usually be much larger than 10 . For this reason P(a) and

1

P: will be used interchangeably.

C. 9.1.2 Time for Correct Completion of the Signature List

Consider one of the four Signature Lists on the initial compilation

after system start-up. There are 105 entries on this Signature List which



correspond to aircraft which are actually in the airspace. Of these 105
5

entries at least r x 10 of them till have their initial time items correct.

The remainder of them, which number at most (l-r) x 105, will be filled

incorrectly. This can be concluded from lower bound (C -41).

One question that arises immediately is the following. How
5

many Tracker cycles ellapse before some fraction, g, of these 10 entries

are filled with initial time items correct? Before this question can be

answered two other questions must be considered.

First, consider those aircraft present in the airspace which are

correctly entered on the Signature List during the first compilation. What

is the rate at which these aircraft are dropped from the Signature List?

In order for an aircraft to be dropped from the Signature List it must be

absent from the tracking interval on three consecutive tracker cycles.

The probability of this event is (l-Pd) 3 (1- Pf4)480. Thus, during ‘he

fourth tracker cycle of the r x 105 correct entries made, on the average

4480 ~ ~05 till be erased from the Signature List. This willr (1-Pd)3 (l-Pf )

also occur on all subsequent tracker cycles.

Secondly, consider the drop out rate of those entries on the Signa-

ture List which really represent false alarms. In order fOr One Of these

entries to maintain itself on the Signature List it must be detected in at

least one of the first three tracker cycles. The probability that this does

not happen is (1- P~)480. This implies that during the fourth tracker cyqle

4480 (l-r) 105 aircraft which were not entered correctlyon the average (l-pf)

on the Signature List initially to be listed correctly on it during the fourth

Tracker cycle.
“4 480

Utilizing lower bowd, (C -41~ r (l-Pf ) (I-T) 105 of these

aircraft will be correctly listed on the Signature List. Therefore, at the

end of 4 tracker cycles on the average

105 ( )4480(l-r) - r (1-Pd)3 (1-P~)480r t r(l-Pf)
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of the 105 aircraft in the airspace till be entered on the Signature List

with initial time slot entry correct.

Let gl be the quantity in parenthesis in (C-47). The prOcedure just

described generates an algorithm.

During the 8
th

Tracker cycle on the average

4480 (I-gl) - 3g1 (1-P:) (1-Pf4)480)105 (gl t gl (I-pf) (C-48)

of the 105 aircraft in the airspace till be entered on the Signature List with

initial time slot entry correct. Let the quantity in parenthesis in

(C-42) be gz. Replace gl in (C-48) by g2s the remlting value of (C-48) is

the number of the 105 aircraft in the airspace which will be correctly en-

tered on the Signature List with initial time slot entry correct at the end

of 12 tracker cycles. Continuing on in this manner it is possible to com-

pute the number of Tracker cycles until g x 105 entries of ths Signature List

are entered correctly.

C. 9.2 Probability of Two Successive Correct Detections

Consider aijrcraft “i, ‘t some aircraft which is actually in the airspace,

Assume that aircraft “i” is correctly detected on one tracker cycle, its

position being correctly logged at the central surveillance station. Let us

ask with what probability till aircraft 11i“ be correctly detected on the neti

tracker cycle. Let Pd(ili-l) be this probability. We shall close this sectiOn

with the derivation of a lower bound to Pd(ili-l).

If aircraft i is detected correctly on one tracker cycle, it will be

detected correctly on the nefi cycle if it is just tracked correctly during

the nefi cycle. Using this, the following inequality can be written down

.!
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Pd (il i-1) aP~6 (1-P~)320 (c-49)

This is the de sired lower bound. Let us call the right hand side of (C-49)

PdL (i Ii-l). We have then

Pd(ili-l) ~PdL (i Ii-l)

pdL(iIi-l) = pj6(1-pf)320 (C-49a) ~,

c. 10 VSRR System Power Budget

A power budget for the VSRR system is given inTable 2.1. The

power budget takes into account both Thermal Noise ad Multiple Access

Noise. Multiple Access Noise is the interference at the output of a matched

filter due to the reception of aircraft codewords which are not matched to it.

The power budget just takes into account the Air-to-Satellite uplink. The

satellite -to- ground dowdi~ is assumed noiseless.

C.11 VSRR Performance Table

In the previous sections bounds to the performance measures of

the VSRR system have been derived. These bounds are summarized by

inequalities (C-20a), (c-41), Section C. 9. 1.2 and inequality (C-49a). They

will be evaluated for three values of the pair; Pf/Pd. Remember Pf and ~d

are respectively the per pulse false alarm and detection probabilities. The

pair values, Pf/Pd, chose are all achievable for the VSRR Effective Signal

to Noise ratio of 9 db which was derived in the previous section. The

evaluation of just the two bounds, (C -20a) and C -49a), gives a fair descrip-

tion of the system performance.
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The evaluation of the system performance bounds is given in the

following VSRR Performance Table. As is evident from the table with Pf/Pd =

0. 05/ 0.965. The system has an efiremely good false alarm performance,

but an intolerable detection performance. As Pf increases to 0.1 and Pd

increases to 0.98 the false alarm performance is still adequate. However,

the detection performance, while improved, is still unacceptable. As Pf

increases further both the false alarm and detection capabilities de generate.

An optimum surveillance system should operate with the 5 ystem

detection probability as a monotonically increasing function of the average

number of false alarms. H this is true, then one can trade detectiOn Per-

formance for false alarm performance and vice-versa. As is evident from

Table C. 1, the VSRR system does not have this performance. In the range

in which the average number of false alarms is small the detection performance

does improve when the false alarm tolerance is increased. However, a peak

is soon reached. When the system allows larger and larger numbers of false

alarms, the detection performance decreases rather than increases. Thus,

the VSRR system is etiremely sensitive to large numbers of false alarms

and its ~ rformance degenerates because of them. This is understandable.

If a large number of false alarms is tolerated the Tracker will soon lose

track of a true aircraft and detection errors will occur. Since, only one

listing of an aircraft occurs on the Signature List, a high pulse detection

probability will not even improve the system detection probability in this

case.
1

In comparing the VSRR system to the FSRR system (analyzed in

Appendix B), one camot report favorably on one system relative to the

other. A E/No = 9db the VSRR system has a low false alarm rate at least

for Pf = 0.1. FSRR had a very high false alarm rate nOt OflY fOr Pf=o. 2

and O. 3, but also for Pf=O. 1. On the other hand the detection probabilities

of the FSRR system while not efiraordinarily good were better than that

achieved by a VSRR.
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TABLE C. 1

VSRR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE TABLE

5 s ~~ PdL(ili-l)
—

i

0.005 0.965 75.5 Xlo
-4

0.565

0.1 0.98 31 0.7

0.15 0.985 3.98 X103 O. 665

0.2 0.99 1.271 X 105
0.505

0.3 0.995 1.630 X107 0.069
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APPENDIX D

SATELLITE CONSTELLATIONS FOR MULTILATERATION SURVEILLANCE
SYSTEMS

The performance of an aircraft surveillance or navigation system em-

ploying satellite multilateration depends to a large efient on the satellite

constellation. In this Appendix we present two constellation candidates,

each consisting of twelve satellites. These can provide surveillance coverage

of the continental U. S. via an aircraft-to- satellite -to- ground system. A

first order analysis of the geometric dilution (ratio of rms aircraft posi-

tioning errors to rms range signal timing errors) that may be expected

from these constellations is also presented.

The aircraft-to -satellite-to-ground surveillance systems under con-

sideration are of the hyperbolic ranging type. That is, comparison of the

times-of-arrival at two satellites, of a signal emitted from the aircraft,

determines the location of the aircraft on some hyperbolic surface. Three

such hyperbolic surfaces, determined by three pairs of satellites , inter-

sect at two points. Of these two points the one which is closer to the earth

determines the aircraft position, To locate an aircraft with this method it

is necessary to have three independent pairs of satellites. Thus, a min-

imum of four satellites is required. If more than four satellites are

available, they all may be utilized with a resultant decrease in the aircraft

positioning error. I

Two factors determine the number of satellites that may be used in

locating an aircraft: the density of satellites in the constellation, and the

size of the solid angle that is illuminated by the aircraft transmitting an-

tenna. The latter of these is determined by the aircraft antenna pattern,

which may be assumed to illuminate a cone of half-angle 75°. However,

as the aircraft may ba~ as much as 30° in any direction, the region ofI

I

1

,
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space that is cOns~stent~y il~uminated is a cOne with a ~ez~ical axis and a

half-angle of 45°.

The basic requirement, therefore, is that at any point in the con-

tinental U. S, there must be at least four satellites at elevations of 45° or

more. The constellations presented in this appendix have been designed so

that at leas t.. five satellites are at. elevations greater than 45°. The additional

satellites provide an increase in surveillance accuracy and provide backup.
, *

satellites in case of a failure.

D. 1 Satellite Equat.ions..of Motion

The satellite positio~ i~~ its orbital p“lane may ,b+ specified (see. Fig.

D. 1) by the radius r: (from the center of the eart~) a~dtheangle”; ‘nO-

as the true anomaly, measured from the. perigee :

r(t} = R(1 - e cos E(t))’ ““” (D-1)

v(t) = cOs-l(:O::(:);;(t)” )
(D-2)

In the above, R is the semimajor axis (about 26, 000 miles for a synchronous

orbit), e is the eccentricity cf the orbit, and E(t) is the eccentric anomaly

which satisfies the functional equation

E(t) - e sin(E(t)) = ~ (D-3)

where T is the period the orbit. Both V(t) and E(t) are measured in radians.

Passage through the perigee occurs at times t = O, ~ T, ~ 2T, . . .

It should be observed that E(t), and thus also V(t), increases most

rapidly at the perigee, and least rapidly at the apogee. Thus, if the

perigee is positioned above a point in the southern hemisphere, the satellite

will spend a greater percentage of its time over the nOrthern hemisphere than

>:If the satellites were to be used in a satellite -tO -air-to -ground system, one

would require four satellites (plus a spar~to be at elevations greater than 35°.
Clearly the constellations described herein satisfy this condition.
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over the southern hemisphere. This characteristic is desirable for coverage

of the U. S., and becomes more pronounced as the eccentricity e increases.

A visual aid to the analysis of a particular satellite constellation is

the set of ground tracks of the satellite orbits, i. e., the latitudes and 10ngl-

tudes of the sub-satellite points as functions of time. If a satellite is in

s~chronous orbit with the sub-perigee point at the southernmost point

of the ground track, then the latitude k(t) and the west longitude ~(t) of the

sub- satellite point can be shown to be

k(t) = - * sfi-l(sini Cosv(t)) (D-4)

y(t) = r. t 15t -* tan-l (seci t= V(t)) (D-5)

In the above ~. is the west longitude of the sub-perigee pOint and i is the

inclination of the orbit, i. e. , the angle between the angular momentum vec -

tors of the satellite and the earth (with respect to the earth’s center).

r l(t), and y(t) are measured in degrees; i, in radians; and t, in hOurs.
0’

It is assumed that O S iSn/2, i.e. , that the satellite is in a posigrade orbit.

From the above expressions it is clear that the maximum and minimum
180i

latitudes of the ground track are ~ and - ~, respectively; that is, the

orbital inclination determines the “length” of the ground track. Similarly,

I it can be shown from Eqs. (D-2), (D-3), and (D-5) that the eccentricity Of the Orbit

rougMy determines the ‘fwidth” of the ground track. If ~e denOtes the 10~gi-

tude at which the ground track crosses the equator from south to north,

\
[’

then a measure of the width of the ground track is 2(~ - ~e) (FOr Orbits Of

very low eccentricity, 2(ro - re) can be very much les~ than the actual
I

~ ground track width). The relation between e and (r. - re) is given in Figure

D. 2. From this figure it is seen that the eccentricity needed to produce a

I given value of (r o - ~e) is approximately



0,8

0.6

e

0.4

0.2

r.- re (deg)

Fig. D. 2. Eccentricity vs the longitudinal difference between
the subapogee point and the equatorial crossing.



e.= 8.08 x 10 ‘3 (r. -re) tz.lox 10-5(ro -re)2

As has been previously stated, the required objective is to tive at

least five satellites at elevations of 45° or more at each point in the con-

tinental U. S. at all times. If the aircraft is at latitude la and west longitude

Ya, then satellite k, at latitude ~, west longitude ~, and radius rk, is at

elevation ~ where - i12

[

1 - (coska cos~ COS(ya - Yk) t sin~asin~)z
Cos \ = rk

. ltr~- 2rk(c0ska cos~ Cos(ya- yk) t sinks stixk 1
In the above, rk is measured in earth fadii (R in Eq. (1) equals 6. 6166 earth

radii). Thus, in order for the angle of elevation of satellite k, as seen from

the aircraft, to be 45° or more, it is ne cessary that

2 12<:
‘k -

2(rk cos Ak - ~) 2 (D-6)

The angle ~ is given by

&k = Cos ‘l(COSAa COSLk cOS(ya - yk) + sin~ sin Ak)
a

(D-7)

and is equal to the arc of a great circle connecting the aircraft and the sub-

satellite point. I

Given a satellite constellation, Eqs. (D-l), (D-2), (D-4), (D-5), (D-6), I

and (D-7) may be used to determine which of the satellites are at elevations

45° or more as seen from a particular location (la, ya) at a particular time t.
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D. 2 Orbit Stability

Utiortunately, it is not possible to de sign a synchronous orbit with a

perfectly stable ground track, i. e. , a ground track that remains constant

over a period of several years. The sources of orbit instabilitiess are celes -

tial bodies such as the sun and the moon, and perturbations in the earth’s

gravitational field due to bulges, principally at the equator. The orbit per -

turbations due to the sun and the moon are quite small, and are periodic
2

with periods of 180 days and 14 days, respectively; the se perturbations are

not bothersome. The orbit perturbations due to the earth!s bulge, on the

&her hand, can produce gross shifts of the ground track over a period of

years.

The two main effects of the equatorial bulge on a satellite orbit are
3

a slow precession of the orbit angular momentum vector about the earth!s

axis, and a gradual rotation of the perigee position in the (processing) or-

bital plane. The re suit of the precession is that the longitude of the sub-

perigee point increases at a rate of

~.= 1.34 x 10-2(&e2)2 degrees/day

where i is the orbit inclination, and e, the eccentricity. The pOsitiOn Of

the perigee rotates in the orbital plane at a rate of

67 ~ ~o-2 (5c0s2i - 1) degree ~,day
(1 - e~)~ (D-8)

The following observations can now be made. First, for both circular

orbits (with e = O) and eccentric orbits the effect of the precession on the

ground track can be exactly cancelled simply by slightly decreasing the

period of the orbit, i. e. , by decreasing the satellite altitude. Secondly,

I

,

1
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the effect of perigee rotation on a circular orbit

time varying time delay in the ground track; but

simply introduces a slowly

since the ground track is

symmetric, th~s is not bothersome. Finally, for an eccentric orbit., the

perigee rotation would eventually bring the sub-perigee point to the northern

kmisphere, which is undesirable. However, from Eq. (D-8) it is clear

that when the inclination .is

-1
i = cos (~) = 1.107 t“adians= 63.4 degrees

then this perigee rotation effect ‘is: nonexistent.

In summary, synchronous orbits with good.. stability, a~ld ~~~

thus of usete” a surveillance system, are (1) circular. orbits of. any incli-

nation, and (2):eccentric. orbits of inclination 63.4°.

D. 3 Doppler Shifts .Introduced by Satellite Motion

If the aircraft transmits at “a center frequency

of the. signal received by a satellite “is
.

U!v
fo( l-~)

c

where y is the unit vector pointing from the aircraft

for then. the frequency ...

to the satellite, y is

tbe velocity of the satellite relative to the aircraft, and c is the speed of

light. The portion of the frequency shift due to aircraft motion is bounded’

by 10-6f0; it would be desirable if the portion due to satellite motion were

of comparable size. While such is not the case for a hig~y eccentric orbit,

it can be shown that the frequency shifts from all aircraft whose antennas
-6f

illuminate the satellite fall in an interval of len@h comparable to 10 0.

The satellite may then compensate for an average Doppler shift.
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If the aircraft were at the subsatellite point, it can be easilY

s hewn that

~,v = -R e sinE(t)
—— T 1 - e cosE(t)

The maximum value of this quantity occurs when cosE(t) = e (or, equivalently

when cos V(t) = O) and is

(u’v)
—— max ‘ 104* ‘e’’’’”

Thus the Doppler shift, due to satellite motion, at the sub- satellite point

is bounded by

- 6f
For an eccentricity of O.6 this Doppler shift is 7.5 x 10 0.

The satellite can be designed to compensate for the Doppler shift due

to an aircraft transmitting from the sub-satellite point. Thus, what is of

interest is the additional Doppler shift that re suits when the aircraft is not

at the sub- satellite point. This can be bounded as follows. The quantity Y’X

is given by

U’v = 11~(1 Cose——

where 8 is the angle between E and X, and has sOme nOminal value 80 at the

sub- satellite point. The value of 8 differs most from @o when the aircraft

is a distance from the sub-satellite point such that the elevation o,f the

satellite is 45°. If this distance corresponds to an arc length A of a

great circle, then it follows that
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The value of A is about 38. 94when the satellite crosses the minor axis

of the orbit, and is slightly larger, at the apogee, and slightly smaller at the

perigee. Thus, the maximum deviation of 8 from 80 is approximately

Thus I cos 8- e. I can be approximately bounded as

/cos 9- CO. Bol= /cos 00 cos(e - 8.)- sine. sin(e - 9.) - cos801

<Isineo sin(6.1°)1

<.:1

It follows that

1s’1- ItYllCos eel<,11 IIYI]

The magnitude of the satellite velocity in the northern hemisphere is

bounded by

I/yll <lo4J~ feetlsec

and at the apogee it is only
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Thus, the Doppler

is bounded by

shift differs from its nominal value by an amount which

1.6 x10-6f0

throughout the northern hemisphere, and by

0.55 x lo-6f
0

in the vicinity of the apogee, when the eccentricity is 0,6. As e decreases,

the northern hemisphere bound decreases, although the bound near the

apogee increases.

D. 4 The Satellite Constellation Candidates

In this section are presented the two constellation candidates. Both

constellations have good orbit stability and acceptable Doppler shift char -

acteristics. The geometric dilution, i. e. , the factor by which timing

errors are multiplied to produce errors in estimating the aircraft position,

of both constellations is about one order of magnitude. However, if a vital

satellite becomes inoperative, the geometric dilution in some regions of the

U. S, can increase by an additional order of magnitude.

The two constellations are depicted in Figs. D. 3 and D. 4. In each

of these figures the sub-satellite points at time t = O are indicated hy triangles.

The dots on these figures indicate the sub- satellite points at intervals of

one hour. It should be noted that the period of constellation 1 is four hours,

and that the period of constellation 2 is eight hours.

Constellation 1, shorn in Fig. D. 3, consists of 12 satellites, each of

which is in an orbit of eccentricity .4 and inclination 63.4°. It should be noted

that no two of these satellites are in the same orbital plane, although for each

satellite there corre spends another satellite for which the orbital plane

differs by only 5°.
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Constellation 2 depicted in Fig. D. 4, ccnslsts of 12 satellites, six

of which are in orbits of eccentricity .6 and inclination 63.4°, with the

remaining six being in circular orbits of inclination 35°. As in constella-

tion 1, no two satellites are in the same or Dital plane.

A limited amlysls of the geometric dilutlon* res~tin~ from these con-

stellations has been performed as follows. A hypothetical aircraft was

located at latitude 45°, west longltude 120°. Then, at hourly intervals, the

geometric dilution was founu, first using all the satellites at elevatlun 45°

or more, and then deleting from this set of satellites that one which was

thought to have the most effect on the geometric dilution. The results

for constellation 1 are shown in Table D. 1; those for constellation 2 are

shown in Table D. 2. As is evident from these results, the geometric

dilution for both constellations is quite sensitive to the loss of a vital
**

satellite.

These two satellite constellations represent only a first order attempt

at the de sign of an efficient constellation with good geometric dilution. There

aPPears tO be nO method, other than trial and error, for arriving at a

satellite constellation that is sufficiently stable and posesses good geometric

dilution properties with relatively few satellites.

*
See Appendix I for the method of calculating geometric dilutions and some
remarks on the geometric dilutions that can be attained with four satellites.

**
If the satellites were to be used in a satellite-to-air-to-ground system,
smaller geometric dilutions could be obtained from each of these con-
stellations. This is because a 55° half-angle cone encompasses more
satellites giving better coverage than does a 45 0 half-angle cone.
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TABLE D. 1

GEOMETRIC DILUTION WITH CONSTELLATION 1 AND A~CRAFT AT

LATITUDE 45°, LONGITUDE 120°
:,

Time Satellite ~ - Geometric Dilution
with all satellites

t=o 1 14.9 152.7 5.4
2 51.0 123.2
3 63.4 115.0
4 51.0 106.8
5 36.6 101.8
6 60.1 80.5
7 60.1 79.5

Geometric Dilution
without satellite 1

30.4

t=l 1 27.0 109.8 17.9 18.2
2 44.5 129.5
3 62.6 114.6
4 56.2 111.6
5 27.0 85.3
6 44.5 65.5
7 62.6 80.4
8 56.2 83.4

t=2 1 14.9 117.7 8.9 11.9
2 36.6 93.2
3 36.6 136.8
4 60.1 114.5

60.1 115.5
: 63.4 80.0
7 51.0 71.8
8 51.0 88.2

t=3 1 27.0 144.8 7.6 278.5
2 56.2 118.4
3 62.6 115.4
4 44.5 100.5

44.5 94.5
2 62.6 79.6
7 56.2 76.6

—
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APPENDIX E

i.

I

OPERATION AND PERFORMANCE OF T~ AIR-TO-GROUND
COMMUNICATION LINK IN THE SATELLITE -TO-MR -TO

GROU~ SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

E. 1 Preliminariess

In this %~ndk the Air -to-Ground link of the Satellite -to-Air -to-

Ground Surveillance System is considered. Its mode of operation is des-

cribed and its performance is analyzed. Computations will show that such a

li~ is indeed feasible.

It is assumed that there is a population of 10
6 ~ircraft

. Each aircraft

is assigned a unique integer from 1 to 106 called its identification number.

A satellite constellation consisting of four satellites transmits

four pulse trains (one from each satellite) to each aircraft. The pulse

period in each of the pulse trains is of the order of a few milliseconds.

Calling the satellites: Sat 1, Sat 2, Sat 3, Sat 4, each aircraft can

successively decode each set of four corresponding pulse trains (one from

each of the satellites) that it receives, and can then compute three inde -

pendent time differences:

~L = tl - tz,

~23= ‘1 - ‘3’

A34 = tl - t4,

where

tl = time aircraft receives pulse train from Sat 1,

t2 = time aircraft receives corresponding pulse train from Sat 2,
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t3 = time aircraft receives corresponding pulse train from Sat 3,

t4 = time aircraft receives corresponding pulse train from Sat 4.

Consider aircraft “j”. In a surveillance system this aircraft must

relaY the values of ~z, ~ ~, A34to the ground. Knowing these values frOm

aircraft ltjit and the satellite constellation ephemeris data, the ground

station can then compute the position of aircraft ‘fj” by the method of

hyperboloids. The results of such position calculations then provide the

surveillance data base for ground based AT C functions. As another option,

the computation of the aircraft position could take place on the aircraft

itself, with the computed position subsequently relayed to the ground.

However, it will be assumed, fOr the present, in the analysis performed here

that the position calculation takes place on the ground.

E. 2 Structure of the Aircraft Position Data

Each aircraft tishes to convey to the ground station four items of

information: its identification number ad the values of +2S ’23,’34.

In order to accomplish this it will transmit a codeword to the ground and

have the ground terminal compute the se items from the codeword. This

codeword will only be transmitted when reque steal by the ground station.

The requesting or interrogation procedure till be discussed in a later

section. Since the set ( ~z, %3, A34) is changing with each new set of

pulses received from the satellite constellation, the downlink codeword
I

which is kept ready to be transmitted when the aircraft is interrogated,

will have to be recomputed or updated every second. In this section, the

structure of this codeword wfil be described.

The Air -to-Ground dowlifi will transmit the aircraft codewords

using a very basic modulation format called, “ON-OFF Keying’(. In this

modulation format a binary digit “l” is transmitted by sending a pulse
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having a duration of O. 5W sec. A binary digit “ 0“ is transmitted by tiving

the channel quiet (not transmitting anything) for O. 5V sec.

1, The dowdi~ codeword must contain the identification number of

the aircraft. This can be represented by a block of binary digits giving

the expansion to base 2 of this identification number. Since the identi-
1.

fication number is some integer from 1 to 106,! a block of 20 binary digits

will suffice to represent it.

The dowdink codeword must also contain the values of the time dif-

ference, ~,, %3, %4. Due to the geometry of the satellite constellation,

the maximum value that either 52, ’23, ~34~ can have is 16 milliseconds.

These time differences will be quantized in steps of 25 nano-seconds. Thus,

they can be transmitted to the ground by transmitting the integers;

~2/25 x 10-9, A2~25 X10-9, ~4/25 X10-9. These integers in turn can be

represented in the dowflink codeword by a binary sequence giving their

expansion to base 2. Since the maximum value of A is 16 x 10-3, a block

of 20 binary digits will suffice to represent the integer 425 x 10-9.

The previous data computations and modulation description serve as

arguments for the following description of the aircraft downlifi codeword

structure.

Each aircraft codeword consists of 90 binary digits. The first 10

binary digits in the codeword are ten “l’s”. This is synchronization prefix

necessary because of the “ON-OFF Keying” modulation used. The receiv~r

has to be able to discern where each codeword begins. Since absence Of

any pulse in the channel is used to represent a ‘IO, “ the receiver has to

be able to decide when the charnel is truely quiet due to the absence of

a codeword in it, and when the charnel is quiet due to a ‘IO” being transmitted.

This initial synchronization prefix till allow this discernment. The

next block of 20 digits is the expansion to base 2 of the aircraft identification

number. The remaining 3 successive blocks of 20 digits are, respectively,

the expansions to base 2 of +2, %3, %4.
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It has already been stated that each codeword will be transmitted

ody upon request from the ground. Each codeword will be recomputed

or updated as each successive set Of A’s, (fiz> A23> %4) ‘s generated.

E. 3 Structure of the Ground Based Portion of the Surveillance System

Each aircraft in flight will be interrogated from the ground and in

turn will transmit its codeword to the’ground. In order to accomplish

this two -way task, the ground network must be organized in some type of

order. In this section the geometry of the ground portion of the Air -to-

Ground li~ will be described in detail.

The ground network till operate by covering the entire CONUS

(continental United States) with discs having a 200 mile radius. At the

center of each disc will be a ground station. There will be ground commun-

ications between the ground stations (for instance, by telephone).

Each ground station will be responsible for maintaining the sur -

veillance function and providing navigation aid to all aircraft (of which

it has knowledge) which lie within the 200 mile radius hemisphere cen-

tered at the ground control station.

In order to provide an aid to the interrogation of all the aircraft

positioned within each hemisphere, it is necessary to put some fine struc-

ture on the geometry of each hemisphere. This will now be dOne.

Consider a specific 200 mile radius hemisphere. It is fitst sub-

divided by 200 equally spaced concentric hemispherical shells centered at I

the ground station. Thus, the shells will be spaced 1 mile apart. Let the

volumes created between the successive shells (also between the outer

hemispherical surface and the largest shell, and the small shell and the

ground control station disc) be called “regions. “ Consider these regiOns
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ordered from 1 to 200 with region 1 being bounded by the ground station

disc and the smallest hemispherical shell, region 2 being bounded by the

smallest hemispherical shell and the next smallest hemispherical shell, . . .

etc. The subdivision of the hemisphere by shells is illustrated in Figure E. 1

and Figure E. 2.

Each of the regions subdividing the hemisphere can he further subdivided.

Consider a particular region and consider a cross section of it taken perpen-

dicular to the disc. The cross section is shown in Figure. E. 3. Frcm the

projection of the ground station shown in Figure E. 3, 1st rays be extended

intersecting both surfaces of the region cross section. Let the rays be

equally spaced around the cross section every 60 with the ray being extended

along the disc. This situation is illustrated in Figure E. 4 which shows that

the intersection of 2 consecutive rays with the region cross section produces

a curvilinear quadrilateral shown darkened in Figure E. 4. When this cur-

vilinear quadrilateral is rotated through all of the cross sections of the

region perpendicular to the disc, it produces a ring which is 1 mile deep

and 6° thick. Thus, the region can be divided into rings. There will be 15

rings to a region. Assume these are ordered with ring “1” being that ring

closest to the ‘idisc end” of the region, ring 2 next closest, etc.

Each ring can be further divided into cells. Consider a specific ring.

Both the outer and inner base parameters of the ring are circles. This is

evident from the top view of the ring shown in Figure E. 5. Let radial lines

or rays drawn from the common’ center of these circles intersect the circl
7s

at 1° intervals. The result is illustrated in Figure E. 6. Let these rays be

moved through entire thickness of the ring. In other words, let each ray

generate a plane which is perpendicular to the base of the ring. The inter-

section of the resultant planes with the ring subdivides the ring into units

which we shall call cells. These cells are 1° wide, 6° deep and 1 mile long.
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Fig. E. 2. Subdivision of hemisphere of control into regions.
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Fig. E. 4. Subdivision of region cross section by rays.
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Fig. E.5. Top view of a ring.
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Fig. E. 6. Ring being divided into cells.
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As~ume they are ordered from 1 to 360 in some manner. The subdivision Of

a ring into cells by the rays mentioned is illustrated in Figure E. 6.

Having introduced the geometric figures of “region, “ “ring, “ and

,, Cell,,, we can now quantize the position of each aircraft in the hemisp~.ere

of control into the triplet

~ = (Pl, P2, P3)

where

PI = region aircraft lies in

P2 = ring of the region aircraft lies in

P3 = cell of the ring of the region aircraft lies in.

It should be emphasized that ~ is not the true position of the aircraft, but just

a quantization of it. Hence, more than 1 aircraft might have the same value

of P. It should also be noted that many of the discs covering the CONUS—
may intersect, so each aircraft may lie in the hemisphere of control of sev-

eral different ground stations. In maintaining a surveillance function thisI

causes no additional procedures to be developed. In maintaining a navigation

function, one of these ground control stations will have to exert final authorityI

I based on some predetermined rule.
I

E. 4 Communications and Data Management

In the past two sections consideration has been given to both the strut- 1,

ture of the codeword that the aircraft will transmit to the ground when interrogated

and the structure of the airspace under the responsibility of each ground

I
~

station. This has all been a prelude to the discussion of this section, which

will deal with the actual operation of the Air -to -Ground Link.
~

Consider a

specific grOund statiOn and the hemisphere of its ‘e SPOnSibilitY. Every 2.5

‘i
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seconds this ground station will begin an !!Interrogation-Reception-Logging

Cycle”. In this section, the procedure during such a cycle will be described

in detail.

At the beginning of the cycle, the ground station consults a list which

has on it all of the aircraft in the hemisphere of the ground station (known

to the ground station) and also the aircraft positions during the previous

2 1/2 second cycle stored in terms of the P triplet. The list is called the—

“Interrogation List!!.

There are three possible reasons for an aircraft being on this list at

the be ginning of the cycle.

1. It could have been on the list at the previous cycle and not
have been erased from the list during that cycle (reasons
for erasure will be taken up later).

2. It could have been put on the list at the request of another
ground station (i. e. using ground communications, another
ground station could signal the ground station under con-
sideration that a specific aircraft is entering its hemisphere)
and should be included on its Interrogation List.

3. It could be put on the list at the request of the aircraft
itself signaling over an RF link (i. e. the aircraft could
be entering the CONUS from a transoceanic flight in which
it had not been under a ground stationis responsibility).

The interrogation list has its entries ordered in terms of their regions

first, then their rings, and finally their cells.

The control station cycles’ through the list interrogating each aircraf~

in the following manner: The ground station has a phased array antenna

which forms 15 beams. The beams are 9° deep and 3° wide. Each corres-

ponds to a different ring of each region (i. e. beam 1 corresponds to ring 1,

beam 2 corresponds to ring 2, etc. . . ). The ground station be gins with the

outermost region (region 200). Each beam is aimed at the respective ring

of the region to which it corresponds and begins interrogating those air-

craft which reside in this ring on a cell-to-cell basis.
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Specifically, consider beam 1. It will first look up on the In-

terrogation List the first aircraft which resides in ring 1 of region 200,

and it will then aim itself at the cell position listed for this aircraft. It

will then interrogate the aircraft by sending up the signal K (t) which is an

ON-OFF Keying signal consisting of 30 binary digits. The first 10 binary

digits are 10, ‘tltsqf. The remaining 20 binary digits are the expansion

to base 2 of the aircraft identification number. The signal K(t), if re-

ceived correctly by the aircraft transponder, causes this transponder to

be activated and transmit the most recently updated aircraft codeword to the

ground control station. The ground control station searches for the code-

word reply of the aircraft by using a range gating method. In other words,

it looks for a reply in a specific slot of time based upon the region in which

the aircraft was listed.

There are several possibilities in this codeword search. First, the

aircraft codeword could be the only codeword received in the time slot

and received perfectly, t he n no other digits exist in the time slot. Second,

the aircraft codeword could be received perfectly in the time slot yet other

digits could exist in the time slot (due to noise or other interference).

Third, the aircraft codeword may not be received perfectly (due to noise

or other interference).

Since the ground station knows that each aircraft codeword must begin

with a synchronization prefix of 10 “lls”, it adopts the following strategy.

In the codeword search, it looks for the first sequence of 10 consecutive I

“lls” in the time slot. If it finds this, it considers the 20 digits after this

prefix. Since it knows which aircraft it interrogated, it can compare this

20 bit sequence with the aircraft identification number.

declares that the aircraft codeword has been etiracted.

60 digits are then interpreted. The aircraft position is
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and logged ona list called the

number and the absolute time

“Logging List ,, along with its identification

at which the downlink transmission occurred.

If no first sequence of 10 consecutive !,lls,, is found or if such a sequence

is found but the following 20 digits do not agree with the identification num-

ber of the aircraft being interrogated, an entry is still made into the

,, Logging Li~til giving the identification number of the aircraft, abs Olute

time, and a remark that its position was not updated during this cycle. This

event is called !! cycle loss. “ (The aircraft is lost on this cycle).

Beam 1 then continues, looks up the next aircraft on the Interrogation

List residing in region 200, aims itself at its cell position and interrogates

it in the same manner as before. All other beams continue in like manner

Alowing parallel processing until region 200 is completely interrogated.

They then continue cycling down through all the regions.

At the end of the interrogation, the ground station updates all of the

entries on the Interrogation List using the Logging List (i. e. it updates all

aircraft positions). The ground ‘station then considers all of the aircraft

listed whose positions lie on the boundary of the hemisphere of control

(i. e. on the outer hemisphere and On the base-the grOund). Again

using the previous logging lists, the ground station can discern whether

these aircraft are moving out of the hemisphere of control or landing. If it is

the former of the se, it employs ground communications to inform those

ground stations into whose hemisphere specific aircraft are moving, that

these aircraft should he added to their Interrogation Lists and it also
I

supplies them with their most recent position. The ground control station

then erases these aircraft from its own Interrogation List. If an aircraft

is touching ground, it is likewise erased from the Interrogation List.

Finally, the gromd control station adds to its own Interrogation List

all aircraft it learns are entering the hemisphere, learning this either

from other ground control stations or from the aircraft itself by an RF link.



One item should be noted. When a beam is interrogating an aircraft

it is aimed at the aircraft, (region, ring, cell), position which the aircraft

occupied during the previous cycle. The aircraft’s position has changed

from this previous position and as such its (region, ring, cell) coordinates

may have changed. However, due to aircraft dynamics, they cannot have

changed much. Since the beam dimensions (3° x9°) are considerably wider

than the cell widths (1° x 60), the aircraft transponder will still be excited

even though pointing accuracy is not perfect. Similarly, if an aircraft is

lost on a cycle due to noise or other interference, it may still be recovered

in the next cycle even though the beam is aimed at an old position.

Figure E. 7 gives a system representation of the entire interrogation

procedure.

E. 5 Air-to-Ground Link Power Budget and Probability that a Bit is
Received in Error

The interrogation procedure is at the heart of the Air-to-Ground

Link performance. As a prelude to analyzing the performance of this

procedure, an Air-to-Ground Link Power Budget is given in Table E-1, for

the transmission of one bit representing the digit “l” in a codeword. The

power budget indicates a received signal energy-to-noise power density

ratio E /No, of 20 db. In absolute terms E /N. = 100.

For ON-OFF Keying modulation

E E
-_ -_

1
8N 8 No

—e Osp<e
2 e

where Pe is the probability that a bit (either a “O” or a l!l”) is received in

error. Evaluating this at E /N = 20 db yields:
0

Pe = (o. 355) 10-5 (E-1)
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TABLE E. 1

AIR-TO-GROUND LINK POWER BUDGET

Item Value Reference

Pt (peak signal power transmitted) 23 dbw

Chip Duration -b4 db-sec

Aircraft Transmitting Antenna Gain O db I
Range Loss -143 db 200 mile maximum

slant range, 1 GHz

Receiver Noise Power
Density (No)

Miscellaneous Losses

-199 dbw/Hz RFI, thermal and fronl
end: noise (l OOO°K)

I-3 db IFeed, atmospheric anc
sigml disadvantage

Receiving Antenna Gain I 14 db I Fan beam 3° x 9°

Multipath Fading -bdb See Appendix G

:Z::;t;;;ry;:; ‘“i” power

20 db
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E. 6 Performance Analysis of the Air -to -Ground Link

In this section the performance of the Air-to -Ground Link will

be analyzed.

E.6.1 Range Gating and Typ es of Interference

In the description of the interrogation procedure given in Section 4

it was remarked that a range gating procedure is utilized in obtaining the

received aircraft codeword. In other words, the received codeword will

be searched for in a specific slot of time. The length of this time slot will

now be specified.

In a single 2.5 second cycle a given aircraft will at most move 5/12

miles (assuming a 600 mph velocity). It is likely that by 1995 aircraft will

at, most travel 1 mile in a 2. 5 second cycle; hence at best it will move

from the region it was logged at in the pre”ious cycle into one of the 2

adjoining regions. The range interval (measured from the ground station)

that it might lie in, extends for 3 miles. Thus, when a ground control

station interrogates a specific aircraft it can expect to observe the beginning

of the aircraft codeword somewhere in a time slot equal to the length of

time necessary for a wave to propagate 3 miles. This is 16. 2~sec. Etiend -

ing this out to the nearest O. 5 u sec. , the beginnin g of the aircraft codeword

return will lie in a time slot 16. 5 p sec. long.

As described in Section E. 2 the aircraft downlink codeword consists

of 90 binary digits. Each digit is represented by an O. 5~sec. chip 1

(ON-OFF Keying modulation). Since the be ginning of the codeword will be

received somewhere in a time slot 16. 5V sec. wide, the entire codeword can

be searched for in a time slot 61. 5psec. long. In the absence of any inter-

ference, an aircraft codeword received in one of these 61. 5V sec. long time

slots (henceforth called !Iregion bins!!) might appear as in Figure E. 8.
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Fig. E. 8. Received codeword in region bin in absence of interference.
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Of course, interference might be generated in each region bti from

two different sources:

1. Thermal noise might represent itself as bits of an aircraft
codeword causing problems and/or errors in the reception-
processing of the aircraft codeword.

2. Cross -Beam Interrogation - An aircraft could lie in the
intersection of two hemispheres of control. It may be
interrogated by a beam from one control station while it
is in the view of, hut not interrogated by, a beam from
another control station. In such a situation its aircraft
codeword would appear in the beam channel of some other
aircraft which is being interrogated and interfere with that
aircraft!s codeword being transmitted. This type of inter-
ference can be eliminated by having the interrogation from
neighboring control station be synchronized so that an air-
craft in the hemisphere intersection will not lie in the view
of beams from each control station.

E.6.2 Probability of Correct Synchronization

As described in Section E. 4, during the interrogation procedure, the

ground control station searches in the region bin for the first sequence of

10 consecutive ‘fltsjt, and considers this the synchronization prefix of the

codeword of the aircraft which it has interrogated.

The ground control station will recognize the correct synchronization

prefix and not a noise sequence disguised as the synchronization prefix

if the region bin from its start until the beginning of the codeword is empty

of noise masquerading as message ‘ills!!, and if the synchronization prefix

of the aircraft codeword is received without error. Since the start of the 1

codeword will occur in the first 16. 5V sec. of the region bin, the portion

of the region bin prior to the reception of the aircraft codeword being free

of noise digits corresponds to n ,,o!s,, being received correctly where n

is less than or equal to 33. Let
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P synch) = Prob. ( )Ground control station
locks onto the correct

s~chrOnizatiOn prefix

(E-2)

Utilizing (E-1) and the previous discussion

P(synch) >(1-Pe)33 (l-Pe)lo

P(synch) ~(1-(0. 355 X10-5) )43 -0.999864 (E-3)

P(synch) SO. 999864

It should be noted that the probability of correct synchronization is

actually much higher than the lower bound given by (E - 3). Since the

ground station knows which aircraft it is interrogating, in order to really

lose synchronization, noise must not only masquerade as the synchronization

prefix, but also as the aircraft identification number. This makes P ( synch)

much larger than the (E-3) lower bound. However, for present purpOses,

this lower bound will suffice.

E. 6.3 Probability of Updating the Aircraft Position in the Lo gg ing List

As described in Section 4, once the synchronization prefix is estab-

lished, the ground station considers the 20 digits received after the prefix.

Since the ground control station knows which aircraft it is interrogating,

it can compare this 20 bit sequence with the aircraft identification number.

If the two sequences agree, the ground control station declares the aircraft

codeword etiracted and proceeds to compute the new aircraft position (from

the remainder of the codeword) and update the position in the logging list.

Thus,

(aircraft codeword correct
Prob. is extended

)
s ynchr OnizatiOn = (l-Pe)zo,
prefix is found

(1-(0. 355 x 10-5) )20 ~o.999937 (E-4)
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and

[

1

(
aircraft position correct

Prob.
is updated on

)

swchronization = O. 999937 (E-5)
Logging List prefix is found

E. 6.4 Probability that the Correct Aircraft Position is Logged in the
I,ogging List

On a given aircraft interrogation if the correct synchronization pre -

fix is found and the aircraft codeword is extracted, the only question re-

maining is with what probability the correct aircraft position will be logged

in the Logging List. This, of course, is the probability that the last three

blocks of 20 digits making up the codeword will be received without error,

since it is these digits which contain tbe aircraft position information.

Hence,

(
correct aircraft

)

correct synchronization
position is logged prefix is found and

= (1-Pe)60= (1-(0. 355 x 105))60
Prob.

onthe Logging List aircraft codeword is
etiracted

= 0, 99981 (E-6)

E. 6.5 Probability y that Aircraft Position will be Updated Correctly
Given that the Aircraft is being Interrogated

The results of (E-3), (E-5) and (E-6) may now be combined to yield

I

(

Aircraft position is Aircraft

)

>(O. 999864) (0.999937) (0.99981)

Prob.
updated correctly is being
on a cycle interrogated >( 0. 9996) (E-7)

which represents adequate performance on the part of the interrogation

procedure.
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E. 7 Estimated Number of Ground Control Stations Needed

In setting up the Air-to-Ground Lifi, the CONUS must be covered by

discs. Each disc has a 200 mile radius with a ground control station at its

enter. This area of the CONUS is” 3, 542, 559 square miles. This cor-

responds to the area of 81 of the 200 mile radius discs. Of course, in

order to have the CONUS completely covered by discs many of these

discs will have to overlap. Hence, more than 81 discs will be needed.

However, it can safely be assumed that at mOst a few hundred discs, and

therefore ground stations, will be needed to cover CONUS. This is an

entirely reasonable cost to bear.

E. 8 Performance of the Air-to-Ground Li& when Position is Calculated
Incorrectly

Consider the following event during the interrogation prOcedure Of

the Air-to -GrOund link: An aircraft is interrogated, and when its codewOrd

is extracted, several of the last 60 digits of its codeword are received in-

correctly. If this event occurs, the aircraft position that is logged will be

incorrect. When the aircraft is interrogated during the next cycle, the

beam will be pointed at a wrong position and it is unlikely that the aircraft

transponder WU1 be excited and give a codeword return. In this case, the

aircraft will suffer a cycle 10Ss and in fact will be permanently in a

cycle 10SS loop for all of the following cYcles. Such an event, although it

may be rare, would be a disaster as far as keeping the aircraft under

surveillance is concerned.

The possibility of an aircraft entering a cycle loss loop can be

eliminated to some etient by a simple improvement in the interrogation

procedure, namely keeping a ,,po~ition Difference Table. ” This will

now be described.
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Every time an entry is made in the Logging List, the position dif-

ference between the entry and the last entry for the aircraft (i. e. that

on the previous cycle) should be calculated. This position difference should

be logged with the aircraft identification number and cycle tinle in a table

called the IfPosition Difference Table. !f If an aircraft suffers a cycle loss, the

last entry in the Position Difference Table is looked up. If this entry was

sn~all (i. e. below some thre shold)nothing is done. If this entry was large.,

the position entered on the Inter r:ogation List,, is computed from thelas.t

position listed on the Logging List before the large position difference

occured. (i.e. 3 cycles back). This most likely will “be close to thetrue

position. of the aircraft and will @i&vent ..the formation of a cycle Ioss loop.

However, the only way to measure the effectiveness of this meth~d is by

s imulat.ion.

E. 9 Air”-ta-G~ound Link Procedure During Svstem Start-Up

Consider the operation of. the. Satellite -to -Air-tti -Ground Surveillance

system when it..is starting up. This could .be either at the beginning of its

lifetime or at some.: time.. im.mediately after the entire system has. failed

(both of these events will be considered equivalent). During the Start-Up each

ground station must comehow learn the identity and positions (regions, ring,

cell) of all aircraft in its hemisphere of control. Each ground control sta-

tion must in a sense initialize its Interrogation List. In this section the

procedure which the Air-to-Ground Link utilizes in order to initialize the

Interrogation List is described. The procedure is sequential in nature I

and operates with the cooperation of the aircraft.

E. 9.1 Aircraft Start-Up Signal

As an aid in the Start-Up procedure, each aircraft is assigned a

“Start-Up Signal. 1! The Start-Up Signal consists of 6 pulses. Each pulse

is a 200 chip long (each chip being 100 nsec) pseudo random sequence picked
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from a set of 10 possible pseudo-random sequences. Each pseudO randOm

sequence corresponds to a different integer from O to 9. Thus, the sequence

of 6 pulses comprising the Start-Up Signal can and is put in correspondence

with the aircraft identification number, and can thus serve to identify the

aircraft.

E. 9.2 Start-Up Procedure

The Start-Up procedure will now be described. The antenna beams

normally used during the regular interrogation procedure are used in

parallel. Remember each antenna beam corresponded to a different ring.

It interrogated each cell on the ring sequentially for a given region and

then moved on to a different region. During the Start-Up procedure each

beam considers all regions simultaneously and moves sequentially around

its ring cell by cell and in this way operates instead on a sequence of

wedges of th airspace rather than individual cells.

Consider the operation of one antenna beam now on one particular

wedge. After moving into the wedge the beam transmits a special signal

to all occupants of the wedge. Tbe signal consists of Zo, “1’s” and is

called the ~tGeneral Call Codeword. “ When the transponder of each air-

craft in the wedge receives the General Call Codeword it does two things:

1. It switches itself to a special “Start-Up Mode”; and

2. It responds by transmitting back to the ground control
station the first pulse of the aircraftis Start-Up Signal.

I
The ground station receives these returns using matched filter re-

ceivers. It also orders these pulses on a special list called List 1. The

ground control station considers the first pulse on the list and transmits

it to all aircraft in the wedge. This pulse is received by the transponders

of all these aircraft. However, the “Start-Up Modes’( of these transponders

are designed in such a way that there will only be a response from trans-

ponders of aircraft with the first pulse Of their Start-up Signal identical with this

I



received pulse. The transponders of these aircraft will respond with the

second pulse of their Start-Up Signal. The ground control station receives

these second pulses using matched filtered receivers. It then logs the

,!fir~t Pulsef, transmitted and the !Isecond pulse!! received on a Spechl

list called List 2. The ground control station cycles through the other

entries on List 1 making the appropriate entries into List 2. At the end

of this cycle it has a list of the first two pulses of the Start-Up Signal of

every aircraft in the wedge it is illuminating.

The ground control station then considers the first entry on List 2

and transmits the se two pulses to all aircraft in the wedge. Again the

Start-Up Mode is designed in such a way that ody the transponders of

those aircraft will re spend which have the first two pulses of their Start -

Up Signal identical with these two received pulses. The transponders of

these aircraft will re spend with the third pulse of their Start -Up Signal.

The ground control station receives these pulses using matched filter

receivers. It then logs the first two pulses transmitted with the third

pulse received on a special list called List 3. The ground control station

cycles through the other entries on List 2 making the appropriate entries

on List 3. At the end of this cycle it has a list of the first three pulses

of the Start-Up Signal of every aircraft in the wedge it is illuminating.

The procedure continues on in this manner constructing List 4, List 5,

and List 6. List 6, of course, will contain the Start-Up Signals of all

aircraft in the wedge being illuminated by the beam. The aircraft identi - i

fication numbers are computed from this list and entered in the first

Interrogation List. The ground station considers the first of these numbers

and transmits it to all aircraft in the wedge. Only the aircraft ,having this

identification number responds and it responds with its most recent do-link

codeword. The ground control station computes the aircraft position from

this codeword, quantizes it into a (region, ring, cell) coordinates and lists
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these quantized coordinates next to the corresponding” aircraft identification

number on the first Interrogation List. The ground control station then

considers the second identification number on the Interrogation List and

follows the same procedure. After cycling down the entire list it has the

ai rcraft identification numbers and quantized positions of all aircraft in

the wedge. It then broadcasts an lfAIl Clear Codeword” (to all aircraft

in the wedge) consisting of a sequence of 15, ‘!1!s. “ This signals all air-

craft transponders to switch off the special “Start-Up Mode” and to ignore

any General Call Codewords received during the neti 30 seconds. The beam

then moves to the neti wedge. After this procedure is completed by all

beams cycling through all wedges, the first Interrogation List is completed

and the first interrogation cycle can be started using this Interrogation List.

E.9. 3 An Upp er Bound to the Amount of Time Needed for Start-Up

The feasibility of the Start-Up procedure described in the previous

section depends in large part on the amount of time it takes to compile the

entire Interrogation List. Obviously, if a very large amount of time is

required when the Interrogation List is finally completed, some of its

entries may be too stale to use in the first Interrogation cycle. This may

result in cycle IO,SS loops occurring from which no exit is possible. In

this section an upper bound to the total amount of time that the Start-Up

procedure requires will be computed. Worst case conditions will be

assumed. The figure resulting will be acceptable for the total system

performance.

Consider a ground control station and its hemisphere of control

carrying out the Start-Up procedure. Assume the worst case aircraft
4 aircraft, which have

population of the hemisphere of control, namely 10

to be logged on the first Interrogation List. Since all rings are being
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Operated on by beams in parallel, the amount of Start-Up time is at most

the maximum time that a beam might require to complete its operation

on its ring.

Consider a typical beam operating on its ring. Assume that there are

Y aircraft re siding in this ring. An upper bound to the amount of time taken

to log all of these planes on the interrogation list will first be computed.

The first item to be computed is the amount of time taken by the

beam to interrogate the empty wedges. If a wedge is empty, the folloting

is the beam procedure. The beam is aimed along the wedge. It transmits

the General Call codeword which is 2 u sec. long. The ground control

station waits the maximum delay time for a response. Since the wedge is

empty, no response will be obtained (ignoring false responses due to noise).

The beam then proceeds to the neti wedge. The hemisphere of control is

200 miles in radius. Thus, the maximum delay time is 2.16 milliseconds

and hence the maximum amount of time it takes for a beam to carry out

the Start-Up procedure in an empty wedge is 2.162 milliseconds. Since

each wedge is 1° long, there is a maximum of 36o empty wedges on each

ring. Therefore, the maximum amount of time the beam takes to interrogate

all empty wedges on its ring is O. 78 seconds.

Now the question of how long the beam takes to operate on wedges

which are not empty will be taken up. Assume that non-empty wedges are
th

ordered in some manner. Let Yi be the number of aircraft in the i such

wedge. The ground control station first forms List 1 by transmitting 20u se~.

General Call Codeword, and then waiting the maximum delay time of 2.16

milliseconds for a relay. The total time taken for the formation of List 1

is 2.162 milliseconds.
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The ground control station then proceeds to form List 2 from List 1,

List 3 from List 2, . . . . List 6 from List 5. In order to form List j from

List j-1, (j=2, . . . 6), the ground control station transmits each entry on

List j-1, (i. e. j-1 pulses), waits the maximum delay time of 2.16 milliseconds

and logs all the replies. Since there are Yi aircraft in the wedge being

Operated On! the maximum len@h Of List j-l iS yi. Hence J the maximum amount

of time it takes to form List j from List j-1 is upper bounded by

(Yi) (j-1) (2.16) 10-3 sec.

This implies that the maximum amount of time that it takes to form List 1

through 6 is upper bounded by

6

2.162 + ~ Yi (j-1) (2.162) 10-3 sec.
j= 2

which itself is upper bounded by

(16 Yi) (2. 162) 10-3 sec.

After List 6 is compiled, the aircraft identification numbers are computed.

These are transmitted sequentially with the ground control station waiting

for the aircraft codeword reply from each before transmitting the next. The

total amount of time this takes is

Yi (2.169.10-3) sec.

Finally, the All Clear Codeword is transmitted which is 1. 5W sec. long.

Altogether an upper bound to the amount of time the beam spends on this

wedge is

34. 5.Yi. 10-3 sec.
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The total amount of Start-Up time needed to operate on all non-empty wedges

is therefore upper bounded by

~34,5Yix 10-3 = 34.5 10-3 Ysec.
i

assuming Y aircraft in the ring. Taking into account the time spent on

OPerating On empty wedges, the maximum time spent on the entire ring is

upper bounded by

34.5 x 10
-3

Y t 0.78 sec.

If there are 104 aircraft in the entire hemisphere of control a reasonable

estimate is that Y is at most 1000. In this case the Start-Up time is not

more than 36 seconds which is a feasible figure for operation.

By making a slight change in the Start-Up procedure it is possible to

reduce the Start-Up time by a few seconds and also simplify the Start-Up

procedure. In the worst case of 104 aircraft in the hemisphere of control,

and most likely during typical cases, List 1 and List 2 will be completely

filled after being formed. In other words, every code will be entered on

List 1 (it will have 10 entries) and every two-sequence combination will be

entered on List 2 (it will have 100 entries). one may then simplify the

Start-Up procedure by assuming Lists 1 and 2 completely filled to begin tith.

The Start-Up procedure would operate by first transmitting the General ,

Call Codeword to all aircraft in the hemisphere. The Ground Control

station would then immediately be gin cycling through the completely filled

List 2. The maximum amount of time this cycling ti 11 take will be O. 2 seconds.

The Start-Up procedure will be simplified and the net Start-Up time,

(particularly during worst case conditions) may be reduced. From now on

this simplification will be assumed to have been incorporated into the Start-Up

procedure.
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E. 9.4 Interference Effects During the System Start-Up Procedure

In this section the question of interference during the Start-Up

procedure willbe addressed. Interference comes from three sources;

thermal noise, multiple access noise, destructive interference of pseudo

random sequence pulses matched to the same filter.

Thermal noise, the first interference phenomenon, can be suppressed

with sufficient signal energy. Multiple access noise is due to the following

event. The pseudo random sequences transmitted by the aircraft are

received not only by the matched filters to which they are matched, but by

all the other matched filters at the grand control station. When a matched

filter is excited by a pseudo random sequence to which it is not matched,

the matched filter output looks like gaussian noise. This is multiple access

noise. It cannot be suppressed by raising the signal energy, since this ty~

of interference increases as signal energy increases.

The last type of interference mentioned is similar to specular multipath

and will be called Pseudo Specular Multipath. Cons ~er the Start-Up procedure

being carried out by a particular beam in a particular wedge. Suppose on one

of the downlink transmissions, two aircraft transmit the same pseudo

random sequence down to the ground control station. If the two aircraft

are close enough, the two pulses may be received within 4 chips (400 nano-

seconds) of each other by the matched filter. In this case the two pulses

might destructively interfere causing the matched filter not to have two

sharply peaked auto correlation functions as its output, but rather a de graded
I

version of this. If this output is so degraded that the decision threshold

on the output of the matched filter is not exceeded, an error might be

introduced into the Start-Up procedure and aircraft may not be logged on

the Interrogation List. Fortunately, the possibility of this last type of inter-

ference occurring is very slight as is shown by the following argument.
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Suppose a wedge is being operated on during the Start-Up procedure.

Specifically, suppose certain aircraft are transmitting pseudo random

sequence pulses in the compilation of one of the lists and two of these air -

craft transmit the same pseudo random sequence pulse. In order for these

two identical pulses to be received within a 4 chip time delay the ranges of

the two aircraft from the ground station can differ by at most 7.45 x 10
-2

miles. Consider now the wedge sliced perpendicular to its axis at 2 points,

7.45 x 10
-2

miles apart. A curvilinear box is formed by the slices. The

two aircraft must lie in such a box. Since the wedge is 1° wide and 6° deep

with a wedge radius of 200 miles, one can infer that in order for the 2 air -

craft to interfere they must lie tithin a common volume of size 5. 5 cubic

miles.

The volume of the entire hemisphere of control is 16.7 x 106 cubic

miles. Assuming the worst case of 10
4.

aircraft in the hemisphere of control

and assuming them uniformly distributed throughout this volume ,implies

that the probability of one aircraft being in a specific 5.5 cubic mile volume

is (O. 333) 10-2. The probability of 2 aircraft being in a specific 5.5 cubic
-5

mile volume is 1.11 x 10 . If a specific 5.5 cubic mile volume is occupied

by 2 aircraft, the probability that they are both transmitting during the

compilation of List 1 is at most 1. If they are both transmitting, the proba-

bility that they are both transmitting the same pseudo-random sequence pulse

is O. 1. Combining these parameters yields

‘rOb”Eh~=”)‘lllxlo-6 ‘.
The volume of a wedge is 4.9 x 10s cubic miles. This implies that



Prob.

conditions are in the
wedge such that
Pseudo Specdar Multipath

\

occurs during a
downlink transmission

S5.5X1O
-3

,,

This figure is small enough so that this type of interference can be ignored.

The downlink power budget (Table E. 2) gives a measure of the inter-

ference consisting of thermal noise and multiple access noise during one down-

link transmission of a pseudo random sequence ptise. The average received

signal energy is computed from the transmitted signal energy, the trans -

mitting and receiving antenna gain, the path 10Ss and the miscellaneous 10S ses.

The thermal noise power density is computed direcfly from the receiver

front end noise temperature. The calculation of the multiple access noise

energy is more involved. The average energy received over any 500 nano sec

time period at a matched filter from any particdar mismatched user is first

compute d. This computation is carried out assuming that all replies to an

interrogation during the Start Up Procedure are received within a 2. 17 milli-

seconds period following the initiation of the interrogation. Furthermore, it

is as smed that the replies are miformly distributed in this 2. 17 millisecond

period, The average n~ber of mismatched codes into a particular matched

filter as a result of a single interrogation during the Start-Up Procedure is

then calculated. These @o parameters are combined to give the average

energy received from all mismatched codes at a particular matched filter

during any 500 nano - se c interval as a result of interrogation during Start-Up

Procedure. This parameter has the same units as noise power density and I

is combined with the thermal noise power density to give an equivalent noise

power density. This in turn is combined with the average received signal to

give the re sdtax}t EiN
0.

It shotid be noted the multiple access noise is not gaussian in nature.

This is due to this noise being composed of only a relatively few mismatched

codes. Hence, the equivalent noise power density cannot be thought of as an

equivalent power gaus Sian sour ce. However, for purpose of this first order
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analysis we shall treat this as a gaussim chmnel. A gaussian channel

OPerating with an E/N. Of 17dB will have a bit error probability less than

10-5.

E. 9.5 Using the Start-Up Procedure for System Monitoring

As has been mentioned in Section 4, during the normal operation of

the interrogation procedure there are three ways in which an aircraft may

become entered on the Interrogation List at the beginning of a cycle,

1. It could have been on the list during the previous cycle
and not have been erased from the list during that cycle.

2. It could have been put on the list at the request of another
ground station (i.e. using ground communications, another
ground station could signal the ground station under considera-
tion that a specific aircraft is entering its hemisphere and
should be entered on its Interrogation List).

3. It could be put on the list at the request of the aircraft
itself signaling over an RF lifi (i. e. the aircraft could be
entering the CONUS from a transoceanic flight in which
it hd not been under a ground control station!s responsibility).

Now the following event may occur. An aircraft may enter the

hemisphere of control without its identification number having been entered

on the Interrogation List. This may occur for a variety of reasons. For

example, an aircraft may enter the CONUS from a transoceanic flight and

fOrget to notify the grOund cOntrOl statiOn Of the hemisphere it enters.



TABLE E.2

LINK POWER BUDGET DURING AIR-TO-GROUND START UP

Item

Chip Power

Chip Duration

Chip Energy

Pseudo Random
Length

Value

18.5 dbw

-63 db SeC

-44.5 dbJ

Sequence
23 db

Average Signal Energy
Transmitted Per Pdse

Range Loss

Aircraft Transmitting
Antenna Gain

Receiving Antenna Gain

Miscellaneous Losses

Average Received
Signal Energy

Thermal Noise Power
Density

Average energy trans-
mitted from my particdar
mismatched user

Average nmber of mis-
matched codes per matched
filter channel

Average energy trans-
mitted from all mismatched
codes in a particular matched
filter charnel

Average energy received from
all mismatched codes in a par-
ticular matched filter channel

Equivalent Noise Power Density

EfN
0

-24.5 dbJ

-143 db

O db

14 db

-3 db

-156.5 dhJ

-199 dbwlHz

-60.9 dbJ

19.5 db

-41.5 dbJ

-173.5 dbJ

-173.5 dbwmz

12 db

172

Reference

When a “1” is transmitted

When a “1” is transmitted

200 mile maximum slant
range, 1 GHz

Fan beam, 3%y 9°

Feed, atmospheric,
signal disadvantage

and

RFI, Thermal and front
end noise (lOOO°K)

104 aircraft assumed in
a hemisphere, LIST 2
assumed filled to begin I
with 100 entries, 10
different codes
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If an aircraft is not entered on the Interrogation List, surveillance

will not be maintained over its flight and the re suit might be disastrous.

Thus, it would be desirable if the Ground Control Station could run through

a periOdic check tO determine whether there are aircraft in its hemisphere

which for one reason or another have not been entered on its Interrogation

List, and then include the se aircraft on the Interrogation List.

The ground station can carry out this perkdic check quite easily—

by making use of the Start-Up Procedure. This wiIl nOw be described.

Once per minute the ground station will go into a Monitor Male. The

station will have its antenna cycle through each wedge of the hemisphere.

The operation on each wedge is as follows. The ground station transmits

a ItMonitor codeword,, consisting Of 25, !!11s. ‘1 All aircraft residing in the

wedge receive this codeword and do one of 2 things:

1. If an aircraft’s transponder has been activated by the
ground station within the last 10 seconds (in other words
if it is on the Interrogation List) the aircraft transponder
goes into a special Monitor Mode and simply ignores the
Monitor Codeword and all other commands it receives
until it receives a special ,tAll Clear Codewordi! Consisting

of 35, !~l!s”. The transponder then switches back to normal
mode operations.

2. If an aircraft’s transponder has not been activated by the
ground control station within the last 10 seconds (in other
words the aircraft is not on the Interrogation List) the
transponder goes into a special Monitor Mode. It trans-
mits back the first pulse of its “Start-Up Signal. The
ground control station receives these using matched filters.
The rest of the Start-Up procedure is then completed
(including the construction of List 1 and List 2, no abbre-
viated procedure). The identification number and positions
of the aircraft responding are entered on the Interrogation
List. The “All Clear Codeword” is then transmitted by
the ground station and all transponders switch back to
normal mode operations.
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In general, very few aircraft will come under category 2, above.

Thus, this entire procedure will take very little time. Certainly it will

not take as much time as a general ,tSta=t-Up,, and it does afford quite a

bit of protection vis & vis maintaining truely complete surveillance overall

aircraft in the airspace.

E. 10 Aircraft Codeword Design When Position Is Computed On Board
the Aircraft

The Air-to-Ground link has so far been described as operating

with the aircraft transmitting to the ground control station a codeword which

represents the difference in times of arrival between the pulses the air-

craft receives from the different satellites. The ground control station

then computes the aircraft position from these times of arrival differences

by using the method of Hyperboloids. This is carried out, of course, assum-

ing that the ground station has the satellite ephermis data.

Since determining the aircraft position from the differences in times

of arrival is a very simple computational operation, it cOuld be carried

out on board the aircraft as well as at the ground station provided the cost

of a small computer is small when the fourth generation system is implemented.

The aircraft position would then be incorporated into the aircraft codeword

(rather than time of arrival differences) and transmitted to the grmnd

control station. In this section the aircraft codeword structure needed to

accomplish transmission of the aircraft position will be described.

As before, since ON-OFF Keying modulation is being used, a

synchrOnizatiOn prefix is needed. The first 10 digits of the aircraft code-

word will be 10, ,,~r~,f, and will be used for synchronization. Again, as

before, the next block of 20 digits in the aircraft codeword will be the ex-

pansion to the base 2 of the aircraft identification number. One of the

simpliest ways to represent an aircraft!s position is by the three coordinates,



(altitude, longitude, latitude). This representation till be used. Altitude

should be to within an accuracy of ~ 50 feet. Longitude and Latitude should

be to within an accuracy of ~ 0.01 arc minutes.

In 1995 the maximum aircraft altitude will still mOst likely be less

than 60, 000 feet. Quantizing the altitude in steps of 50 feet yields 1200

quantization levels. Each quantization level can be represented by a

binary sequence of length 11. Hence, an aircraft’s altitude, to within an

accuracy of 50 feet, can be represented by a block of 11 binary digits.

The CONUS lies within the region bounded by 60° W. Longitude and

135° W. Longitude. An. aircraft’s longitude can be transmitted simply by

transmitting the difference between it and 600. The range of the difference

will be 75°. Quantizing each degree of longitude into steps of O. 01 arc
5

minutes yields 4. 5 x 10 quantization levels, Each quantization level can

be represented by a binary sequence of length 19. Hence, an aircraft’s

longitude, to within an accuracy of 0.01 minutes, can be represented by a

block of 19 digits.

The CONUS lies within the region bounded by 15° N Latitude and 600

N Latitude. An aircraft!s latitude can be transmitted simply by transmit-

ting the difference between it and 15°. The range of the difference will be

45°. Quantizing each degree of latitude into steps of O. 01 minutes yields

2.7 x 105 quantization levels. Each quantization level can be represented

by a binary sequence of length 19. Hence, an aircraft’s latitude, to within

an accuracy of 0. 01 minutes, can be represented by a block of 19 digits.
I

Combining the se computations the aircraft codeword structure is

now explicity described.

1. The first 10 digits are ‘!1!s” representing a synchronization
prefix.
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2. The neti block of 20 digits are the expansion to base 2
of the aircraft identification number.

3. The following block of 11 digits represents the aircraft
altitude to within an accuracy of 50 feet.

4. The next block of 19 digits represents the difference
between the aircraft’s longitude and 600 to within an
accuracy of O. 01 minutes.

5. The final block consists of 19 digits. It represents the
difference between the aircraft’s latitude and 15° to within
an accuracy of O. 01 minutes.

The total codeword len@h is 79 digits. This compares favorably

with the situation in which time of arrival differences are transmitted.

In that case the aircraft codeword was 90 digits long. Of course, one may

argue that the aircraft codeword reduction on the dowditi will be more

than balanced by the need to transmit satellite ephemeris data to the air-

craft on the uplink. However, this is really not a fair comparison because

the ground control station has a tremendous amount of transmitter power

so the uplink transmission of satellite ephemeris data is no burden to it.

In addition to the codeword length reduction gained by transmitting

aircraft position, the air craft has the advantage of having its own satellite

derived position estimate available for navigation.



APPENDIX F

COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS FOR ON-BOARD NAVIGATION

In this Appendix an estimate will be made of the complexity of a com -

puter needed to perform on board satellite navigation. It is assumed that:

(1) Every K seconds the aircraft computer receives the
?times-o -arrival of ranging pulses from N synchronous

satellites.

(2) Every K2 seconds the aircraft computer receives satel-
lite ephemeris data (position and velocity) for N satellites,
as well as an accurate time of day.

The received data are then used to compute, (every K1 seconds) an

estimate of the aircraftrs position via hyperbolic ranging techniques. This

estimate should be accurate to within several hundred feet. For the pur -

poses of this Appendix, K1 will be taken to be one, and K2, approximately One

hundred. N will be a minimum of four, and possibly as large as six, de-

pending on the density of the satellite cofiiguration and the shape of the

receiver antenna pattern.
.

Specifically, the following parameters are of interest:

(1) The required sizes of the various storage registers, in bits;

(2) The number of airthmetic operations (adds, multiplications,
and divides) required for each aircraft position estimate; and

(3) The memory requirements of the computer. I

While it appears that by 1990 a special purpose computer would be most

suited to this task, the following analysis is intended to demonstrate that

the computing load may be easily handled by any 4096 word, 16 bit mini-

computer currently available.
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F.1 Derivation of the Estimation Equations

It is convenient at this point to introduce the following notation:

p (t) = actual position of aircraft at time t.

fi (t) = estimated position of aircraft at time t.

p~,(t) = predicted position of aircraft at time t based on
—

p(u), u=t-K, t- Ktl, . ..t -1.

gi( t) = actual position of satellite i at time t.

$i(t) = estimated position of satellite i at time t.

xi(t) = actual velocity of satellite i at time t.

*
+(t) = estimated velocity of satellite i at time t.

~(t) = vector of times -of-arrival of satellite ranging pulses

at aircraft during the time interval (t-1, t).

j(t) = measured value of ~(t).

All of the above, with the exception of ~(t) and ~(t), are vector elements of

a three-dimensional, geocentric, inertial rectangular coordinate system.

Z(t) and ~(t) are N-vectors, where N is the number of satellites.

The times of transmission of the ranging pulses from the N satellites

are such that during each one second interval the N pulses arrive at the

aircraft in sequential order (1, 2, . . . N) with no interference between adjacent

pulses. If N equals four, then one can arrange to have all the pulses arrive ,

in their correct order within a 32 msec interval, regardless of the location

of the aircraft over the continental U. S. On the other hand, if N is larger

than four, then the size of the interval increases proportionally. Since

an aircraft moves at moderate speed, its displacement during 32 msec is

significantly less than the acceptable error in estimating its position; and,

as a result, the aircraft can be considered to be motionless during the reception
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of each set of N pulses. If satellite “i” transmits at time t - ~., where t
1

is the time-of-arrival of the last of the N pulses, then

Il%(t - ai) - ~(t)li~ c [Ti (t) - (t - Si)]

where IIzII denotes the length of the vector Z, c is the speed of light, and

~(t) is the i’th component of ~(t).

The above equation can be put in a more compact form by defining the

N-vector valued function ~ (p, t) whose i’th component is

fi (p, t) = I/si(t - ~i) -~(t)ll, i= 1,2, . ..N

It now follows that

where ~ is an N-vector with components 6 , . . . 6N and 1 is an N-vector, each
1 —

of whose component is 1. If the exact times of pulse transmissions, t - di,

were known and were compared with the times of arrival ~i(t), one could

use this last equation to determine ~(t). However, as the aircraft dOes

not have a precision clock (with accuracy of a few parts in 109), time

differences are employed by operating on both sides of this equation with

the (N-1) by N matrix ~
I

(.)
1 -10...0

0
g=:

1 -10..0

0 0.. .01-1
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Noting that

H1=Q——

it follows that

~i(p, t) = cEI (t) t CXQ

The (N-1) - vector HT (t) has as components differences of times-of-arrival,--

Ti(t) - ~i+l(t) , which may be accurately measured to within a few nanoseconds

by a clock with accuracy of a few parts in 106. Also, the vector ~~has as com-

ponents the inter-transmission times 6. - bit ~ which may be assumed tO

be known on the aircraft, as they are fixed constants.

One may now use the measured differences of pulse times-of-arrival

H: (t) to determine the estimated aircraft position ~(t). That is, ~ (t) is—-

defined as that vector which minimizes the quantity

ll~:($(t), t) - c ~f(t) - c~~112

If ~ (~(t), t) is linearized about the predicted position ~~~(t) as follows:

~ (j(t), t) = ~(~’~(t), t) t F (fi(t) -~xc(t))

then the problem becomes one of minimizing

11~~ ~(t) - ~*(t)) - c ~~(t) - c ~g + H: (1’~(t), t)ll 2

In the above, ~ is the matrix of partial derivatives of ~ ~, t) with respect

to the components of~*:



The above quantity is minimized by requiring that’k

where the prime, ” l,!! denotes matrix transposition. By straightforward

differentiation one can easily show that

where Xi is the unit 3-vector pointing from~q( (t) to ~i (t - 6i). It should be

noted that~ is a function of both the predicted aircraft position ~*(t)

and the position of the i!th satellite at the time it sends its pulse. However,

as the aircraft has only an estimate ~i(t - 6i) of this position, the estimate

is used in the construction of~.

*one should compare Eq. (F-1) with Eqs. (I-7), (I-9), and (I-1O) Of
Appendix I. The slight difference between the estimates described in
~his Appendix and in Appendix I is a result of maodeling the errors in
~ differently. In Appendix I the componen~s of L - z are assumed
uncorrelated; here, the components of E (L - Q are assumed uncOrrelated!

A true statistical model for all the measurement errors (timing errors,
satellite tracking errors, and errors due to atmospheric’ refra~tions)
should he developed in order to determine the optimal aircraft, position
estimation equations. Such a study should be included in any second order
attempt at improving the performance of the avionics computer.
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The computational steps involved in producing the estimate ~(t) may

now be listed as:

(1) Computation of~*(t) from~(t - 1), f(t - 2), . . .~(t - K).

(2) Computation of the estimated satellite positions $i(t - 6i),
i=l,2, . ..N.

(3) Computation of the components of ~(p~~(t), t):

fi(~*(t), t) = Il$i (t - bi) - l’~’(t)ll

(4) Computation of the unit vectors & :

and matrix ~~.

(5) Solving for the difference between $(t) and p*(t):—

and thus the estimate f (t).

(6) Expressing ~(t) in a geocentric, rotating, spherical coordinate
system, i. e. in terms of latitude, longitude, and altitude.

F. 2 Computation of p>~(t)

The predicted position p*(t) depends to some etient on the model that—

one chooses to use for the aircraft flight dynamics. If the previous estimates

t(t - K), fi(t - K t 1), . . . ~(t - 1) are available, then one can fit a (K - 1)’th
I

— —

order polynomial to these points and efiend this pol~omial one second in

time to obtain p*(t). For the special case where K equals three, this—

amounts to assuming that the aircraft acceleration changes vary little from

t - 3 to t; when K equals two, the assumption is that the aircraft velocity

is roug~y constant from t - 2 to t.
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If this constant velocity assumption is used, then the predicted

position p~~(t) has a particularly simple form:—

~*(t) = 2~(t - 1) -$(t - 2) (F-2)

One can hound the error that results from this prediction under the assump-

tion that ~(t - 1) and ~(t - 2) are good estimates by noting that it is reasonable— —
to assume that the aircraft acceleration is bounded in magnitude by approxi-

2
mately one g = 32 ft./see . If the aircraft undergoes this maximum accel-

eration over the interval (t - 2, t), then it is easy to see that the predicted

position p~~(t) given by Eq. (F-2) will be off by at most 32 feet, a perfectly—
acceptable error. Errors in the estimates ~(t - 1) and $(t - 2) add to—

the error in p*(t), but such errors would be present in other prediction—

schemes.

One should note that E q. (F-2) gives a good prediction of p(t) because—
the time interval between new positional estimates is only one second. If,

on the other hand, position estimates were to be made only every ten

seconds, then the error in p~x(t) due to acceleration could be as large as—
3200 feet.

The computation requirements for Eq. (F-2) are very simple: All

that is necessary is to perform 3 shifts and 3 adds.

F. 3 Updating the Estimated Satellite Positions s. t - 6.)
IL

The position and velocity vectors for each satellite satisfy the

following set of differential equations:

: (t) = y(t)

()2
R3

j(t) = -$
Ils(t)ll ‘

a(t)
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where R is the radius of a synchronous circular orbit (about 26, 000 miles)

and T = 1 day = 86, 400 seconds. The solution for ~(t) traces out an ellipse

with the earth at one focus.

If one defines the x axis of the coordinate

the major axis of this ellipse, and the z axis to

of the ellipse, then the solution to Eq. (F-3) is

system to be coincident with

be perpendicular to the plane

~(t)=(j;)=R(&(:i:’:(t))
z

In the above, e is the eccentricity

synchronous navigation satellite S)

satisfies the following equation

of the orbit (between O and.4 for most

and p(t) is the eccentric anomaly, which

:~(t). esin ~(t) =+(t-tp) (F-4)

1

(tp is the time of passage through the perigee).

In terms of a more general rectangular coordinate system, the

solutions g(t) and ~(t) are of the form

..’,



a(t)‘ ‘g(;:::’D(t))
(F-5)

where= is a suitable orthogonal matrix, i. e. l’~ = ~ representing a

rotation of coordinates. The angle v(t) again satisfies Eq. (F-4).

As explained in the introduction, the aircraft computer must be able

tO compute the satellite positions at one sec Ond intervals Over periOds Of

time equal to about 100 seconds, at which point new, cOrrect satellite

ephemeris data are received. Equations (F-4) and (F-5) could he used tO

compute these positions; a simple calculation reveals that the accuracy

of the aircraft clock is sufficient to track the satellite positions for 100

seconds with an error of only a few feet.’~ HOwever, implementation Of

Eqs. (F-4) and (F-5) involves the calculation of sines and cosines, which are

costly in computer time. Therefore, it is desirable tO find a simPler

method of updating the satellite positions, possibly at the expense of less

accuracy.

The acceptable error in the estimates of satellite positions may be
I

determined as follows. Recall that $(t) is determined via Eq. (F-l).— .
The first order errors in $(t) result frOm err Ors inl(t) and err Ors in—

~ (~:!~(t) , t). Errors in the latter result from the fact that, whereas the

colrect value of fi(~’k (t), t) is II‘i(t - bi) - 2’:(t)llf ‘he‘alue ‘Seal‘n ‘he
comptlt.ations is I\Si (ti - 6/ ‘&’k(t)ll. ‘riting

‘kThis method of satellite tracking is discussed in Section F. 9.
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ll~i (t - bi) - l“(t)l[ = ,,:i(t - ~i) - P’(t) t ;i (t - bi) - ~i(t - bi)l[

= Il:i (t - 6i) - Pk(t)llt~ (<i (t - 6i) - ~i(t - hi))

where Yi is the unit vector pointing from~~’(t) to ~i (t - hi), it is seen that

satellite tracking errors introduce errors in$(t) through the term

y; (;i(t - bi) - &i(t - ~i))

Errors in ?i(t) are on the order of 50 nsec. Thus acceptable tracking

errors are those where

IY; (~i (t - 6i) -&i (t - bi))l <50 feet

That is, satellite tracking errors in the direction of ~ should be less than

50 feet, while errors perpendicular to yi can be considerably larger. ‘~

One simple method of updating the satellite positions is to numerically

solve the differential equations (F - 3). A third order numerical solution giving
-loerrors less than 10 per update is

:.(t. $itl)= (l-+
—1

+(1-+

~(t-ait l)= (+)2

(*)2 R3

1~3 ) ;i (t - 6i)

2
1

+) llsi(t:3671f) ‘(t - ‘i) (F-6)

2! (t - ai) ;i(t - ai)

‘ilsi(T - ti)ll 2 “)-1 <i(t - ti)(3
~i(t!36i)113 2

+ ‘1 -+ ‘*)2 I+lT
) ;i(t-6i)

“For satellite constellations with a geometric dilution of about IOdb,
satellite tracking errors should be kept to about 5 to 10 feet.
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An error of 10
-lo

at synchronous altitude corresponds to about.. 02 feet.
!

-lo
However, to express a number accurately tO within 10 requires about

1 33 bits. Thus, if 30 bit registers were to be used in performing the above
3 calculations, one would expect that, after 100 iterations, roundoffs in the

;, calculations would produce much larger errors than would inaccuracies in

/ Eq. (F-6). Because it is desirable to perform the calculations with registers
I

of 30 bits or less, it is now meaningful to attempt to simplify Eq. (F-6).
,

If the assumption is made that Ils (t)[l changes very little Over a 100

second interval, then Eqs. (F-3) can be approximated over the interval

(tl-qtl+C)as

:(t) = .:(t)

The se equations are now linear and may be solved exactly:

[ (
i(t)’ Cos Wo(t - tl)J

)(

& ein w. (t - t~~ ~ ti
0=

A
$ (t), -w. sin wo(t - tl)~ Cos W. (t - tl)i y t.

1

where

I

(F-7)
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Now suppose that it is desired to estimate the position of satellite i

attimes to- bi, to-bit l,. ..to - bi t 100. A ground based computer

calculates the actual satellite position and velocity at time t - bi t 50 using
0

Eqs. (F-4) and (F-5) and the constant

2n
w=

0 (t -R6i t 50)11T ([l:i ~
~3/2

It then transmits to the aircraft the constants cos Wo, & sin Wo, and

. .~ sin Wo, as well as the estimated pOsitiOn and velOci~y at time to - ~i
n

def;ned as

~i (t. - Ji) = Cos (50 Wo)Ei (t - bi t 50) -WA0 0

.0. (t. - 6i) = w. sin (50 Wo) ~i (t - Ji t 50) t
0

sin (50 wO) Ii (tO - 6i t 50)

Cos (50 Wo) ~i(to - &it 50)

The aircraft computer then updates these estimates at one second intervals

according to the rule

1
$.(t-aitl) = cOswo~i(t-~i) +W— Sinwoq
—1

$. (t - ai)
0

(F-8)

~i(t-hitl) = -wosinwo ~i(t - bi) t cOswo ?i (t- ‘i)

At time t - 6i + 50 the estimates will be identical to the actual position
0

and velocity, except for errors due to roundoffs in the calculations. At

time to - 6i t 100 new constants and estimates of the satellite position and

velocity are transmitted to the aircraft from the ground.

It has been verified that, for orbits of eccentricity .4 and less, the

error due to the approximations of Eq. (F-8) is less than 5 feet over a 100

second interval, if the tracking is done as described in the preceding

paragraph. Thus, if the roundoff errors from 100 iterations introduce no

more than 45 feet of error, it is clear that the error in ii (t) will be bounded

by 50 feet.
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To estimate the roundoff error produced by 100 iteratioris, let each of

the three position coordinates and three velocity coordinates per satellite

be represented by 30 bits (sign bit plus 29 magnitude bits). For a synchrOnOus

orbit of maximum eccentricity . 4 the maximum magnitudes of position and

velocity can be bounded by

11~ (t)ll <2 x 108feet

Ilv (t)ll <2 X 104feet/sec
(F-9)

Since a number can be represented by 29 magnitude bits with a relative error

less than 2
-30

= 10-9, the satellite position coordinates can be represented

to within .2 feet, and the velocity coordinates, to within 2 x 10 -5
feet/see:

As = .2

-5 (F-1O)
Av = 2X1O

From Eq. (F-8) it is seen that the dynamics of each coordinate Of ~.
1

(and ~i) are uncoupled, so that each coordinate can be updated independently

of the others. Consider one coordinate and define the Z -vector ~(t) to have as

elements the position and velocity for this coordinate. Then, Eq. (F-8)

implies that

where 1 is the following 2 by 2 matrix

(
1

Cos w ~ sin w
0

)

0
~=

0

-w sinw cos w
0 0 0
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Due to roundoff and truncation errors the aircraft computer generates a

sequence of vectors $(to), ~(to + I), . . . At. + 1), . . . ~to t 100) accOrding

to the equations

~(tt l)= ~:(t) t Q(t)

(F-n)

~ (to) = ~ (to) t g (to)

In the above! represents an approximation to ~ resulting from representing
A

the elements of ~with 30 bits; ~ and ~ are related by the error matrix Q

&=Ot E— —

The vector &(tO) is the truncation error in the initial condition ~(to)

is the error resulting from rounding $x(t) to 30 bits.—-

(F-12)

Q(t)

The sizes of the elements of ~, ~(to), and U(t) may be bounded as

follows. From Eq. (F-1O)

[C,(to) 1< .2 feet
(F-13)

I e2(to)\ < 2 x 10-5 feet/see

If the additions involved in computing I A (t) are perfOrmed priOr tO rOunding

the elements of this vector, then it is clear that 1

Inl ,t)]<.2 feet

\n2(t)/< 2 x ,0-5 feet/see (F-14)
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‘he ‘lements$1$$,, a“d “,, areall approximately of unit value; thus the

roundoff errors e
11’

e12, satisfy

Iell1< 10-9
le12 1< 10-9 (F-15)

le221< 10-9

The element ~1 has an approximate value of -w: which has a maximum ab-
-8solute value (at the perigee of an orbit of eccentricity . 4) of 2.5 x 10 .

Thus the error ezl may be bounded aS

le2,j< 2.5X1O
-17

(F-16)

Having bounded these error terms, the error in x(tO t 100) maY be

bounded by solving Eq. (F-n):

99
~ (t. t 100) = ~loo

(z (tO) t ~(tO)) t Z ~ ‘ Q(tO t 99- i)—
i=o

100Since the true value of~(to + 100) is ~ ~(to), the error in $(t O t 100) is

c (t. t 100) =

t

~ 100
g - 9100)A(to) t 3100~(to)
99

~ ~&(tO+ 99-i)
I

i=o

Now using Eq. (F-12), and ignoring terms that are second order in the errors,

it follows that
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I

(
99 99 -i 100

~(tot loo) = , ~ P’E*
)

~ (to) t g & (to)—
i=o

,.

99 i

~ may be approximated with very little error as
I

‘(

cos iw

91 =
0

-w sin i w ~.”~~iwo) g (-l~i ~)
0 0 0

Thus the positional error due to roundoff at time t~ t 100 may be bounded by

Ic,”(to t 100)[< (loo [,1,] t + 1,2,[ t W02 +9 1.,21 t

.,

Z 100.99.98
w

0 6 ‘ le221) lx, (to)/

100 . 99
t (~

100. 99. 98
Ie,lj t 6 [e21{ t 100 \e12]t loo~ 99 le221 ) lx2(tOj

I
+ Icl (to)l + 100 le2(to)lI 1

99

tx i=o [lml(tOt 99- i)l t i lm2 (tOt 99- i)l]

NOW using
-8

w 2 <2.5x10
0

,Xl (to)l<2 x 108

lx2(to)l <2x 104
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I

with Eqs. (F-13), (F-14), (F-15), and (F-16) it follows that

p, (t. t 100)] <4, feet

It is clear that this bound is quite conservative since many of the

roundoff errors will tend to cancel rather than accumulate. However, the

hound of 41 feet is the worst case, and, added to the previous error of

5 feet due to using Eqs. (F-7), it is within the desired maximum of 50 feet,

The computer requirements for updating the satellite positions may

be summarized as follows. Each satellite needs six 30 bit registers for

position and velocity as well as three 30 bit registers for the matrix elements

‘“11 = V22 = Cos w
0

=A
’12 W.

sin w
0

Q21 = - ‘0 ‘in W.

used in updating the positions and velocities; this totals to forty-five bit

registers for five satellites. The computation requirements of Eq. (F-8) are

12 multiplications and 6 adds per satellite; for five satellites this totals to:

60 multiplications and 30 adds. *

x,
A realization of Eq. (F-7) that is computationally more efficient than
Eq. (F-8) is

I
~(t+l) =(: ; ~o~ ~)= ‘t)

0

For appropriate initial conditions, xl (t) tracks one of the coordinates of
s (t). However, in spite of the computational efficiency, the roundoff
errors due to 100 iterations of the above can be considerably ,greater
than 50 feet. A possible subject of future work is the determination of
a realization that is simultaneously efficient and accurate.
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F.4 Computing the Distances 1~~, (t - 6,) - ~i’ (t)ll

The components of the vector f (P* (t), t) are defined as

>:
fi~ (t), t) = 112i(t- bi) ‘~’k(t)ll

‘[ (Ii (t - ~i) - I*(t))’ (~i (t - bi) - l“<(t)y/2

These numbers can be easily computed via a Newton -Raphson iteration to

the square root; i. e. for

2

‘ktl =
‘k + a

the sequence {~} converges to
6,

rfact, if ~ is related to a as

‘k =

then it follows that

Xk+l = (1

L

2 Xk

for any nonzero initial guess XO. In

(lt e)&

2
t++)+

With respect to the computation of fi(~* (t), t), there are two cases to

consider: that case where the computation of fi (~~, (t - 1), t - 1) has been

performed one second in the past, and the case where fi (~*(t-l), t - 1) has i

not been computed. The latter case arises at the beginning of a flight and

whenever the tracking of a new satellite is initiated. In such cases a reason-

able initial guessof fi (p*(t), t ) is

26, 000 miles = 1.37 x 108 feet
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The error in this initial guess may be bounded by considering. an orbit of

maximum eccentricity .4, in which case

-.3b< c < 1.24

For such initial errors, a maximum of five iterations is needed to reduce
-9

the error to less than 10 . The computation requirements are: 3 multi-

plications and 5 adds to determine l[~i (t - bi) - ~’> (t)ll 2, then 5 multiplica-

tions, 5 adds, and 5 divides to converge tO” $i (t - ~i) - l*(t)l\ . ‘his tOtalsII
to: 8 multiplications, 10 adds, and 5 divides per satellite.

If fi (~’~(t - 1), t - 1) has been previously computed, then this value

may be used as the initial guess. Since the satellite velocity is bounded

by 2 x 104 feet/see, and the

that the error in this initial

aircraft velocity, by 103 feet/see, it follows

guess may be bounded by

Ic[< 3.5x~~-4

For this initial error two iterations are required to reduce the error to

-9below 10 . Thus the total number of computations in this case for five

satellites totals to: 25 multiplications, 35 adds, and 10 divides per satellite.

F. 5 Computation of the Vectors Mi and the Matrix ~ !

As the vectors ($i (t - 8i) -z* (t)) have been computed previously, the

calculation of gi merely involves dividing each component of (~i (t - 6i) - R:k(t))

by IIsi (t - ~i) - &*(t)ll , hence three divides per satellite. Computation of

each row of ~~ requires 3 adds. Since .HE has (N - 1) rows, where N is

the number of satellites, this phase of the computation has the following

requirements for five satellites: 15 divides and 12 adds.
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F. 6 Solving for s(t) in the Rectangular Coordinate System

The most efficient method of solving

(y’ ~’ ~~) &(t) -~*(t)) = E’E’ (CE; (t) t C.HI- ,H:k:(t), t))

for p(t) - p*(t) is to use the Gaussian elimination method. The initial phase— —

of this method involves computing the elements of the array ~F?~i~~) and

the elements of the vector,~’~’ (c ~~(t) t c~~ - Hf (p>>(t), t)). Since—-

(~!~! ~~) is a symmetric 3 hy 3 matrix, only six elements need be comput~ d,

each by computing the scalar product of two (N - 1) -vectors. For five satel -

lites this requires: 24 multiplications and 18 adds.

The cOmPOnents of the vector c .~Qare stored as constants in the

computer; and the vector -H ~,(t) is an input to the computer. Therefore, the

( ~mputation of each element of the ~-1)-vector (c H?(t) t c H 6 - Hf (~~e(t), t))

requires 1 multiplication and 3 adds; this totals to 4 multiplications and 12

additions for five satellites. Multiplication of this (N-1) -vector by the 3

by (N-1) matrix F’H’ requires 3(N-1) multiplications and 3(N-2) adds; for——

five satellites this is 12 multiplication and 9 adds.

Thus, for five sate~ites, the initial phase of

requires a total of 40 multiplications and 39 adds.

Having performed the intial phase of solving

Gaussian elimination algorithm may now be used.

must be taken to avoid divide overflows while still

the Gaussian elimination

for ~(t) - p*(t), the——

However, some care

maintaining accuracy by

representing each number with as many bits as possible. For simplicity of

notation define
A= F’H’HF— — — ——

} = ~’~ (c H~(t) t c~~ -~~(~’x(t), t))——

x = ~ (t) -~:k(t)—
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Thus, the problem is to find the solution= to & x = ~.

The first step in the Gaussian elimination involves finding the largest

diagonal element of ~. If this element is not all, the rows and columns of

~, j, and& are permuted so that all becomes the largest diagonal element.

Now the array @:~) is premultiplied by the matrix~i:

to obtain

(
1 0

a21 ~-—

al 1

a31 ~

all

o

0

1 )

(
>i bl

,A
El (~:~) = Q $ P )

where at is the first row of,~.
–1

The diagonal elements of & are searched,
A

~, ~, and x are permuted so that all isand the rows and columns of ,4, ,4

the larger. xl (~: p) is now premultiplied by ~Z:

to obtain

1 0 0

0 1 0
A

o a21
-~1

11
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The solution ~ is now found as

L (bl - a12 X2 - a13 ‘3)
‘1 = all

The matrix~ is symmetric; since ME may be assumed tO have rank

equal to three, ~ is also positive definite. It thus follows that for 1 S i <3

andl Sj~3

lai~ S ‘Rx akk < ‘r ‘~)

where tr( . ) is the trace operation. Also,

tr(~ = tr(FtHIHF) = tr(HFF,HI)— — — — — —

= 4‘i ‘i”2P’:1)
i=l

where 9. _,+l (In the aboveis the angle between the unit vectors Ai and u.
1, itl

it is assumed that there are five satellites). A conservative bound for each

a, is thus
lJ
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1.

I

From the above inequality, it is clear that all the elements of A may

be stored in 30-bit registers with the following format:

l~&~ti”g”lXE~”~~~~””””””””l”_ ““”~~ ~“~~~ti~n-~<...~

The error in these numbers is thus bounded by

c = 2-26: 1.5 X10-8
a

The matrix ~ is given by

L
a12 a12 a13

a22 - all a23 - 31

2
a12 a13 a13

a23 -
all

a33 -
all

_& can be easily shown to be positive definite. Thus, since a22 and a33 are

both less than all, all the elements of.& are bounded by all, and thus by 16.

Similarly% is bounded by 16. Therefore the Gaussian elimination produces

no left Overflows in the elements Of ~.

The vector A represents the difference between p>:(t) and ~(t). The—

length of ~ thus depends on the error in the prediction—~x(t) (which, in turn,

depends on the errors in the estimates ~(t - 1) and ~(t - 2)) and errors in i— —

~(t) and Ei (t - hi), i= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Assuming that there are no gross errors,

11~11may be bounded a priori as

11x11< 103 feet
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[

From the above bound, and the relation A x = b, ,~ may be bounded
---

as

Ilkl[ < Amax. .l~3

where A _. Since A is positive definite,~ax is the largest eigenvalue of A
—

A~ax < tr (A) < 16—

and so a conservative bound forl(bjl is

Ilhll < 1.6x 104

In the Gaussian elimination the vector ~ is given by

and since > and a13
— are both bounded in absolute value by unity, it

follows th:jl all

I;il < 3.2x104

by similar reasoning,

1~ 1< 6.4 x 104
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I

I

Thus, a format for the elements of~that assures no left overflows is

... ..
sign bit I 16 integer bits 13 fraction hit.?_.._.J

The errors in these numbers are bounded by

‘b
= 2-14= 6X10-5

An analysis of the error in the solution ~reveals that the predomina-

ting sources are the truncation errOrs in the elements Of&and k roundoff

errors in the computations contribute only slightly. Thus, if.~is the re-

sult of the Gaussian elimination,

where E represent truncation errors in,~ and.5 truncation errOrs in k.—

Writing this as

to first order ~ is
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4
I

1
,

!

Thus the solution error I(A - ~[1 may be approximately bOunde”d as

!Ix -:11 = /14-1:: t A-l:/!—

113-211 ‘1(4-1 ~ Al + !l~-l ~!l

where lmin is the smallest eigenvalue of ~.

The determinant of~depends on the satellite cotiiguration; a con-

servative lower bound is

det (~) > 5 x 10
-4

The product of the eigenvalues of~equals det (~),

eigenvalues is the trace and thus less than 16, kmin

and since the sum of the

can be bounded as

5X1O -4
i,>

mln 8.8

A > 8 x 10-6min

The error 11x - ~11may thus be bounded as

3 X103X1.5X10
-8 _~

tl. 7x6x10
IIE - $11 <

8 X 10-6

11~ - ~1~ < 20 feet
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This is the error resulting from a worst case; in most cases 11x - ~11will

be ody a few feet.

The computational requirements for the Gaussian elimination solution

of~(t) - ~:~(t) are: 10 multiplications, 6 divides, and 10 adds. Adding

~(t) - p:!<(t) to p*(t) requires 3 adds. Thus the total computation requirements——
for determini~g $(t) are: 50 multiplications, 52 adds, and 6 divides.

F.7 Conversion of $ (t) to Latitude, Longitude, and Altitude

The final stage in the computation is to convert ~(t) to a position in

a rotating spherical coordinate system. The latitude ~(t), longitude

~(t), and radius ~(t), are related to~(t) by

ax(t) = :(t) Cos !(t) Cos (? (t) - *)

by(t) = -;(t) cos! (t) sin(Y (t) -*)

$Z (t) = 2(t) sin 1 (t)

Thus, ~(t), q(t), and ~(t) are determined by the equations
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I

To exp~ess the aircraft position to wiihin 50 feet in terms of ~, \

and ~, it is sufficient for the accuracy of ~ to be 25 feet, a~]d the accuracies

of land qto be 4 x1O
-3

minutes- of arc. Therefore, 30 bits are more than

sufficient for each of these quantities. The on-board clock has an accuracy
6

of two parts in 10 ; thus, over a 100 second interval of time, the quantity
2fit -5
~ can be computed to within 5 x 10 minutes of arc. (Recall that the

real-time aircraft.. clock is reset at 100 second intervals). This accuracy

is certairiiy” more than adequate.

The square root..computation for ~ (t) can be performed via. the Newton.-

Raphson method. Sirice ~ (t) :differ:s:frorn ~(t-1) by at most 103 feet,
-5

or a

factor of about 5 x 10 , one iteration of the Netion-Ra.phson method is

sufficient. to get accuracy of 2. 5..x .lO-Z .fe.et.: .TYIUS $“(t) may be computed :

as

:2
(t - 1)...li;i; (t)il 2

} (t) = 2; (t-1)”””””

This computation reql~ires 4 multipl.ications j.3 adds, and 1 divide.

The value af d-“ $:”t $: at time t differs from its value at ti”me
.

t-~ by at ~05t 10’ feet. If it is ~ssumed that the aircraft rem,ains south

of 600 North iatitude, the smaiiest that
2

is 2, 000 miles, or about 107 feet.
‘hen ~;xw:.c

-4 in one second. Therefore Xif
most a factor of iO px (t) t $; (t)

is computed as v
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then the accuracy of 10
-1

feet is attained. This computation requires 1 multi-

~(t) t p;(t) is computed during theplication, 1 add, and 1 divide since p2

computation of r(t).

via a

table

Each

The inverse sines in the expressions for ~(t) and Y(t) cOuld be evaluated

series. However, the following table look-up method is faster. A

(read -only memory) of 364 entries contains the numbers

‘k = sin-l (k. 2-9), k = O, 1, 2, . . . 363

of these numbers is specified by 22 bits, to give an accuracy Of 5 x 10
-4

minutes of arc. To compute the inverse sine of x where O <x< ~/2, let n

be the integer part of x . 29, and let abe the fraction part of x . 2 . Then

the inverse since of x, to within 4 x 10
-3

minutes, is

sin-l (x) ~ an t a . (an+l - an)

If {;/2 <x <1,
2

one first computes 1 - x and uses

sin-l (x) = 90°-sin-1( 1- x2)

The inverse sine of 1 - X2 is computed via the avove table look up. Com-

putation of 1 - X2 can be done via Netion-Raphson. A maximum of five

iterations is required. if - is fO.nd, where .25<22” (1 - X2) <1,

and if 22n (1 - X2) is used as a starting point. Then 1 - X2 is found as i

1.X2 =2 -nfi~)
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Using this table look-up method, sin
-1

(x) may be found with only 2 adds

q . An additional 6 multiplication, 7 adds,and 1 multiplication, if O < x < 2/2

md 5 divides are needed if J/2<x<,. This averages to 6 adds, 3 divides,

and 4 multiplications. Some additional logic is also required to determine

the correct branch of the inverse sine.

In summary, calculation of ~ requires 4 multiplications, 3 adds, and

1 divide; to find the altitude one additional add is used. Calculation of ~ re -

quires a divide and an inverse sine; thus 6 adds, 4 multiplications, and

4 divides. Computation of ~requires 6 multiplications, 8 adds, and 5 divides.

The total computation requirements are thus: 14 multiplications, 18 adds,

and 10 divides.

F. 8 Total Computer Requirements

The total number of airthmetic operations required for each aircraft

position estimates is

149 multiplications

41 divisions

150 additions

Each of these operations involves 30-bit registers.

It is estimated that eighty-six 30-bit registers of read-write memory

are required. In addition, a read-only memory consisting of three hundred

and eifiy-four 22 -bit registere forms the table for computing inverse sines.

If one allows five non-computation instructims (e. g. , shifts, stores, loads, i

etc. ) per computational instruction, then the total program length can be

conservatively estimated at 2100 instructions.

One can expect that by 1990 the cost Of such a cOmputer, designed

as a special purpose computer and produced in quantities of 105, will be

insignificant compared with the costs of the aircraft receiver ati display

system.
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However, the computational load is also well within the capacity

of a 1971 minicomputer costing only several thousand dollars. For example,

it is estimated that a 16-bit, 4096 word Nova computer with a memory cycle

time of 2. 6V sec can easily perform the necessary calculations (using double

precision arithmetic) in 10 to 20 msec. Thus, if a Nova computer were to

be used for the navigation calculations, it would be free for other calculations

98% of the time.

F. 9 Improved Satellite Tracking

An aircraft computer designed according to the preceding sections

should provide sufficiently accurate estimates of the aircraft position,

particularly if a satellite constellation with low geometric dilution is

used. However, errors in estimating the satellite positions produce errors

in the aircraft position estimate; moreover, these satellite tracking

errors are amplified by the geometric dilution. Thus, if the geometric

dilution is 10, the possible satellite tracking errors of 46 feet (as deter-

mined in Section F. 3) could produce aircraft position errors of 46o feet.

Such an error could be unacceptable.

Satellite tracking errors can be reduced in a number of ways. If the

satellite positions are updated recursively as in Section F. 3 then the total

error after K2 iterations can be bounded by

.05K2 t 2-(b - 30) (04K2 t .5) feet

where b is the number of bits used in the computations. Thus it is seen that if

‘2
= 50

b = 33
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then the

course,

satellite tracking error will be bounded by about five feet. Of

this implies that correct satellite ephemeris data are received

every 50 seconds.

A second method of reducing the satellite tracking errors is to

calculate the satellite positions using Eqs. (F-4) and (F-5). These cal-

culations involve computing sines and cosines to 30 - bit accuracy; thus

the implementation of these equations cmld be quite costly in terms of

computation time. However, it has been estimated in Section F. 8 that

only about 20 msec will be spent each second on the aircraft position

computations. Thus there should be ample time for tracking the satellites

using Eqs. (F-4) and (F-5). Note that if these computations were performed

just before the pulses arrive from the satellites, the aircraft position com-

putations could still be completed 20 msec after the last pulse arrival time.

The accuracy with which the satellites can be tracked using Eqs. (F-4)

and (F-5) depends on the accuracy with which time can be measured on the

aircraft. From Eq. (F-4) follows that

1’
+(t) = ; —

1 - e cos P(t)

and so

I +(t) I ~
7.27 X 10-5

l-e
(F-17)

If the aircraft clock has an rms error of 2 parts in 106, the rms timing

error at the end of a 100 second interval is . 2 msec. Thus, the rms error

in V(t) is exactly calculated by Eq. (F-4), is bounded by
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1.45X1O
-8

(A q)rm~ ~
1 -e

To solve Eq. (F-4), one would probably

radians
(F-18)

use the Netion-Raphson

technique. That is,

‘ntl -

the sequence x= defined by

Zr (t-t)

T
tesinxn-exncOsxn

l-ecosxn
(F-19)

converges to Q(t). If the error in Xn is A radians, then the error in Xntl

is less than ~ radians. If one lets

x
0 =Q (t-1)

then, by Eq. (F-17), the error in X. is bounded by

7.27 X 10
-5

IAOIS
l-e

Thus, after only one iteration of Eq. (F-19), the

2.6x1o -9
1+1=

(l-e)z
I

Combining the above with Eq. (F -18), it follows that the rms error in the

calculated value of, :p(t) is bounded by

-3-

< 1.45X1O
-8

Aq
+2. 6x10-9 radians

rms —
l-e (1-e)2
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Only the satellite tracking errors in the radial direction introduce

errors in the estimated aircraft position. The rms error in the satellite

radius is bounded by

(Ar) S e R bvrm~
rms

where R = 26000 miles = 1.37 x 108 feet. Thus, when the orbit eccentricity

is less than or e(qual to .4, the satellite tracking errors in the radial direc-

tion are bounded by

(A+ S 1.8 feet
rms

Thus, a significant improvement in the accuracy of tracking the satellite

can be obtained at the expense of somewhat more time consuming calculations.

To track each satellite using Eqs. (F-4) and (F-5) would require

the following computations each second:

Calculation of one sine and one cosine

6 additions

11 multiplications

1 divide

These computational requirem~nts (for tracking five satellites) are about

the same as those listed at the end of Section F. 3, with the exception of the

sine and cosine calculations.
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APPENDIX G

REFLECTION MULTIPATH AND ANTENNA APERTURE SIZE FOR
AIRTO-GROUND SYSTEM

G.1 Introduction

Reflection multipath is an important factor to consider in the design

of an air to ground multilateration system. Reflections from the surface

of the ground or sea, buildings, water towers, aircraft, and vehicles can

all be impOrtant, depending upon the site chOsen fOr the grOund based an-

tenna. We assume that the antenna sites are chosen so that reflections from

buildings, water towers, aircraft and vehicles are not a major problem.

This can be done by mounting the antema on a high tower, well above all

buildings, and away from areas where there are low flYing aircraft.

With this type of siting the ody reflections that one needs to consider are

reflections from the surface of the ground or the sea. These reflections

wfll dominate the multipath effect on the system.

If the ground is very rough a valid mathematical model of the multi-

path phenomenon must postulate a large number of individual scatterers.

The phase angles of the signals received from the different scatters will not

be the same but till vary. This is due to the differences in total path

lengths from the aircraft to each of the scatterers to the ground based an-

tenna. Thus, multipath signals received from very rough ground will add

incoherently rather than in phase. The resultant interference at the receiv;ng

antenna is called “non-specular multipath. “ (In radar terminO10 gy this is

called clutter). This interference is similar in effect to background noise

at the receiver; however, it increases in proportion to the signal level. In

the air-to- ground system environment, non-specular multipath is not

expected to present much problem.

Multipath reflections from ground which is locally smooth at the point

of reflection can present a considerable interference problem. We shall
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consider in this Appendix the effect of multipath interference emanating

from a ground plane which is perfectly smooth around the point of reflection

I and which has a reflection coefficient of unity.

The assumption of a smooth, perfectly reflecting ground plane,

although not generally valid, is a good approximation as we discuss below.

We are primarily concerned with aircraft which have low elevation angles,

Q relative to the ground antenna because the multipath problem is not

particularly severe for aircraft at high angles, especially for the type of

ground antennas needed to combat multipath for aircraft at low angles.

A commonly accepted ‘Irule of thumb!! regarding surface roughness is the

Raleigh criterion. Applied to the geometry considered here it implies

that if the average of the peak to valley variations in the surface, b, is less

than V(8 sin~) where 1 is the wavelength, the reflected signal will be

approximately equal to that from a smooth surface. For q= O. 5 degrees

considered later, 6 must be less than 12. 5X or rougMy 10 feet which certainly

is true of the ground in many parts of the country. Thus, our assumption

of a smooth ground plane is reasonable. Regarding the second assumption,

unity reflection coefficient, it has been shown that for elevation angles of

less than O. 8 degrees sea water, dry earth, and wet earth all have reflection

coefficients greater than 0.8. This is even true when one takes into account

the spherical nature of the surface of the Earth, which must really be done

at transmission ranges of the order of 200 miles. (This is usually taken

into account by a parameter called the divergence factor. ) Thus, the

assumption of unity reflection coefficient is reasonable.

G. 2 Analysis

With the assumptions of a smooth surface, the signal received at the

ground ante ma can be decomposed into two components: One coming

dire ctly from the aircraft and the other, the specular component, reflected

from the ground. In the de sign of the air to ground system two parameters



are of primary interest: the amplitude of the reflected signal relative to

the direct signal and the time delay of the reflected signal relative to the

direct signal. ‘k From geometry the relative time delay can be approximated

by

2h sin v
‘D=~

where h is the height of the antenna above the ground plane, c is the speed

of light and it is assumed that the distance of the aircraft from the antenna

is much greater than h. For T= O. 5 degrees, even for a 500 foot high
-2

antenna tower t D is only 10 Wee. Thus with available bandwidths of 10 to

20 MHz, there is no possibility of discriminating against this reflection

multipath using sophisticated modulation techniques. Thus the full

amplitude of this multipath must be included as a propagation Ioss in the

link calculation as was done in Sections 2 and 4 of this report.

We now determine the amplitude of the reflected signal relative to

the direct signal as it appears at the output terminals of the antenna. The

re suits of a computer analysis~:>% to determine the relative amplitude are

shown in the curves of Figs. G. 1 through G. 4. These curves can be in-

terpreted as follows. The hyperbolic-like curves are lines of constant

altitude above the surface of the spherical earth obtained using the 4/3

earth approximation. Thus one can relate the elevation angle and range

of the aircraft to its altitude. The solid parabolic -like curve is basically

I
$<

The relative phase shift of the two signals is a thrid parameter that is not
of direct interest here. It can be obtained from the relative delay and the
phase angle of the reflection coefficient.

:~::
The results show in Figs. G. 1 through G. 4 were obtained by H. Berger
of Lincoln Laboratory.

I
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Fig. G. 1. Antenna pattern for 35 -foot vertical aperture
with a perfectly conducting ground plane reflector, ele-
vation angle of O. 93°.
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Fig. G. 2. Antenna pattern for 35 -foot vertical aperture
with a perfectly conducting ground plane reflector, ele-
vation angle of 1.28°.
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Fig. G.3. Antenna pattern for 20-foot vertical aperture
with a perfectly conducting ground plane reflector, ele-
vation angle of 1.63°.
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Fig. G. 4. htenna pattern for 9-foot vertical aperture
with a perfectly conducting ground plane reflector, ele-
vation angle of 3°.
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the pattern of the antenna* which one could measure if the ground plane did

not ~xi~t. ,*,! Because the ground plane exists, the antenna pattern will

have maxima and minima. The width of the lobes thus formed will depend

upon h, the height of the antenna. The envelope of these lobes is, to first

order, independent of h, however. The dashed curves are the envelopes

of the maxima and minima.

G. 3 Results

Fig. G. 1 shows an antenna

a narrow elevation beamwidth.

with a vertical aperature of 35 feet and thus

As can be seen from Fig. G. 1, the following two cases re suit in

the same size signal at the antenna output terminals.

i) An aircraft at 200 miles range and T= 1° elevation, i. e. on
the peak of the antenna beam, when no ground plane is present.

ii) An aircraft at 100 miles range and 9 = O. 5° elevation when the
ground plane is present and h is chosen such that the deepest
part of a null occurs at ~= O. 5 .

This implies that if a link calculation is done on the basis of an aircraft at

200 miles range on the peak ~f the beam, one must include a multipath

10SS of 6db = 10 loglo (%) if one desires to provide surveillance to air-
.- .---,

craft at 200 miles range and Q = O. 5° when they happen to fly into a null.

Fig. G, 2 indicates that the result i. about the same for VO = 1.28°

where @o is the angle between the axis of the beam and the ground plane.

Figs. G. 3 and G. 4 indicate that as the vertical aperture of the an-

tenna is decreased from 35 feet to 20 feet and 9 feet, the multipath loss

‘f The curve can be more precisely described as a line of constant power
density.

>2>%
It should be noted that the antenna pattern used is not generic or
fundamental, but merely representative of a broad class of patterns.
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increases from 6 db to 10 db and 16db, respectively. Thus the desirability

of employing a large vertical aperture to create a narrow elevation beam-

width to keep multipath losses to a reasonable level is quite evident.

:.
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APPENDIX H

SIGNAL DISADVANTAGE IN A~-TO-GROUND MULTILATERATION
SYSTEM

In evaluating the performance of air-to - ground multilateration systems

an important parameter is the aircraft signal disadvantage. This is the

ratio, r, defined by

,=y (H-1)

where Pdi~ is the power received from an aircraft which is furthest from

the ground station and E(P) is the average (over the ensemble of all

transmission distances between aircraft and ground station) power received

from an aircraft.

In this appendix we shall evaluate this ratio, r, under the following

idealized assumption:

1.

2.

3.

4.

The earth is perfectly spherical.

The ground based antenna is located on the surface of
the earth.

The received power decreases as the square of the
distance between the aircraft and the ground based
antenna.

Aircraft are uniformly distributed within a spherical
cap of height h above the surface of the earth. The
bo~ndarie~ of this cap are the spherical earth, a con-
centric sphere with a radius greater than the earth by
an amount h and a cone of half angle 8 with its vertex
at the earthts center. For convenien~e it is assumed
that h is normalized so that it is measured in units of
the earthts radius.

Figure H. 1 illustrates the geometric situation described by assump-

tion 4. The shaded area is a cross section of the geometric solid in which
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Fig. H. 1. Geometry for power disadvantage calculation.
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the aircraft are distributed. The cross section is taken perpendicular

to the surface of the earth. lld,~ is the distance of a typical aircraft frOm

the ground station G: !Idmax ,, is the maximum value attainable by d. This

corresponds to the transmission range of the most disadvantaged aircraft.
I

In terms of the geometry of Figure H. 1 we have
I

,=~=dz ()E?
dls

ma x

Utilizing Figure H. 1 we have by the law of cosines

dzmax = (l+h)2 + 1-2 (l+h) COS 8..

(H-2)

(H-3)

Since the height of the spherical cap is very small relative to the earth!s

radius, (i. e. h <<l), (H-3) yields

d~ax = 2 (1-cos eo) (H-4)

Let “V(I represent the volume of the airspace illustrated in Figure H. 1.

V is computed quite simply as

lth 2
V=feof 2np sin @dpde

0 1

[v=+n‘1th)3-? F-cos’01 (H-5)

Again using the assumption of small h relative to unity (H-5) yields

v- 2n h (l-COS O.).

:k
!!dl! is measured in units of the earthls

(H-6)

radius.
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Applying (H-4) to (H-6) results in

()EL can be computed using assumption 4.
dz

Specifically,

Applying (H-8) to (H-2) results in

By the law of cosines

dz =p2tl -2pc0se

Applying (H-1O) and (H-7) to (H-9) yields

r=
f~h$ < sin B d8dp

ptl-cose

r= ~ f;hln( )p2tl-2pc0se0 dp

(p-l)z

(H-7)

(H-8)

(H-9)

(H-1O)

(H-n)

The assumption of h small relative to unity is again introduced to give the

following approximation



P2tl-zPcOse = 2(1 - Cos co). (H-12)
0

Applying (H-12) to (H-n), inte grating and utilizing the small h assumption

re suits in

[()]d
r~21n +tl

which is a desired formula.

For dmax = 100 miles and h = 40, 000 feet, r = 8.45 db

For dmax = 200 miles and h = 40,000 feet, r = 9.3 db
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APPENDIX I

GEOMETRIC DILUTION WITH SATELLITE MULTILATERATION
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS

This Appendix consists of a derivation of expressions for the geometric

dilution of satellite multilateration surveillance systems. The analysis also

applle 5 to satellite navigation sYstems. Results are first found for N satel-

lites; the se re suits are then specialized to the case where the minimum

number of satellites is used, i. e. , where N equals four.

In the satellite multilateration surveillance system known as the air-

towatellite-to-ground system the aircraft emits a signal which is received

by N satellites at the times tl, t2, . . . tN. If the locations of the aircraft

and the N satellites are denoted, respectively, by the Ntl 3-vectOrs p> E1~E2~

. . . SN, the following relation holds:

In the above, ~ and ~ are N-vectors:

I

is the speed of light, and L(. ;. )

~ ❑ (tl, t2, ... tN) t

~= (1,1,...1)’

(the prime “ ! “ denotes transposition), c

is the following N-vector valued function

I@ -:111

t(p;:l,...~~

‘(”)

= Ill -5211

I@ - :dl
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(II AIl is the Euclidean norm of ~. “The N-vector :1 accounts for refractions

due to the atmo sphere, and to is the time that the aircraft transmits its

signal.

The times of arrival of the signal at the satellites are measured with

resultant errO=S that may be denoted by the N-vector &z. Thus, the vectOr

of estimated times of arrival,~, is just

$=t+~2— —

A
~=:< (l; jl, . . ..~+tol +glt:2—

Udortunately, the eact locations of the satellites are not know; rather

the position of satellite i is estimated to be ~. Since the error in this es-

timated position,~ - gi, is efiremely small compared with II% - pll , to a very

good approximation

IIE - Eill = IIP - lill - y; ‘Ii - Ei)

where gl is the unit vector pointing from E to ~:

1 (< - p)
‘i ‘—

llSi - Pll

Denoting the vector ~3 as

u’ (Si - El)
–1 –1

53 =

( )

2; (s2 - :2)

UN!;’*- ~~

(I-1)

r,.
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AA A
the relation between p, ~ Ll, . . . gN is seen to be

From the estimated satellite positions and times of arrival, an e sti -

mated aircraft position ~ is to be computed. This estimate shOuld be con-

sistent with any known statistics of the quantities to, ~, _~, and S3. The

model that is used for the aircraft transmission time, to, is that of a com-

pletely u~nown parameter. The vectors 32 and S3 can be reasOnabIy mOdeled

as uncorrelated zero mean random vectors, each with uncorrelated components.

The vector ~1, which accounts for the refractive effects of the atmosphere,

has a deterministic part, gld, and a random part, S1=, the latter Of which maY

b modeled as a zero mean random vector, uncorrelated from&2 and &3, with

uncorrelated components. Thus, according to this model,

‘ld + S
(I-2)

vector with the covariance

(I-3)

Since to is assumed to be completely u~nown, it must be removed from

Eq. (I-2). This is accomplished by operating on Eq. (I-2) with any (N-1) by N

matrix ~ satisfying,
I

H1=O—-—
(1-4)

rank (~) = N - 1

to obtain the vector ~:—
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For the special case where H is given by—

- ( ~
1 -1 0 0 . . . 00

0 1 -1 0 . . . 00

H=.

o
)

000 ...1-1

the vector~ has as components estimated time differences. It is easily seen

that the amount of itiormtion that ~, as defined in Eq. (I- 5), contains about

the aircraft position, p, is independent of the choice of ~, protided that Eqs.

(I-4) are satisfied. —

An expression for the estimated aircraft position, ~, may now be derived—

by first linearizing Eq. (I-5) about a point p>:. The vector p~< could be the last— —

estimated aircraft position, a predicted aircraft position computed from

several previous estimated positions, or just a good ~ess of the aircraft

position. Thus, Eq. (I-5) can be approximated as

where ~ is the matrix of partial deviatives of f (E*; ~1, . . . _N$ ) with respect

to the components of P*. It is easily seen that (assuming the error in~i is—

small) ~;

()

A
~=-.

“N
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where the unit vectors~i are given by Eq. (I-l).

Defining the vector Q as

(a known quantity), Eq. (I-6) becomes

,A
~=~+;g~

(I-7)

(p. p,k)+~g

a random vector, then knowledgeIf the aircraft position were modeled as

of the mean and covariance matrix of p and the cross covariance matrix of—
p and c would be stificient to determine the minimum-mean- square -error— —

estimator of p. However, it is simpler to assume that p is a nonrandom,—
albeit u&nown, quantity. With this assumption, since ~he components of

~are assumed to be uncorrelated and to have equal variances (Eq. (I-3)), a

reasonable estimate of p is the least-squares estimate. That is, the esti-

mate of p, ~, is defined—to be that vector for which the quantity 11~ 112 is
— —

minimized, subject to the constraint that

(I-8)

The interpretation of this approach is that of finding the aircraft position ~—

which is consistent with the smallest measurement error _L (It is also the

maximum likelihood estimate if ~ is assumed to be Gaussian. ) I

The vector ~of minimum norm which satisfies Eq. (I-8) is easily

found to be

$ = H1(HH, )-l(~_u_~ HF@_ P>:))— — — — — — c
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and the squared norm of$is

I Finally, that vector ~ which minimizes the above is just—

or

(I-9)

where

~ = c (~’~’ (H H’)-l H F)-l F’H’ (H H’)-l (I-lo)—— ——— ———

Equations (I-7), (I-9) and (1-10) define the estimate $. The error in

this estimate,

‘= i-P—

is just the following linear transformation on ~!

&=KHc— ———

Consequently, the covariance matrix of the position error is
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and from Eqs. (I-3) and (1-10),

The mean squared position error is now just

where “tr’t is the trace operation.

The geometric dilution, k, of the satellite constellation is defined as

the ratio of the rms position error to the ~ms err Or in each Of the com-

ponents of the measurement ~ (see Eq. (I-2)):

k . : flqrm,

From Eq. (1-12) it is clear that

k== tr [(Fi H’ (H H’)-l~~)-l] (1-13)————

The definition of geometric dilution, as given above, depends On the

model that was used for the random vector ~. In several cases, e. g. a

satellite-to-air navigation system, it is not reasonable tO mOdel the cOmpOnents

of gas being uncorrelated and having equal variances. In such cases the

geometric dilution can be used to bOund the value Of IIAll ,ms ‘hat ‘s ~ ‘ro~

Eq. (1-11),
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Now, by the Schwarzl inequality,

E [~1~1~<

Since xc and H’K’K H are both positive semidefinite, it follows that——— —

tr (~P~ < [tr {~c)]2

tr (( H! KI, KH)2) S [tr ~~r~, KH)]2
-——- ——

and consequently

-~[lllll]z~tr(P,) tr (~tKtKH)

But,

tr (:e) = E [IIsIII

and from Eqs. (1-10) and (1-13)

tr (H’ K’KH) = tr (K HH’ K’)— _—— ——— —
tr [c2 (FIH1 (H Ht)-l~~]-l]— — — —

= k2

Therefore, it follows that 1

(1-14)

It should be noted that this bound uses the rms value of the entire vector c,

not just the rms value of one component.



Finally, the bound in Eq. (1-14) can be improved slightly by noting that,

since ~= K H e that portion of ~which lies in the null space of ~ contributes——— #

nothing to ~. Since the null space of~ is spanned (see Eqs. (I-4)) by the

vector ~ it follows that the portion of &that is orthogonal to this null space

is
~! ~

~-(–fi)~ = (I -~~~’)~—
— —

Therefore, an improvement on Eq. (1-14) is the following bound:

(1-15)

The expression for the geometric dilution In Eq. (1-13) can be simpli-

fied somewhat by assuming a particular matrix ~; note that k, as given by

Eq. (1-13) is invariant tith respect to all & satisfying Eqs. (I-4). Letting

(
1 0 0 . . . 0 -1

010 . . . 0 -1

~=:

‘ )

(1-16)

o 0 0 . . . 1 -1

it is a simple exercise to show that
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where~i is

for several

the unit vector defined in Eq. (I-1). The numerical values of k

satellite constellations have been computed and may be found at

tie end of Appendix D.

Of considerable importance are those

dilution be comes very large; this can occur

cases where the geometric

with a poorly designed satellite

constellation. From Eq. (1-13) it is clear that a necessary and sufficient

condition for the geometric dilution to be finite is that

rank (HF) = 3——

where ~ is any (N-1) by N matrix satisfying Eqs. (I-4). For example, using

the H of Eq. (1-16), the criterion for a finite geometric dilution is that the—

(N-1) 3- vectors U1 - UN, U2 - UN, . . . UN-l -yN span three dimensional space.

From the last remark it is clear that the minimum number of satellites

needed to estimate the aircraft position is four. When four satellites are

used, the matrix~~ in Eq. (1-13) is 3 by 3, and thus Eq. (1-13) can he

simplified somewhat. In fact, the geometric dilution k can be expressed in

terms of the various dot and cross products of the unit vectors yi. However,

little intuition can be obtained from this expression.

In both surveillance and navigation systems, due to the aircraft antenna

pattern, those satellites which may be used in estimating the aircraft position

must lie in a conical region of space. Given this restriction, it is

important to be able to de sign a satellite constellation with an acceptable
I

geometric dilution. A rule of thumb that may be Used to obtain a good

geometric dilution is to position the satellites so that the unit vectors u.

are distributed evenly throughout the allowable conical region. At lea:

one satellite should be nearly overhead; and the rest should be close to

the minimum allowed angle of elevation, with an even distribution of angles

of azimuth. Whenever possible, bunching of the unit vectors Yi should be

avoided.
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Of course, a satellite constellation with a good geometric dilution at

one aircraft location may have a poor geometric dilution at another location.

If four satellites are used and positioned within a cone of half-angle

@ so that one unit vector is coincident with the conical axis and the remaining

three are spaced 120° apart on the conical surface (all the unit vectors

radiate from the conical vertex), then the geometric dilution can be shown

to be

I 8

k= c~3(1-co, d)2(ltcosd) (1-17)

It appears ttit the above satellite positioning gives the smallest geometric

dilution subject to the constraints that only four satellites are used and that

they all lie in a conical region of half-angle @. Thus Eq. (I-17) is a 10wer

bound on k subject to these constraints. Figure I-1 is a plot of Eq. (1-17);

the value k = 4.27 at the angle 9 = 45° is of particular interest, as in the

air-to-satellite-to-ground system the satellites must be in a cone of half-

angle 45°.
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Fig. I. 1. A lower bound to the geometric dilution factor, k,
with four satellites within a cone of half angle 0.
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